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North urged to push for mlne road 
TERRACE-  Northwest com- 
" munities should start lobbying 
for a road into the gold,rich 
Iskut Valley because of the 
benefits it v~flhbring them, says . 
the presidentof a Company with 
over how much they should pay 
for a proposed 72km road, 
leading into .th e Iskut from 
Hwy37. .,;~; , 
, "The  two mining .companies 
should pay for 75 per cent of the companies. 
estimated $12.5 million cost to Mining and exploration com- 
build the road. " panics have said they want the 
The mines ministry report"~ government to finance the road 
downplays the value of a road ~. and then recoup construction 
inco, just over $9 million to ex- 
ploration companies, $2.2 
million to B.C. Hydro and $1.3 
million to the forest industry. 
(The report also indicates that 
• ..  really need the support - -  a lot to not only northwest ervice in- '~and maintenance costs by lo~in~ wo,,~a , ,~  t,, 
a e m e r e . ,  of hoopla -- from : Smithers, dustries but also to forest com- 'charging a toll. economical if the cut was ex- 
• : Billi~ Price of: ~ Skyline Gold Terrace, S tew~mf d places _like p~es  ~that: could log in/the,~ :ivThe miries ministrvlre, ort ~T- ported as whole logs and not 
madethe comment because of a this," said Priceinadding that Iskut area~ to: ~B.C.~ Hydros: ~ ~ned .~everal sc~r]oSlaymg •processed in B.C.), 
government report which, states businesses Servicing :the Iskut which Could ase a portion of the ~ '~-t ~--'- ~-~ . . . .  ~-J '----"- "~-" . . . . . . . . .  ~ ' "  . . .  ~, , . . . , . . . .  . .... ,........... ., , ... : ,, u ~uutn,~u}, ,m~, roau v©rsus t',~uuauons on woo wm pay on ly  those companies, wxth Valley ,will beneftfrom a road road should ~t budd a dnm m :d011 . . . . .  ' '-" - - - -  " " "~ and . . . . . . .  • - 
• " -- " ~ - '" t - -  connection ;~ ' : ' "h- =--- ---' . . . . . .  ,_:__~ ___. :: .: ar vmue oenems ma(woum now mucn mey wm pay for nunes in me I SKU[  Wi l l  oenen( . • -:.: '~ : . . ' ;  , t ~ tu~, t r  ema;  to~tounsm ano  ~ ,,r.:...,~,:rL_= : , _ : . . _ ,~±, . ,  : . - .  , i .  . . . .  J .__ , . . . . . .  - . o  . . . . . .  " - *  - " : : : ...... : " .  • r - - - - - ' - ' - -  - : ' - ' , - -"=:  " . ; .  .. ~ ~.uaU.[u ~ =~. users.;: : , m= Luau oegan last zan atter me 
me most zrom a roan , . ,  . . . .  Access to the area!s nowomy ' =ar'uuu=!, ~=u.Ence. ,. ~ :"  It!i?states, : based on a i991 provance said the road was a 
..... good idea. " . . . .  Skyline - -  ••operator: f the by ~ with Skyl.ine..an.d corn- He attribtlted some Of the :: completion/date and  usin~ 
JohnnyMountaingold mine~, panxes doing e.xp!oration: a~.d Pr0blem.~'the'imining Companies/Sky~e andC6minco as the on~ 
and Cominco - -  its figuring out uevempment .usmg~/wrangen, are having in Xiegofiatibns to the ':: l y t~o ~ com,auies ~'~th mines 
development Costs for its SNIP Alaska, as a stagingbase.:: mines ministry because it isn't i~i'thei'~Toad wou ld  vrovide 
property l ,  are'in negotiations • He Said the province has in- looking a t  benefits ibeyond. ~economic benefit o f  just over 
with' the ~tov.incial gogernment dicated the. two companies those which would go tomining ~ $24 million to Sk line and Corn • . . . . . .  i , Y " 
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:~l;K&.,wlfl'ft0cal'Street:youths:are :commo[I.f.a.re for  , ho.me. No~fe  house existsfor therr/~: ,dnd-~Feri:ace's-:.10w:: 
ec't . . . .  ttie -i-e r race " F~ei~-~'n '. . . . .  i.e~i~ri, ' woiker-Joe Sulllvah.:He runs ." ~v~hc~ 'iate CompoiJnds the~. problems. kids Whqiifeel ttiby 
/~rie.ci~::i~rbgrav/i..~arid:helps runaways deal with life away from =n' t  gO:home face. :! i~ /~ : : ~ 
"= ' '  :' "~ '~"  ' "  " . . . .  : !  " ' ' " " ' "  : '  " ' ,.''.7":, 
~ C ~ : : ; ~  30-minute ' some Of ;them may s~! : : ' to  which y0uths are:in the most '- .... '.~i'! ~:::: ;i,'.,,,~::~ Sullivan '.: L,me,. :youn~ 
~k:i6~(~ria ~d.~!~e in the.~, llsten/;, i . .  - '..{ i': i Serioustrouble and planhis people.:i:~ ' ::;f/b.m~.:P6x 
~e,i)leads:tg:!a:i:S~-hpur, : : But Sullivan andhiSpro,  - t imewith :them .accordingly, tugese'.:'a: Ls t i : / !~  
6~versati0n,,!infa~fast-f66di; ! g/-mn are~,t there to tell kids ;He said it : makes: him families i~ !i~g~gP~:,~ 
~[.~It~s an0the~dqy:: !to go home/He helps them .. distinguish between,: rS~OUS a society ~e~n't}~ 
~fbr'~s~eet:w~rlc~!~i :: kee ~itheir h~d~ above Water .. runaways and .~vhat he calls ~ form:t6fih' ~n~ts!/~iueS 
"~" ;  i :  ' : : ' "  ,~ ' t~ ", ,' : -  , . - " '  - '~ . . . .  : '~  ' - • van, andtoday zt s-a~ out m the real ,world until, 'the :"r~creafional runners" Su l .H~h~ "se~g:dp'  
~i,'lies~.con~nced::-..they: e~ther...don't need: his : or"walkers." : ; . . • ; an-incermye:/.~rbgram(for 
~a~:  iiit~ti:o~ :g0~ i !i 3~elpi 0r::decide to giveh0me i Ten-ace's low vacancy rate street::yo~ths: uhd~'r.thei)'uke 
~ter ' tb !~ j / i~d: . i  illfeg;~6thertr~y; ' ' • " is especially hard on: youths of Ed[nbuigh!~/' P~bglam; 
~i'.: ~ i ~ Help ~ be: advice, help- . er v/ould • who have left home. ',I really / YouthswhOi~iolunte . . . .!,:l}~bthe~i ;~; ::i:  . . . . . . . . . . .  
:~!(i:!. ~ : :WI I  3 : :ad* : :  ~ '  ing/them look for a place to .  feelTor the kids who are 0ut  receive"::br0nze;: silver iand 
i ' i~ ' ibca lR~:0~/~.  i]l~e, geta  learner's Hcence, there looking for itheir f i r s t :  gold levelS~)fr~c6gnifioff for : 
.t6:~dplstr~i youths for social asSist/~ce,,':,~ place," he said. "Some;of pu~gin la :~r ta ln  umber 
iiJ~ibffe~ fred Hkad' i ~te re~umea :or go thrcmgh them end ui~. staying'.with' ~ of hours s 
~{c~e~dibielb~aus~;he" i juno post ings;,  ' :  : : i :  .i' i i .  Social i workers,: teachers, work, job~Pent°n:c°~unitYskillS'~aii~ng, gu -/: 
!d~Sii~(l~tv~i !personalstake ?:~-Suilivan is deali~lg with a : friends friends; church i door exploration'and recreaL 
~i~!~l~at~tl~e~i dO:, !:.i'/ ,i:i ' ~e! i l~d of  morethan thr~. members;" . . tinn.:. ": ~: ~: : ~:' ' " ~ " ~ ~ r ' : 
~~;~!!,~'~]~:ii~fl the':Id~i,that] : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ' ......... , .  . , .... ............................. l: t lmesasmany kids as he ex- . The lack .of a safe house or "That givesalStreet'y0bth 
is~;'~ar~}fg01r~}.::to/ihe~i'i.i!he • ~ed i~hen!hea~'~/edhere  place.street youths can turn who is r~ ly  Spinnidg' his 
i'.'~i'~('i., ,.~.~, .:,....~ rpm:~'ei:th.~;ve ; Six:months;agb,~ "I 'm already ,to literally.leaves some of wheels ', in"i~the.:~o~unity. 
~i~ard., ;a:.i:tl,61~i~di:/itimes "flndingas"one :Workerit s themout  in hie cold ~ somethi-~ t6~do"".' stdiivan 
. . . . .  . '  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  : '  . . . . . .  :!~eit::p~entS, !us~/ t~ i m.uehi', !:he Said,;  ~ ':Many come from broken said, "~d tiliit'S'~a;St~ for 
~,!,it~h~s~;i~!ob'.;wh~ver, : h :.: 'It s just•imp0ssible tomeet families; .~ ~d ::some youths  these' kids, ;many ~'Of wh0m 
;,~sa.~s..:~;~::Maybe~}~!n/a  non - the n~ o f  ~ these kids. ,; .... fro m ~gran . t ,  families face. have absolutely! nothing to 
}.iii~.hreat.en~ng-ii~envl~'onment: now.~has, to': decide '. i ad.ded;(,iiCUdtural ~problems/< put dowff.~n a.re!i~m.ei: !, 
. . ~ .  . . ' 
RD offered Shames hares 
I~E~CE "Kitimat.Stikine , the Shames Venture Capital principal on March 31 in each deferred an answer on the pro- 
: ,  : !~egional district.could beCOme • Corporaiion (10,000) and in. of the years  1992-4 with any posai:~nding advice from the 
: ,~thelargest single shareho!der in dividiiaI'lnvest0rs(21,491) for a outstanding interest o be paid ministry of Municipal Affairs 
~i: ~ the: Shames' M0untaln Ski Cor; totall share' value o f  $i.1 in 1995. on whether it can legally enter 
" , .  ~" !l~btation i f ' i t  accepts the com-, mil l iom' .;; r .  " The regional district has into Such an arrangement. 
• i~atiY:!S !ateSt :repayment pro. ' .The: r!gional district w0ul d " " ' " 7 
At the time the provincial 
government did say it Will pay 
for Some of the road but added 
the majority of the cost should 
be the responsibilltyof mining 
companies. 
The mining companies will 
soon present~ a critique of the 
cost-benefit report as part, of the 
negotiating process, said Price, ~ 
A mines ministry spokesman 
said the report forms just a part 
of the negotiation process into 
who will pay for how much of  
.the road. 
"It's the responsibility, of 
government to ispend money 
wisely. We Start with the intent 
of  the report," said Karen Kon- 
chorada. 
She said benefits to northern 
service industries were not in- 
cluded in the report as lit is in. 
tended to look only at the direct 
benefits of the road. 
Board • 
pay change:  . . . .  
TERRACE --  School board 
trustees have voted to pay 
themselves when traveiling on 
board business. 
The new system sees, each 
trustee receiving $115 a day by 
attending, for example, con- 
ferences or meetings approved 
by the board. 
Hazel tons trustee Va l  
Napoleon said trustees who 
have jobs are being penalize~l 
because they are either losing 
pay when they travel oh b~ard 
business or are being forced to 
penses which are automatically 
covered by the school district. 
Stewart trustee Kris Chap- 
man said she was uncomfor- 
table about getting the extra 
money because it's more than 
she gets at her regular job. Bas- 
ed on an eight-hour day the 
$115 rate - -  which is the same 
as that paid to substitute 
teachers - -  is equivalent to be- 
ing paid more than $14 an hour. 
Napoleon said the new rate 
was needed because some. 
trustees lose pay and holidays 
use uo " v • when they serve on provincial . . . .  hofida, tune. 
-" . . . . . .  i"on committees or conferences, and 
-tne-new,sys~0m~.m~aOou ...... are beHnnin-*, ,  ~'," a,, .... a 
to the emstmg pay. aes of fromdoin- ~o 
$5,000 ' a' year fo r  'trustees, . : .- ~"  • :*~. '. - ....... " .  
_ .,,., :, _._~ _,._. , _  . Secretary-treasurer Barry $6,250 fo~ m= w~ ~uemmm, • " P iersdor f f  est imated the and $7,500 for the chairman. average trustee wouid Spend 
Trustees voted not to increase around five days a year on 
those amounts Feb. 13, the business outside the district. 
same day on which they brought Trustees also voted to set up a 
in the new system, committee ach fall to review 
The new rate does not include, the rates, and report back in 
travel or accommodation ex- November• 
Men tracked down 
TERRACE --  Fifty-five local 
families benefitted last year 
from a new program that helps 
force separated spouses to keep 
up support payments. 
Province-wide, the Family 
Maintenance Enforcement Pro- 
gram collected $4 million in 
maintenance arrears in 1989, its 
first year, according to a 
ministry of the attorney-general 
press release. 
The amount collected increas- 
ed each month last year, and 
ministry officials are predicting 
1990 could see as much as $I0 
million collected. 
"This is money that other- 
wise would not have been col- 
lected by thousands of families 
who are entitled to and need 
these maintenance payments to 
support themselves and their 
children," attorney-general Bud 
Smith said. 
The collection rate for north 
and central B.C. is now 50 per 
cent, according to the 
program's regional manager. 
Officials call that a major im- 
provement over the rest of the 
nation, where studies how only 
15 per cent of former spouses 
don't default regularly in their 
payments. 
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WeeU,.= w,u =~==uw goaro 
• ~ ~ ; ~ ~  | members Feb, 17 Pulpwood 
[ ..... ~ [ Agreement 17 giveslc0mpanies 
I ' / "irrevocable rights"ito wood 
[ ~ | and forces the provincial 
- - "  " = - -  - m-- government to come': Upl with 
N ~  I ~ I ~  ,~e~ I [#~ whatever they want. 
II ~] [ ] [  | ~ [ ~  ~O[[~ | l l |~  He made the statements 
following discussion by  the 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY college president Don Anderson board on five applications made 
was one of several people to experience life in a wheelchair last week to the provincial 
last week as part of an effort to highlight the difficulties'~f l iv ,  government fo r the pulpwood. 
lug and working for others. The five applications for the 
Worker 
complaint 
probes 
widen 
TERRACE - -  Northwest 
employers with non-unionized 
workers face complete payroll 
audits by the provincial govern- 
ment if they don't follow 
employment s andards regula- 
tions. 
The system comes into effect 
this fall but employers who 
might not follow the provisions 
are being told now as an en- 
couragement to comply, says 
labour ministry industrial rela- 
tions officer Roger Davis. 
He described the new system 
as a policy shift in how the 
ministry examines complaints 
about employment s andards. 
Current practice of the 
ministry to is examine only the 
circumstances of a specific om- 
plaint made by an employee 
about an employer. 
Beginning this fail, a com- 
plaint that falls under the 
Employment Standards Act 
guidelines will result in a com- 
plete audit of all employee 
records of a company, said 
Davis. 
"The liability of an employer 
could be horrendous, par- 
ticulary in piecework situations 
where hours of work records 
aren't being kept," he said. 
Employers are being told now 
of the-new policy because 
ministryregulations state a 
valid complaint can only be in- 
vestigated back six months to its 
being filed. 
Companies 
'contacted 
That means employers now 
hav.e that time period, until the 
p0Hcy comes into effect this 
fall, to become familiar with 
employment s andards regula- 
tions, said Davis. 
:. '. 'We don't see this as a 
puni'tive measure. Rather it's an 
attempt to have voluntary com- 
Pliance (of employment s an- 
d~ds regulations). That's why 
we're telling employers now," 
he said. 
-..Employers affected are those 
~h.b have piecework systems as 
well as those who have 
employees on hourly, weekly or 
monthly s~aries. It involves 
hours of. work, overtime pay, 
holiday pay and hours of rest 
between shifts. 
~.,Davis aid companies in the 
fol:estindustry -- ranging from 
silviculture to trucking -- will 
' ~ . 
figure, pronunently in the new 
system as they form the large 
p~ or" the noflhwest economy. 
' ~.'We see compliance with the 
st~indards as  preferrable to a 
Sih~ation where an employer 
With 20 or 30 employees may 
hav©::~to pay thousands of 
dol!ms all at once," he said. 
i.Davis did add that overtime 
cali:ulations are very com. 
pilCa'ted and  that's,  why 
m~-tings are being set up "~ith 
e~ployer, groups, accountants, 
~keeping services and the 
like. 
He said the new system pro- 
bably won,t affect those corn. 
ponies with ufiion contracts as 
t.h¢, Collective agreement 
automatically has provisions for 
overtime and, other monetary 
items,, ,~' 
~i~.~ihe policy change to audit 
Col ~plete company iYayrolls is a 
~!al project' in the  north,west 
~d Won't apply for the tim~ be. 
in S~ tO. otber a r~ :~ :the ~ pro- 
~lnce; ,;:++ :'~ : : ' 
merit, companies must first must mcmoe plans o! now tl~ey 
demonstrate they have used all are to use the wood. 
the wood they may already have • Thornhill area director Les  
under licence, and then have! ~I,Watmough : called, the deal 
m.ade all attempts tO buy woO'd something Compa'~es can take 
from other companies.: tothe bank and wondered if
. . . .  . . . . . . . . .  anybody kn~whOW much wood 
Only then, say government is in the northwest forests. 
documents per~ain!ng' to' the The  :five ~companies are 
agreement, will the forest ser. Skeena CellulOse, which wants 
v ice  give them sales 'of all of the w0od for an expansion 
pulpwood. Amounts bought 
elsewhere will be deducted from 
thefigure to be sold by the 
capacity. " ~,:, .:~ :::! :: 
i Northwood Pulp and Timber 
Ltd:, it has a mill in Houston;: 
Whici/ wants 1501000 ::¢ub|c 
metres for a chippingfacility in 
Houston; and we~t~:-Fraser 
Millsi which wants: all" Of the ' 
woodbut did not say for what 
purpose. ' 
The regi0nal~district has sent 
of its Port Edward pulp mill; letters opposing the~ulpwood 
Orenda Forest Products, which ~ deal to the prdvirlcT~ g~3vera- 
wants 100,000 cubic metres a ment. : ...... 
.... :~_ ~ ! '' ~ ' . ~ ~ . ~ . ~ | .  ~:  ~ 
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ith university ";; ; • '.,',.-~'~. i~'; . - , .  ~- i l l  
TERRACE - .  Any decisions College but, if new buildings 
about the structure and pro- were required, he pointed out 30 
• grams offered by the proposed acres of Crown land was 
• northern university will be left available "very close to the col- 
to the interim board of gover- lege / '  
nors, says the provincial ad- The minister again repeated 
vanced education minister, those were the type of decisions 
Speaking in Terrace last that would be left to the board 
week, Bruce Strachan pointed but added the experience of 
out the report of a university similar institutions in Ontario 
planning group .urged him not suggested "You use every facili~ 
to burden the future board with tyyou can." 
political decisions. " I  made that He also pointed out the 250 
promise to myself and I 'm mak- acres proposal was based on 
ing it to you now," he added, projected enrolment figures of 
While it would still be a cou- 6,000 within 20 years and was 
pie of weeks before the make.u p intended to provide room for 
of that board was rmal~z=l, future expansion. Bruce Strachan 
Strachan said he recognized it 
was "critical" to ensure there 
! was adequate representation "Even a f te r  I lost  601bs. ,  
/ from the "outlying areas." 
(¢ I  can tell you you are going mutw: iys tem was  
i to be pleased with the represen- 
I tation you'll have," hesaid, ad- s t i l l  there  fo r  me,"  
ding the university would not be . ,.The Nutd/System ®Wei~ght Lo~ Program includes a variety of 
able to flourish without the sup- oe,c)ous meats ana snacK~ nutritiona~ and behavioral counseling, j I port of communities like.Ter- light activity, and weight maintenance. 
I race. " I f  there is any bad feel- " " "  ing, I've gota problem." 
I Noting the report suggested 
250 acres be set aside in Prince H u nger relief George presumably toconstruct buildings, mayor Jack Talstra 
• told Strachan city council 
preferred to see money being 
SKEENA students Ryan Prinz, Nell Papais_ _and Kevin Oates end a 30-hour,juice fast last week spent "for the benefit of the 
: with slices of pizza. They were among more than h0 young people from Skeena Ju nior Secondary students rather than on 
and Caledonia to take part in the fast to raise money for developing countries. More than $2,000 buildings." 
" was raised for child immunization and small, self help developing programs sponsored by World Taistra said council does 
Via on and UNICEF. • want the university to make use 
of buildings already in place 
~. such as Northwest Community 
Development strategy hit 
Environment raised at :ity meeting 
TERRACE --  A local teacher That view, however, was and the growing conflict bet- it would show the city was 
says the failure of the city's pro- criticized by Kjolborn Eide, a ween residents and outside serious about maintaining the 
posed tourism and economic one-time guide. Maintaining it anglers on local rivers, area's "quality of life." 
d.evelo.pinent strategy to tackle was more important to preserve Environmental issues were 
sportt~slie/~ issues'is a"iiglaring .... 'Council members said recycl- 
recreati6ffal "-opportunities for also prominent at the ~ meeting ihg~,is included' i/i~i :p l~ned 
omissi0n.'"~ local residents than to pander to with several speakersemphasiz- waste management s udy but 
Robert Brown told last 'tourists, he said efforts should ing the need to ensure the com- probably wouldn't be feasible 
week's parsely attended public be directed towards protecting munity continued to enjoy the unless other local governments 
meeting to discuss the document local game and fish rather than benefits of clean air, clean water took part. 
he hadmet people from all over "prostituting to the highest bid- and a wilderness etting. Following the meeting, 
the world while fishing local der." Conceding the need to ex- Monteith said some ad- 
• 1/2 '°UFREE* rivers. Replying for the city, tourism pand the city's industrial base in justments would now be made LOSE WANT TO LOSE Describing the local fishery as and economic development of- order to relieve the residential to the strategy document based ABSOLUTELY "an immense and sustainable ricer Peter Monteith said the tax burden, Mary Deleeuw aug- on the views expressed with the 
resource," he said it was one decision to downplay marketing gested one answer was develop- final draft likely being ready for CALl. TODAY FOR A FREE NO.OBU~ATION CONSULTATION 
that should be exploited and sport fishing was taken after ing a local recycling operation, council's consideration i  two 638-1800 
built upon. last season's angling closures Not only would it provide jobs, weeks. TERRACE 4644 LAZELLE AVE, 
• Pro~ will be based on 1/2 your desired weight less. ,Special offer does not Include cost of exclusive NubVSystem 
fe~d. New clients only. Offer valid at putld~ung c~t~e~. Offer e~Ires ~ 28. 1990. 
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Condemnation 
The school board is treating the issue whole to hear the opinions of guidance 
of whether or not to 'make  condoms counsellors. And there are indications 
available in its secondary schools much not all of the board is in favour of  mak- 
the Same way a young man approaches a ing condoms available. 
young lady for a date to the junior prom. As infamous as that system is, the 
There's a fear of  the unknown, a certain board does• a strong disservice to itself, 
amount of  hesitancy and not much to the public and ultimately, to the 
knowledge of what might happen• students under its care in this situation. 
It's been more than a. few months ~ We're told the board is going to ask 
since the Skeena health unit recommend- students for their opinions. The same 
goes for public health officials and for ed more education about AIDS in nor- 
thwest schools and included a suggestion parents. That's fine and dandy, but 
that condoms be made available. At that when will this occur? (Note that when an 
time, school district chairman Edna issue directly hits at the board, it reacts 
Cooper came out in favour of  such very quickly. Consider its quick response 
moves, to the school financing referenda pro- 
posal. 
Since then the topic has disappeared It is obvious the issue of  AIDS goes 
into the school board's committee beyond the morality of individual or 
system which permits it to discuss mat- group conduct. It is an issue that in- 
"ters privatelY'it doesn't yet want discuss- volves every segment of society. The 
ed in the open. To date, the board has board should take its debate out of 
met in what it calls a committee-of-the- hiding and place it in the open. 
¸ , ,  
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Smoking issue 
smoulders on 
5 ' :  
L :  
F 
i 
l 
Oh no, not again VlCTORIA  - -  Some issue,  just won't goaway.Wo ld 
you believe I'm still getting 
. mail in response to a column, From the 
some time.ago, on the mis. " Capital 
• • • _ . . . .  sionary zeal with which the 
It's easy to tell when ~t's winter m ts not the case that the muntc~palmes purists are hounding smokers by Hubert Bayer . 
Canada. That's the time of  year when are under a threat to have French- to an even earlier gravethan 
cabin fever strikes, leaving people speaking services imposed on them 
othing-better to do than to find evil . . . .  whether they like it or not• Given the~im- 
spirits lurking underneaththeir beds.~,.., ,~. mense prob|ems in this country~ there 
! This winter's best example are those are surely better things for,councils todo  
sorry souls in Ontario and in pockets of  
the Maritimes worried, yet once again, 
that  French-speaking citizens of  our 
country are out to rob their souls. 
The passage by more than 40 Ontario 
municipalities of motions making 
English the one and only official 
language within their boundaries is com- 
pletely crazy. 
These motions uggest something that 
their nicotine and tar addiction 
would? 
The 0nlv mm~ that has 
changeo since men is that I
qulfsmoking. I certainly 
haven't changed my opinion of 
the dangerous puritans who 
would have smokers hanged in 
public if they had their way. 
The most frustrating thing 
about a lot of the replies to my 
first piece was that most peo- 
ple read only what they wanted 
to read, accusing me of pro- 
moting smoking, thereby not 
only setting a bad example for 
the young, but actually seduc- 
ing them into getting hooked 
with their time. 
The councils' motions are a reaction 
to the special status attitude of Quebec 
and how it relates to the rest of  the coun- 
try. And some of  that attitude - -  the ban 
on English signs, for instance - -  is as ob-  
nox ious  as it is paranoid. But there are 
better ways to counter that than by 
equally as insane motions on the ques- 
tion of language. 
:il i:On the blink 
i~lUg .on,.,our. tetevision, ana- . - - - i -  I ! !  '~" TM 
Wednesdays don't offer my 
LhyO~:we o f  ,ntertainment byC ioudef fe ,~ndeck ,  / 
At 4:30 that afternoon my 
husband tugged the 'on' 
we eat and drink, hungry or 
not, from a supply of goodies 
within arm's reach. 
The inevitable happens. By 
spring, we're hunting for a 
painless diet. (Ever notice 
whenever a new video outlet 
opens, so does another diet cen- 
tre? That should warn us.) 
I note that those advising us 
to pull the plug rarely kowtow 
to rabbit ears. Instead they keep 
occupied with lofty endeavours, 
leaving no time for even selec- 
tive, viewing. 
How opposite they are to 
viewers with apparently no in- 
terest in hobbies, crafts, or 
sports who deem videos "an 
essential source of entertain. 
merit, especially when there's 
not much to do in Terrace." 
switch. When nothing happen- 
ed, he traced the dark screen to 
the dangling plug. 
Well: You'd think I'd discon. 
nected his respirator. 
-As':soon aS I could make 
mysell ~ heard, I explained, 
"We're supposed to wean 
ourselves off TV and try 
emi'ghing our lives with wor- 
thwhile, pastimes -- like 
reading. Experts say if you 
don't read, you can't learn to 
write." 
:"You're the only one who 
wants to write. Go read", he 
snarled, backing rote h~s rock- 
ing chair without shifting his at- 
tention from George and 
Stephanie. I edged out of the 
room~under Bob Newhart's 
scowl. , - • ' 
• on tobacco. 
Just to set the record 
straight: I didn't condone 
smoking then and'I don't no.w. 
I never said nor did I ever 
believe that smoking was 
anything but a danger to 
health. I.did say, however, 
that I enjoyed smoking, and 
that was the truth. I also said 
that it was hypocritical to beat 
up on smokers while fouling 
the air with automobile ex- 
haust fumes. 
But more than anything, I 
expressed alarm at the 
loathing, even hatred, with 
which the non.smoking public 
is t/eating smokers, and at the 
sycophancy ofself-serving 
politicians who have nothing 
'better to do than tax smokers 
into the poor house. 
Nothing has happened to 
make me change my mind on 
that score. True, I reluctantly 
quit smoking after suffering a
mild heart attack, but I'll be 
damned if I join the fanatics 
whose main purpose in life 
seems to be the single-minded 
persecution f smokers. 
Mind you, not all the critics 
were rude. A doctor invited me 
to tour the cancer ward at his 
local hospital with him. Fair 
enough. Another eader of- 
little on my day. 
But there are others who 
regard TV as a member of the 
family. 
Where would latch-key kids 
be without afternoon anima- 
tions to keep them company as 
they wait for Mom or Dad to 
bring home the hamburgers? 
How would career parents 
catch" extra shuteye Saturday 
mornings if it weren't for car- 
toons babysitting the small fry. 
And for people living alone, 
background television drowns 
out unexpected noices -- fike 
ringing phones -- which would 
otherwise startle them. 
Now along come videos to 
prolong our daily decadence. 
Videos are merely TV-on- 
demand. They allow us to watch 
or living room, she wouldn't 
run her car in mine. Als0 fair 
enough. 
Emily Swetland of Christian 
Lake, near Grand Forks, on 
the other hand, went he sar- 
castic route. Since smoking, 
according to "recent, well- 
documented and bona-fide 
studies," was more addictive 
than heroin, I shouldn't be too 
hard on myself• 
"If you were able to get 
more oxygen to your brain, 
you would use your valuable 
public forum to inform the 
public of the many current ef- 
forts to make our province and 
world a better place for all be- 
ings to inhabit." 
If I refrained from 
lighting up in her office. 
or riving room, she 
wouldn't run her car in 
mine. 
Cute, really cute, but despite 
the rush of oxygen that's been 
reaching my brain for five 
weeks now, I still see no 
change in the attitude of non- 
smokers towards their impure 
and licentious fellow humans. 
She goes on to say that, 
smoking decreases both sperm 
count and motility movement 
and that, hopefully, both 
smoking and soldiering will die 
out in the next generation. 
Where in the hell did that one 
come from? I can't remember 
having advocated war. 
A kinder esponse came 
from D.C. Mclntyre of White 
Rock. He called the treatment 
of non-smokers "a vicious 
vendetta, not worthy of 
Canada," adding that the 
same people who Castigate 
smokers never say much about 
the toxic emissions from their 
cars.  
"I was forced to give up 
look at them every day in, the~, 
rack. ,They were myfriends~ for 
so many years," he says. 
Ah, here's an interesting one 
from W.D. Latham of Surrey. 
Thanks "for your 
counterblast," he says, adding 
his own thoghts to the topic. 
Statistics on the alleged cor- 
relation between smoking and 
an earlier death, he says, were 
compiled in the 60s by the then 
surgeon-general in the U.S., 
/ 
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who was neither a surgeon or 
a physician, but a psychiatrist. 
The methods used in compifing 
the statistics, ays Latham, 
were similar to those which 
might be used to prove that . 
sleeping on the flooris 
healthier than sleeping in bed, 
because more people die in 
bed. ' 
"Horror pictures have :been :.
supplied to the anti-smoking 
lobby showing.a non-smoker's 
lung bright and red, and a 
smoker's black. One is invited 
to conclude that the latter con- 
ditio'n is harmful. This is, o f  
course, not so," he says. 
The dark colofir, caused by 
the rmely-divided carbon par- 
ticles from the smoke, he says :
provides aprotective and ab-} :, 
sorbent layer, purifying the air 
during breathing, similar to the" 
way carbon purifleswater. / ~' 
Well, I'd check thatciaim very 
carefully before rushing to 
similar conclusions, but I agree 
with him that if the ~.nti- 
smoking campaign gets any 
worse, we may have a revival 
of the Salem witch trials. 
One more thing. I said 
Canada was in the forefront of 
making life miserable for,: 
smokers. That's probably still 
true, but others are catching 
up fast. In West Germany, 
anti-smoking lobbies will be 
fielding candidates in :~ 
Tracking the drug scene 
Wiretaps a key 
to local busts 
.. By JEFF NAGEL 
TERRACE - -  The wiretapping 
of more than a dozen Terrace- 
area residents was one tool 
RCMP used to crack three 
locally operating drug rings in 
1989. 
Most of the charges in the 
three drug-trafficking con- 
spiracies are still before the 
courts, said Const. Doug Mar- 
tin, the Terrace RCMP's nar- 
cotics officer. But one case that 
began with undercover work by 
officers in Terrace recently end- 
ed in a trail of cocaine traffick- 
ing and conspiracy convictions 
from middlemen i  the central 
interior to larger suppliers in 
Vancouver ,and the U.S. 
Sentences ranged from one to 
i0 years in prison for the con- 
victed dealers, 
That case also marked a 
precedent-setting court decision 
in which RCMP videotape 
evidence of cocaine transactions 
in a Prince George apartment 
was allowed because the video 
surveillance was not found to be 
an "unreasonable s arch" con- 
travening the Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms. 
"It was a major victory for 
us," Martin said. 
Between 13 and 15 wiretaps 
were authorized to intercept 
communications of suspected 
local dealers, he said, and the 
phone taps were a key in bring- 
ing the cases to court and get- 
ting convictions. Hundreds of 
hours of  taped conversations 
were entered as evidence at local 
narcotics trials. 
But wiretapping is just one 
part of the enforcement • equa- 
tion, Martin said. Evidence 
turns up in the form of police 
surveillance, witness testimony, 
and drugs seized in raids. 
Officers get much of that 
evidence from informants and 
users they arrest, Martin said. 
Deals are made with smaller 
dealers to enable officers to 
track down the larger ones. 
Martin said surveillance of a 
suspect or a suspect's house is 
usually done to get enough 
evidence for a search warrant. 
Evidence is also needed before a
judge will approve a "part 6 
author izat ion"  --  which 
enables RCMP to tap phones, 
place hidden microphones and 
video cameras, and take any 
other action deemed legal in 
their quest for information. 
"Or we can direct our under- 
cover officers to buy," he add- 
ed, referring to sting operations 
that have led to convictions in 
the past. 
Prevention is also important, 
he said. "You can't just have 
enforcement,"~he said. Educa- 
tion is critical in getting support 
and information from the com- 
munity and cutting the demand 
for illicit drugs. 
Martin said he tries to sPend 
20 per cent of his time respon- 
ding to the. community's in- 
creasing demand for drug 
education. 
Terrace is very responsive to 
anti-drug efforts, he said. "The 
flow of drug information here is 
way more than I've seen in most 
communities. People know 
there's a problem and they're 
MARIJUANA is still the most common illicit drug here. RCMP con- 
centrate on cocaine traffic, but also make seizures of home-grown 
marijuana and the hydroponic equipment used to grow it indoors. 
willing to assist," he said. "I 
really think there's abetter class 
of people out here." 
Most major narcotics en- 
forcement decisions are made 
by the RCMPs narcotics quad 
in Prince Rupert. "They decide 
if our local dealers are big 
enough to worry about," Mar- 
tin said.. 
Only small amounts of drugs 
arrive through the coastline, he 
said, Most of the flow is from 
Vancouver through the interior 
to Terrace. 
In addition to supplying local 
users, Terrace's drug trade is 
part of an artery from Van- 
Local drug detox centre needed 
couver suppliers to Prince 
Rupert, Martin said. 
"We see. lots of marijuana 
and hash," he said. "But our 
biggest problem here is cocaine. 
It's having the most devastating 
impact." 
Between court time, working 
on other major crimes, and do- 
ing prevention seminars, Martin 
said drug investigations are 
often strapped for time and 
manpower. "What you're able 
to do all comes down to dollars 
and cents," he said. "And I 
don't think you can stop it 
but you can slow it down." 
means about a week in hospital - -  and then the 
long-term cravings that can require long-term 
counselling. She said a northwest detox centre 
would help these users get off and stay off. '~ 
Rehabilitation prograin~ 0ffer~d by ~plo~'ers 
are becoming more common, she said. 
Campbell said a less known form of drug 
abuse involves the abuse of prescription drugs by 
the elderly. "They tend to misuse prescription 
drugs, mix their medications, forget how much 
they've taken. And some of them do develop 
dependencies." 
Larger centres are now moving towards pecial 
treatment centres for elderly addicts, she added. 
Prescription drug abuse is most common among 
women, with tranquilizers and sleeping pills be- 
mg the most commonly abused rugs. 
TERRACE - -  The northwest needs a detoxifica- 
tion centre to treat drug addicts in the area, ac- 
cording to the head of a local drug counselling 
agency; T " r : ~"  ' ' "  ~ ~ ~'  " m 
:Lil~e cocaine, "the region's most serious~drug .~
problem, drug rehabilitation is a game for the 
rich, says Northwest Drug and Alcohol Services 
program director June Campbell. The not-so- 
rich have to make due with local counselling, or 
travel to Prince George, the nearest detoxifica- 
tion centre. 
Addicts going through withdrawal often can't 
handle the eight-hour bus ride to Prince George, 
Campbell said. 
A user who wants to get off a drug like cocaine 
faces physical withdrawal - -  which sometimes 
June Campbell 
CHEAP, POWERFUL AND LONG-LASTING, ice is expected to blem. RCMP say it's only a matter of time before the deadly 
replace crack cocaine as North America's most serious drug pro- smokable form of methamphetamine comes here. 
New drug worse tha n crack 
TERRACE --  Ice -- widely might even be here already," he user in an immediate intense reusable. 
feared as the powerful and said, "but I'd like to think state of eupl~oria that can last To the user, ice is at first puff 
deadly new drug of the Nineties not." from eight to 24 hours. But almost he perfect drug. Cheap, 
- -  has a~peared on Vancouver Ice is said to be more power, after the high they crash into a intense, and long-lasting, it also 
streets and local RCMP say it's ful and devastating than crack coma-llke sleep for up to three makes users more alert and pro- 
0nly a matter of time before it cocaine. The drug comes, in the days~ ductive on the job. 
hits Terrace, . . . . . .  But there are physical and 
"It's a very scary drug," said "it's a very scary drug. We're just waiting for this mental side-effects that appear 
Terrace RCMP Const, Doug 
Martin. "We're terrified of stuff to hit us, because it's going to be the drug of later and can last for years after 
,, . . . .  the user quits. The known ones what it's going to do,"  the Nineties. include fatal kidney failure, The drug -- commonly called . ' ~ " hallucinations and extreme 
"ice" ,- is a crystalline form of form of small crYSta!s that look .' :-Instead of plant:bbsed drugs, paranoia. 
methamphetamine ,that took llke rock salti~A kind of ex'. ' ice is:easily concocted In a lab When ice arrives, Martin' : 
over most of the market in tremely purei:and smokable with ordinary cheinicals. And sald, it is expected to replace co- 
Hawaii. and is now appearing speed, it Is heated in a glass pipe ~ $50 worth (less than a gram) can caine as northwestern B.C/s 
throughout North America,:, andthe vapours areinhuled:. ; last a long tlme, becansethe li- most serious drug problem, 
! Martin said he expecul the C0mpared. to the 30;n~nute 'i. qulfied chenflcal returnsto its "We're ~ just waiting for this 
drUgpearancetO lnS°°nthe northwest,make an ap- high o f~ crack,:~.l~ .~i# :~v~ i"~ solid' f0m inside the pipe after stuff to hit us, because it's going 
~ ~ ~t  M economtcai: one : IdtiPUts:the i ~h  use, ~ making Ice almost tolbe .the drug of the Nineties.'" 
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What Brian says: 
about Hubert's 
Homburg column 
Dear Sir: 
Mr. Beyer's cleverly 
disguised diatribe against 
Terrace's Flaying Dutchman 
in the Feb. 7 Terrace Stan- 
dard only proves that the on- 
ly thing bigger than a conser- 
vative bigot is a liberal bigot. 'have declared unl!ingualism 
The liberal media pro- hns nbthi~g to do With the 
stitutes have been throwing french language per se. It is 
up Archie Bunker in the 
faces of those who hold to 
Western democratic prin- 
ciples of free enterprise now 
being adopted by the Rus- 
sians. 
Interesting that the 
Kremlin crowd has denounc- 
ed these pablum pukers for 
calling them conservatives, 
saying there are no Soviet 
conservatives, only slow 
thinkers. 
Apparently it is better for 
these slow thinking socialist 
democrats to think over 
revolutionary moves slowly 
so as not to be sorry abut 
them later. Our media calls 
them obstructionists and dai- 
ly report Gorbachev's immi- 
nent removal from office. 
Having failed to gain their 
revolut ion against the 
Western establishment the 
liberals here are  rushing 
helter skelter to Moscow 
hoping to succeed there 
where they failed here. They 
are actually starting to sound 
like humanist versions of Bill 
Homburg in their zeal to rid 
us of the bankrupt com- 
munist system. 
It shouldn't surprise the 
world to learn that Gor- 
bachev is coming from the 
same Christian (he's Russian 
Orthodox) perspective that 
has shaped Bill Homburg's 
viewpoint over the years. 
Gorby is a self-c0nfessed 
• Christian who admits to be- 
ing baptized. 
The problem for the con- 
servative minded is that our 
media reacts with hysteria 
every time someone in 
government makes h deci- 
sion. For example, one 
seldom hears that the reason 
cities like Sault Ste. Marie 
purely economic. 
,The provincial and federal 
governments have ganged up 
on  the municipalities, forcing 
them to provide costly bili- 
ingual services they cannot 
afford. It's simply cheaper to 
declare one's town unil- 
ingual, particularly during 
winter's expensive snow 
removal season. 
"Our media reacts 
with hysteria every time 
someone in government 
makes a decision." 
But then pragmatic 
econotqic thinking has 
always been too esoteric for 
liberal democrats who are 
generally so open minded 
their brains have mostly leak- 
ed out like battery fluid. 
There is generally nothing 
there to generate the sparks 
of original thinking. 
The media has been in a 
state of hysterics, calling 
such economic measures a 
new form of racial bigotry 
and intolerable intolerance. 
Quebec. is daily compared to 
Mississippi Burning and peo- 
ple like the Dutchman are 
ridiculed as cross burners. 
As Homburg is apt to say, 
"We don't burn crosses, we 
build them." 
But then, that too, is too 
esoteric Tor th~ ~lle~", 
thinking. .~,.- " ,. 
Brian Ores8 
Terrace, B.C. 
Condom letter 
was ludicrous 
cent school surveys show 
most students learn about sex 
through peers not parents, I 
see the schools having a 
- responsibility in the teaching 
of safe sex or condom use. 
You wrote, "If those male 
and female 'punks' wish to 
indulge their lusts why does it 
fall upon us, the taxpayers, 
to set up dispenseries in 
schools .... do you realize 
that even now as a taxpayer 
you pay for those with AIDS 
and pregnant teens7 
"1 see the schools hav- 
ing a responsibility & the 
teaching of 'safe sex' or 
condom use." 
An open letter to: 
Dear Mr. T. Atrili: 
In regards, (letter, Jan. 
24/90) to 'Condom proposal 
a moral crisis' I feel 
obligated to respond both as 
a concerned parent and as a 
student. 
Your statements, 'It is the 
crisis of both morals and 
common sense.., aided and 
abetted by the public school 
system.. ."  seem to be 
ludicrous as I quote to you 
the definition of 'moral' 
from Webster's Third' New 
International Dictionary, 
1986. 
la): the moral 
significance or practical 
lesson taught by or capable 
of being derived from a 
story, event, experience or 
object. You seem so opposed to 
lb): a passage pointing spending money or condom 
out usually in conclusion the machines, ~'et in the same let- 
lesson to be drawn from a ter suggest we set up separate 
story, schools to keep 'them' 
Therefore one would come (female and male punks from 
to the conclusion that we • indulging in lust) separatel 
know that through sexual I believe I'm safe in stating 
contact AIDS can be the cost of setting new 
transmitted but is preven, schools up for those who in- 
table through the use of con- dulge in sexual activity would 
rums. far outweigh the cost of a 
So, by teaching or few condom machines. 
educating students on this, Sincerely 
we avoid AIDS and un- Debbie Scurborough 
wanted pregnancies. • Terrace, B.C. 
And yes, the schools are 
for educating. But since re- More  [errors A6 
About letters 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad- 
dress, and local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary for confirmation 
of the letter's authenticity 
The writer's name will be 
publ ished.  Requests for 
names tO be withheld may 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
' cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
be submitted to the "Card of 
Thanks' section of" the 
classifieds. 
Letters containing libelous 
or objectionable matter will 
be edited or returned ito the 
writer. All letters arc run on 
a space available basis, with 
shorter letters likely to be 
published soonest. 
. [ 
:t I 
; ' !  
i! 
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Roc+ky roads grace ci 
By 3. ROCKY GRAY 
I had decided to go about 
Terrace and check the road con- 
ditions, that were supposedly 
looked after by the snow 
removal equipment Of the City 
of Terrace, 
Well ,  Mr. Stewart 
Christensen and'Mr. 3ohn Col- 
ongard, this Bud's for you. You 
both must think you have the 
people of  Terrace under some 
sort of mass hypnosis. I f  you 
think we can't see just how bad 
all the roads of Terrace are dur- 
ing the times of the heaviest 
sno.w falls and for several weeks 
there after. 
As I had looked.around, I 
had noticed some roads taken • 
care of better than others, and 
the ones that had been.cleared 
and widened the best were the 
higher taxpayers, much like on 
Labelle and Lambly, just to 
mention a few. 
But when a person crosses the 
overpass it is just like going 
from day into night. South 
Sparks is a prime example. This 
road had not been ploughed out 
since the first major snow fall. 
Actually that would include all 
of Sparks (North and South). 
Everyone that I had mention- 
ed this to said basically the same 
thing, "Terrace's snow removal 
WHILE WHEELS. This car was just one of the victims of recent 
dumps of snow that's blanketed the area, Snowfalls have kept 
maintenance crews busy on the road and homeowners shovelling 
off their roofs. 
procedure sucksl". 
When Mr. Christensen advis- 
ed CFTK that the roads'were in
good shape, he must have been 
talking about the roads in cen- 
tral Australia during the winter 
months becausethey weren't 
any of the roads in the Terrace 
area .  
I had also noticed pot holes in 
all the major roads. I f  a person 
ever fell in, the~, would need 
Search and Rescue and good 
climbing gear to get out. I f  a 
small car drives through one of 
these, there is a good possibifity 
the car and driver will be lost 
forever. 
And the intersections are real- 
ly something else. A person has 
to drive out into the traffic to 
see past the snow banks, that is, 
if you can stop your vehicle at 
the intersection, before ventur- 
ing out. ., 
The ice on the corners usually 
has a smoother, faster and slip- 
pery surface than most curling 
rinks in B.C. 
The packed ice on the road 
surfaces would put most 
glaciers to shame, as far as 
roughness and hardness is con- 
cerned. 
The people that are responsi- 
ble for the delegation of duties 
pertaining to road maintenance 
in this city should be tied tothe 
front bumper of a vehicle and 
driven down some of these 'well 
maintained' streets. 
I think it's time the citizens of 
I ,ETTER S 
TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Walking a fine line 
Dear Sir: 
Has anyone ever said 
"thank-you" to the social 
services and housing 
ministry? Well now is the 
time if ever there was one. 
We are very fortunate to 
have such a program in 
Canada. 
Okay, So most of the che- 
ques don't seem big enough. 
Where would we be right 
now without them? How 
would we survive? 
I just read a children's 
story about a man who 
caught a fish. When the fish 
asked the fisherman to let 
him go because he really was 
a prince, the fisherman did 
SO.  
The act of kindness on the 
fisherman's part was not 
good enough for the fisher.- 
man's wife, however, so she 
insisted the fisherman ask for 
a pretty house from the 
magic fish. 
Her wish was granted but 
that wasn't good enough- 
either. The wife wanted a 
castle and that wish was 
granted. Each time she asked 
for more, her wishes were 
granted until she wanted to 
be queen of the moon and 
the sun. 
At that point, she lost 
everything and ended up in 
they're dreary cottage again. 
Greed is a nastier state of 
being "than being poor. 
Greed is also scary. The 
native people of Canada 
have access to land, homes, 
and education and also to 
social assistance. 
Not denying them those 
things, they, on the whole, 
might be wise to really take 
stock of all that they do have 
access to. One day the money 
might not be there for all the 
land claim settlements and 
for what they now have ac- 
cess tO. 
The same with unions and 
wages also comes 'to mind. 
The more we get, the more 
we want but many more jobs 
Skylink inquest here 
TERRACE - -  A coroner's in- 
quest will be held in Terrace this 
spring to investigate he crash of  
Skylink flight 070 here last year, 
Prince George regional coroner 
John Wolsley said Friday. 
The 19-seat Fairchild aircraft 
disintegrated when it hit trees 
just west of the Terrace airport 
Sept. 26, killing all five 
passengers and the two crew 
members on board. 
Canadian Aviation Safety 
Board investigators - - who are 
Still piecing together what hap- 
: pened to the flight ~ will pre- 
sent some of their findings at 
.theinquest, Wolsley said. 
- - ' - - " l l  
I 
Investigators have released 
some of the data they have col- 
lected, including the informa- 
tion captured by the plane's 
flight data recorder, but refuse 
to release the contents of the. 
cockpit voice recorder. The 
voice recorder is the second half 
of the plane's black box, and in- 
vestigators have said the crew's 
last words recorded on the 
device gives them a good idea of 
what happened. 
The safety board's final 
report is to be written and cir- 
culated to involved parties this 
spring before being made 
public. 
PATHWAYS TO 
MUSIC 
6 week course for 4 & 5 yr. olds 
APRIL 3 TO MAY 10 
This weekly course gives your child the advantage of hay. 
ing a very positive first musical experience which sets the 
tone for a lifetime of musical enjoyment. 
• rhythm devslopmenl 
. Intnduclion to keyboanl 
• staff a les In tralde and b in  
',, pitch dovadopmont 
• hind and IlilgM IWIIIHII  
• musical concopts of high,low; 
•   puna; ,Imln  
: Cut $76.00 
Registration Saturday, March 10, 1990 at 10:30 a,m, 
No keyboard necessary. 
Leads naturally into the Yamaha Junior Music 
Course. 
NORTHWESTACADEMY OF 
PERFORMING ARTS 
308-4722 Lakblse Ave. 838-1183 
have been lost over unions 
than gained. 
Yes, unions are great re: 
working conditions, etc. but 
the demand for money has 
driven companies to extinc- 
tion or to automation conse- 
quently eliroinating jobs for 
us. After all, machines don't 
demand higher wages. 
It is hard to stop the 
"abscess" of greed. There 
~aren't any antibiotics that,, ,  
i,will cure it . . . . .  _ ,. 
Shouldn't we at least stop 
and really look at what we do 
have? It is said that "there is 
a fine line between love and 
hate". 
There really is a finer line 
between riches and poverty if 
one really stops to think 
about it! 
P. Whitford 
Terrace, B.C. 
CORRECTION 
The Citizen Random-Access 
VHS VCR should have read 
14-day14 event programmable 
timer,-rather than 14-day/8- 
.event. 
We would like to apologize for 
any inconvenience this may have 
caused our customers. 
. . + .+ 
Terrace stood up to the ~P!e  i" 
that are advising us how the tax  
dollar should be spent and',sf,~ 
telling these people how¢,~,e 
want these dollars spent proper- 
ly. 
And those that are making 
$40,000 - $~0,000 plus a year at. 
the city public Works dept. to 
make decisions for our corn, 
mu~ity should start earning that 
money or find another type of 
work elsewhere. 
Our city roads are an era- 
harassment, and should be 
looked after better than what 
they are. After all we aH pay 
:dearly for this service, so  why 
can't.we get our money's worth, 
instead of a very small portion. 
Mr. Mayor, I may bejust an 
individual, but I know positive- 
ly that my views are seen by a 
large portion of the Terrace 
community as correct. 
APPOINTMENT 
t . .  
.Cathy Hart 
Terrace Totem Ford Is pleased to announce theap- 
polntment of Cathy Hart to its professional automotive 
sales team. 
Cathy is a long time resident of Terrace: Her hobbles 
include fishing & camping. 
She welcomes all her friends and acquaintances to  
see her for all their automotive needs. 
" . l .+ ,++) l  ~ ; , , ,  
~m~m"~ TERRAO E 
II I I I  I I  ~ " ' 
4631 Kelth Avenue 635-4984 
. ,+  ~:  
Montreal Old Pros 
take on 
Terrace Oldtimers 
~r  , , ,  
Terrace" Roe;or 
Rick Letawski 
Harold Cox 
Craig Ingebrightson 
Grant Casper 
lan Alger 
Marie Desjardlnes 
-Jim Holland 
Brock Waldron 
C- ; .  
Rick Marko 
Gary Schatz 
Chris Bode 
Bob Cooper 
Doug Wilson 
Hank Randrup 
Tim Kolner 
Les Thorsteinson 
Rino Mlchaud 
7,-..,/'~..~,%.;, ,-'+.: .++(+.it;+:+i,S +.jr+++ ~. "++?;++-.: 
Monl toa l  Ro~Ior  
. 
Rocket Richard Jimmy Mann " , ~, 
Norm UIIman Bob Nevin 
Eddie Shack Jim Neilson ' i~+, ! 
Frank Mahovlich WIIf Palement 
Silly Harris Jean Guy Talbot, ' 
Ab MacDonald Gary Smith :~- : ........ 
- , , . + 
y, March 2 at 7:30 p.m; 
TERRACE ARENA 
Tickets at:All Seasons Sports. Totem Ford, Cedarland Tire, 
any Timberman Oldtimer. 
, , , . .+  % 
RI "" "" makin,  :+++ vaec ls lon  +  
There's more than one way to invest RRSP dollars, and give you the flexibilityto take full ad~ntage oi": 
And you need only go tO one place to find them changing market conditions and investment 0p~r- i!i! I
all. Scotiabank. tunities. 1[ you wish, you can also have access to fin.: 
First: Deposit RRSPs. We offer Redeemable and experienced ScotiaMcLeod Investment Executive ~::+: ;'
Non-Redeemable Guaranteed Rate Investments who'll be happy to help you plan a portfolio specifi- 
and Daily Interest Savings Plans with interest • callydesignedtoachieveyoufpersonalfinandalgoals, i 
DEPOSff So now you Cm look at all the RRSP : rates you'll find hard to beat. 
Second: Scotia Funds* RRSPs. Scotia Defen- 
sive Income Fund. Scotia Income Fund, Scotia 
Stock & Bond Fund and Scotia Canadian 
Equity Growth Fund. Four professionally,. 
managed mutual funds, each with its own 
growth potential and income objectives. 
t op,ions without running all over town. 
branch and pick up a free copy of the 
1989/90 edition of The RRSP Answer 
For further information, visit your 
Book or call: ~:" -, ~ 
Third: Self-Directed RRSPs. They permit SCOTIA FUNDS' 
you to selectfrom a wide range of investments RRSPs 
. .  r ,  ' 
r~ 
SELF-DIREcTED 
RRSPS 
Toll-free 
1-800-663-0678 
means believin in 
ingiteveryd 'y 
banlk 
" .+  / " + 
!:. /}! 
i: • .i ¸  • 
=POLICE BEAT mm 
k Iledm crash 
w~k in a head-on, crash on Old Lakelse Lake Rd. 
:i; RCMP said Rona]d Berting was pronounced dead on ar- 
rival at Mills Memorial Hospital Feb. 12 aftei':the truck he 
was driving crossed the centre line and collided head.on with 
a motor home in the other lanei ..... 
. '  The accident happened on a hill on Old Lakelse Lake Rd. 
i ~ near the intersection of Valley'view Rd, police said. and the 
!"driver of the motor home was not injured. : 
if: RCMP indicated road conditions were not a fa~tor in the 
::rash and their investigation iscontinuing. 
iAlthou~h is investigation is not complete, Lynch said in, 
i [tied findings indicate Bertin$ was probably in a diabetic oma 
:/at the time of the crash, and was not wearing a seatbelt. 
}~ Theatre broken into 
:Three local youths have been charged after offices on the 
!St0p floor of the Tillicum Twin Theatres building were broken 
! in,0, RCMP say. 
;~ Police say the culprits entered the building through an in- 
~ secure rear door and entered several offices on the top floor. 
! Extensive damage was done to the building, police said, but 
i nothing was reported stolen. 
:: Three Terrace youths have been charged and have made 
~first al)pearances in court on charges of break-and-enter. 
They ~annot be named because they are protected under the 
• Young Offenders Act. 
:7 
:" The friendliest " inn"  tawnl d~. _~ A 
Make our place "Your Place" to enjoy an 
evening of Inttmate dk~lng ond ree~xmble pdcest 
Terrace ~tandard, Wednesday, FebrUary 21, i990 .  Page ;~7 
• G ~ N 
, re-I n v e.nto ry , 
, "~ ~ . r  ~ , * 
. Unbeatable 
~.~,, /A )~ ~'~,, ~,/,, Financing 
• ,,~o oR"O~O Oppor tun i ty  BEEF BEEF" 
•"  I=  that  yomr  (p~est ion?  
We offer lots of delicious answer8 SALE PRICES 
plus 
No down payment 
No month ly  payments  
No  in teres t  o.,.c.. ' ,. , . 
~ MIn. $500. purchase ; .,, .:, 
~ Choice TopSIrflon I Lobster Ravioli 
~:i: Filet "Creole" i Chicken "Parmlgiana" 
T-Bone Steak I Curded Jumbo Shrimp 
s13.95 , 
/' RoservenowforValontlne sOey AskeboulourValentlnee Special 
,~ For  more  i n fo rmat ion  and  reservat ions  ca l l :  
i OINNBk Mm.. Sun. LUNCH: Man. • Fri. 4332 Lakelse A~, 
' 5p.m, to11 p,m. 11:30a.m. to2p.m. Terrace B.C. 635-9161 
N 
i i 
"- Sale Ends 
Sat., Feb, 24 
. . . . . . .  Xea,~;OutY 4 program, s. 
_ Not exactly as illustrated. 
'ti, June '90 
SALE 
~599 ~ 
PRE - 
INVENTORY 
SALE  
ALL IN STOCK 
WALLPAPER 
LOW 
PRIC  
014.95 
,A Double Roll 
...ADD A TOUCH OF CLASS TO " 
YOUR DECOR WITH WALLPAPER 
FROM SELECTED, ODYSSEY OR ' 
DACOR.. .  
• FURNISHINGS j 
6 PCE. BEDROOM SUITE 
From Oavolu'#Ittc: badiUo~ll oak suite lfl new opal 
finish includes; dresser & mirror, armoire, 2 nlta tables 
& queen head~osrd. 
$ O0 .v,..-o.., 2,559 
GENUINE LA-Z-BOY CHAIRS 
Choose a La-Z-Boy Roeke~ Fle¢flner or Recflnaway mode/ 
from a variety of sty~ & f '~ .  
$ O0 mou. .ow.  499  
COMPLETE DINING ROOM SUITE 
Classic styHno in oak, Table & 6 chairs & buffet & 
hutch. 
. ,~ . , ,~ , , ,~ ._~.~. .  0RANBEATHEN CLOCK " ~,, , , ,  _ IISS OA }/'BED 
not I~luded) Oak with Westali~ter cNmes. '7 ~e~ by nioh t 
...u~$39900 ,1,245o0 ' ...oo,.o,,~, ~269 
~..,,.'595 °° ~le.o°x SPR..D ~ MATTRESS ~ 0 0 
_c.s I $48900 co~z ~~ ~.o TABLES 
Solid chony. Omen Am styiino. Reg. $I,159.00. 
.v,e.o-,ow$819 °° 
DRAEMORE SOFA & LOVE SEAT iNCIJHER LOVE SEAT 
'~='~':""~' MATCHING swWEL .v,,,._o...,1,7490 o ,=o.,,.=,~.,,.o,on_. i $79900 SOFA & 
STUDY CENTRE COMBINATION LEATHER/ ROCKER 0 O 
,.-.,=c. $699 bonc, cushiOn with w o~_~.tdm. 
(not ~xactly as i t l u s t r a ~ e u ~  ,o,,. $39900 
;;:: .!~::~:;~i'.:/: i: ~ ~ ' 2.:~;, ~a ~," ~';, .~:~ 8C 
HEAVY DUTY DRYER 'With va ~11 
Admiral CD p/~ 'PI 
*42900 
MAYTAG FRIDGE 19 cu. ft. Includln9 reoato. 
PILLOW BACK HIDE-A.BED 
Sty'fish & cam fed=blo. Fron'i Krookler In textured Fabric. 
ed. 
_SALE / '1,669,s 
FISHER STEREO SYSTEM 
'1,1890o 
COFFEE & END TABLES 
~,h~ from Pallleor. ~nI~l,~m, Krmh~. & Liberty. 
styles dlsconUnuM. ~ stock specials. 
,.,,0,.o$45% 
ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE 
(]ok IO@.. AfforDable stereOS unit f~ T.V. VC~ & stereo 
components, DEEP FREEZE 
,24500 w.,o.,,. .,*44900 
in ,o_,,_. *699 °° 
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND~DESIGN BOX SPRING & MA13rBEES ALL FBIDRE 
~ TOSHIBA MiCROWAvEMAYTAG WASHEOSl  
i *  ! ::: : : WOODEN ROCKING CHAIRS 
$ oo .°..0,.$36500 . ,  299 
"*' ........................... "~  ~1~ "DRYERS, INaHWAsHERS " 
' :!: ALL ON SALE 
}AkJ41zo ,08 cu, ft, with auto defrost and elocb'oNc 
clock. 
$ 06 ... 339 
4501 Lakelse 
~J 
RCA STEREO VCR 
with or1 screen Fogrsrnrnlng wireless remora. 
UPRIGHT VACUUM CLEANER 
Panaso~. 14 aOitator bat, automaU¢ carpet hetoht lid. 
~lgmlflt, headllghL 
$ 0B r'XL' 349 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD. 
Since 1963 
DROP LEAF TABLE & 4 CHAlliS 
Pedect ior I~ ~ kilehen, In solM beth, 
$ 06 . ,  599. 
RCA 33" CONSOLE TV , 
~th fun sterne, monitor, remote, on screen pregtamm. 
hlO, PIx.ln.pix with pan, zoom, channel guide, Instant 
re~ly and special effects, 
..,$3,2,7900 
"I----- • FOR YOUR CONVENIENCEH CHA~GE PL~ 
;676 oo 
~!Y O UR D E CaR !~, 
~ ~Terrace Carpet Centre ,~ 
i! ~: ~ 3202MunroeStreetstHwy.••,: 10W.:,•: : 
:.)-i: '~..':., ' .. ......... ~ ' ' ~ ~ 8.'aA.=o78TERRACE_______ .. ;,.i.-,.:,,~,, ' ' ,  ~ ~ , " ~ -,.  .., 
:%:,  . . . .  , ;~. :: . ~ ,  ' , ,  
ii i l l i l  i i i I I  I l l  ]] ' 
• STORE HOURS 
MON,.THURS, g AM-6:30RW 
FRIDAY !1 AM - 9 PM 
SATURDAY : : II AM . | PM 
dllM'1111111 , i 11 IL 
80ME ITBd8 ONE ONLY 
nlEu8 ~ TO moa SALe 
P 
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IN PERSON 0 • ENTER NLY! 
: NO TEL i~PHONECALL  PLEASE.  JUST VlS lT  PARTIC IPAT ING ~:' ~/'!~i:! ':; 
: " '  ..... ' - -  ~,Y WHO'S  WHO.  , ' 
I Who 's  ,., 
' • ' • : er at any of the participating businesses i 
First three correct answers drawn on 
March  7 
WILL WIN...  
~iiiili~~)lili!!i~iiiil)iiii!i~iii~ii)~iQli!ii!ii :~'~i:!'~* il/:' ~;:: !:: i:i:; i' '~)~; ::~ /:;~:~  ~ i ii~ i f!l i) )i: :i::i:i ~:|: ~!':~ : ~':  ' :  :!: :i:! i:~ 
:.:.:.:,:,..;,,.,.,,:,:,:,:...:.:.:.:.>:,:.:.:,:+:,:.:..,:,:.:.:.:.:.:,, . .:.:.. ===========================================================================================•••:••:•:••::•:::::: 
Enter  Now!  
o TERRACE ,..:,.., ~I -  • .--,,.,,  STANDARE')I 
,4647Lazell. Ave., Terrace, B.C. 638.7283 i 
. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
1.0. 
11, 
12. 
13. 
14. 
. " 2 
, 23. ¸ ¸¸¸ o 
24. 
Soar8  
Protech 
Northern Computer 
Sure Exposure 
Totem Ford 
• Mohawk, 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
RHONE . . . .  
Drop off  your entry form at these participating businesses: 
Kellys 8afeway; -i ' :Fabric Ladd 
Rret Choice Travel - Sight &Sound Gingerbread Playhouse 
Erwin's Jewellers Totem Furniture Woolworth 
Rainbow Embroidery Terraoo~.Equ.ipment .Spotless Cleaners 
,Ironworks .,:~ ~.~,~ ~ :~ = COl cOi~p(Jf~rl Central Gifts 
' Terrace loyo la  ,: :i,; Overwaiten Terraoe FumitureMart 
( 
+iCity budget 
ups grantsi + 
 :to groups  + +  
TERRACE --  Grants to com- 
munity organizations will more 
than quadruple this year and 
close to $90,000 will be spent on 
high-profile recreational pro- 
jects under the terms of the city 
budget •announced last week. 
Major grant beneficiaries are 
the Terrace Health Care society, 
which get~50,000 tohelp pur- 
chase a CAT scanner, and the 
1991 Northern Winter Games 
society -- $37,500 this year and 
$12,500 next year. 
While installation of a scan. 
her at Mills Memorial Hospital 
would remove "the need for 
residents to  travel to Prince 
George or Vancouver, alderman 
Me Takhar said council also 
regarded i tas  an economic 
development project. 
Suggesting 3.5 ,full-time 
equiyalent jobs would be 
created, he said that could mean 
an additional $300,000 for the 
community'.~ payroll. 
Takhar said the health care 
society had decided to purchase 
the scanner after being told by 
the health ministry it would 
likely have to wait up to six 
years for government to do it. 
The ministry has, however, 
agreed to cover operational 
costs if the society can raise the 
$250,000 necessary to buy the 
equipment. 
Recreational projects getting 
the go-ahead this'year include 
public washrooms atLower Lit- 
tle Park ($30,000) which will be 
available for events held in the 
park and the weekly farmers' 
market held from May to Oc- 
tober. The facilities will be 
Me Takhar 
David Hull 
walkir.~/jogging trail and some 
brush clearing at its edges. 
Preliminary work will also 
begin on a convention/com- 
munity centre. Aldermen Dan- 
ny Sheridan said $10,000 had located in the northwest comer 
of the park. been set aside to "come up with 
Those attending functions at a plan" for such a facility, pro- 
bably based on  re-engineered 
the arena banquet room during drawings of a similar one 
summer heat-waves will be cool- elsewhere. "We are not sure at 
ed by a new $20,000 air condi- ,.,: this stage when,or if that would 
ti0ning +system. That :facility ~be pat:'before, the.p~fic in ~ 
also gets near curtains at.$3,800. ' referend~.To~r~,,~..]~:~ci~ied. " 
The city has also agreed to + 
takeon the full cost of improv- 
ing the access road to the Chris- 
ty Park soccer fields ($19,000) 
and will spend $10,000 building 
a"'linear park" along the banks 
of adjacent Howe Creek. Alder- 
man Dave Hull said this first at- 
tempt at  providing "passive 
recreation" would include a 
Taxes rise 
5 cent 
TERRACE -- The city's 1990 
budget: announced last week, 
contains a five per cent tax in- 
crea~ for residential, commer- 
cial and industrial property. 
That contrasts to last year's 
where increases ranged from 
zero per cent for major industry 
and utilities to 5.1 per cent for 
light industry. 
However, once debt servicing 
and transit charges are worked 
in, tax bills of local 
homeowners this year jump 6.7 
per cent while businesses face a 
6.6 per cent increase. 
For the owner of a $60,000 
house, that means an additional 
$47 while the increase for a 
$100,000 home is $79. In the 
case of a business property 
valued at $470,000 the tax bill 
goes up by $956. 
The budget also includes in- 
III 
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1990 BUDGE'r HIGHLIGHTS : + 
-- Five per cent aer0u-the.board Increase in general taxation 
rate. Rises to 6.7 iier eent for residential nd 6.6 per cent for 
commercia l  properties once debt servicing and transit charges 
worked in. 
- -Water  and sewer ates up 10 per cent and similar hike in 
commercial garbage removal charges. 
-- Projected revenues of $9.36 re,allan of  wMeh $S.4 million 
will come from local taxpayers. 
- -  Revenue figure includes $411,000 f rom previous years' 
surplus money sad $911,000 from the general reserve. 
-- $37,,500 grant oward 1991 B.C. Northern Winter Games 
with u further $12,500 for 1991. 
- -  $50,000 grant to Terrace Health Care Society toward 
$2S0,000 cost of a CAT seanner. 
-- Capital Dro|eets totalling $606,000 --  $276,000 for public 
works, $14~,000 in plunniz~g ilepartment and $102,~0 for 
recreation. 
-- public washrooms at Lower Little Park ($31},000) and ira. 
provements for Christy Park uecess mad ($19,000). 
- -  $10,000 each for waste management 0ncludlug recyciMg) 
and community centre studies. Same amount for second over. 
pass lobbying effort, 
'+°re=u=+++ 1 
! 
I Benson Optical  Laboratoiies Ltd 4608 Lakelse Ave. 638-0341 
creases for services provided by 
the municipality. Water and i  SATELLITE i 
, sewer rates-will go up 10 per T.V. SYSTEMS I 
cent effective the second quarter I RENTAL OR PURCHASE i 
of 1990. There is a similar hike i UPTO 18 8TATIONS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS FOR LESS THAN THE COST B 
i l i  garbage removal charges but i OF TAKING THE AVERAGE FAMILY TO THE MOVIES ONCE PER WEEK. m 
only for commercial premises. ~ I The city expects to take in $9.36 million in revenue ($9.03 II , '  11,  I tN Im~,  Vl..nm ill • mill ionin 1989) of which $3.4 m 
million will come from local 4 ' *" , ' ,CM ,Cliff I i i  
taxpayers. That revenue figure Ill ' . -  
, also ~ includes $411,000 carried : ~ * A~ 
r +forward from surplus money i i l  - - ~ , /+  J l~  ~ I pmm.mq,  ~ II S 
accumulated in previous years i/I ~ , -+- - *  *= , ,  i 
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:, the L lO~ :RCMP detachment: a,.+ + For:YoUCFREE brochure l 
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: :}:., BRONZE " 
YOUR.MEMORIES 
[] Baby shoes, athletic Items. 
etc. 4 [] Cultured marble mountings. 
[] Gold, Pewter & Chinakote 
finishes. 
TERRACE BRONZING SERVICE 
638-1891 ,,.,. 
LUNCHEON SPECIAL..- 
During The Month o! Februa.ry 
enjoy our 
Steak Sandwich 
harbrolted ]ust the way you like it. 
G Served with the works. 
$7 °95 
+~ 
4 o4, +~ 
For Reservations Call: 
4620 Lakelse Ave. 638-81  41  
- - - - - '  
HOT SPRINGS .~~ 
RESORT~LTD. :~_~ -~ 
il 
FUN-FUN-FUN~ ' ~ | 
Slides & pools ~ -+- • . fo r  i . .  
2 for 1; • n ' i 
bring a friend. / , J L ,  
I c . , ,  798-221 4 - i 
After 4:30 p.m. all pools 
L and slides are 2 for 1. ! I mmm m m m m i m i m m 
HAWAK 
$I0.g 
' PLUS P .S . I :  
Take a Hawaiian Break at Pizza 
What better way to escape the winter blahs 
with an ooey, gooey good" Hawaiian Pan Pi 
loaded with pineapple, ham and extra chec, 
Aloha! 
Offel vlid On dine,l+ I~e.oel 
~ M l~t~+t  I~  r~,~rlnls ~ I~l~ toni v~,  m C/mill ~1 mn mlh a J'4 ~+I mr q 
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• X~d'on (tn0.tn In0 Lt~ ~ltm~y iI am.4 ~lt kkmd~ to fo0~ egluo~q ~lutu~ I 
I Imt~ 01~ ~l  ~kd m c0m~x+jmn v~lh amy 0~,< | 
m i mm mmm mm i m m  m m m m m . J  
r m m m m m ~ m m m m m  m~ m m m m m m  m m  m~m~,~,  m ~  m m • I I I 
I ,m Call i m 
] $12,99 t 63e.e08e I $10,9g ] 
I smmmm P+m ~ I. l mw~,Px,  m~ I 
o~ '. '15,99"mu ! " 4ees ! o, "12,99",H+ 
I 81JPII~IE PAN PIZZA I m HAWAIIAN PAN PIZZA " 
m 
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TERRACE - -  Residents at a 
public forum on B.C. Hydro's 
proposal for a second power 
line between Terrace and 
Kitimat came away with mixed 
feelings about its location. 
B.C. Hydro officials said all 
but one of its environmental im- 
pact studies favour a route on 
the west side0f the valley. Most 
residents there, however, con- 
tinued to support a route 
parallel to tlte existing power 
line. 
B.C. Hydro says it needs the 
new 287kV line so it can buy 
surplus power from AJcan's 
Kemano completion project and 
transfer that power to the pro- 
vincial power grid. The existing 
line -- which runs along the east 
side of Lakelse Lake and down 
the east side of the valley - -  
can't handle the up to 800. 
megawatts of extra power to be 
generated by the project. 
One option for B.C. Hydro is 
to run the new line next to the 
existing one which runs to the 
east of Lakelse Lake and down 
the east side of the valley. The 
other route would open a new 
corridor for the line on the 
western side of the valley. 
Local angler  Grant  
Hazelwood said the new 
NDP list 
numbers 
1,000 names 
western route would be better 
for the sports fishery because it
avoids crossing the Kitimat 
River and bypasses the sensitive 
sulmon-spawnini; area near the 
north end of Lakelse Lake. The 
• ¢ . 
near-crossings on the west side 
are also more stable, he said. 
,From what we Can see the west 
side looks high and dw - -  
there's a lot of solid rock." 
But :other interest groups 
thought,it made more sense to  
put the line on the existing east 
side, with some favouring the 
construction of large steel 
towers. That option would 
enable B.C. Hydro to put both 
power lines on the same set of 
supports. 
Hydro officials said the steel 
tower option would be extreme- 
ly ekpensive - - as much as $42 
million compared to the propos- 
TERRACE - -  As many as 
1,000 people in the Skeena 
riding now hold New 
Democratic Party cards, the 
highest number it bas ever been. 
And that means the party has 
had. to change the location of its 
March 31 nominating conven- 
tion because the original place 
isn't large enough to hold those 
expected to attend. 
The NDP had booked the 
300-seat Tbornhill Community 
Centre but will now use the 
750-seat R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Party representatives have 
declined to release membership 
figures but one did say the 
figure surpasses the highest 
number ever recorded - -  and 
that was when the riding was 
larger. 
Boundary changes have taken 
Smithers and Hazelton out of 
Skeena, leaving it with Kit- 
wanga, Terrace and Kitimat. 
The new membership totals 
come from tallies made after 
Jan. 31, the last day the three 
candidates running for the 
nomination Could sign up sup- 
porters and still have them vote 
at the March 31 convention. 
• k "k "k * "k "k 
The three candidates for the 
nomination make their first ap- 
pearance together here before 
the party's members Feb. 27. 
It's the first in a series of 
three meetings in Terrace, 
Kitimat and Kitwanga as Mike 
Corbeil, Heimut Gisebrecht and 
Larry Guno line up voters. 
The Feb. 27 Terrace meeting 
takes place at the Caledonia 
Secondary School lecture 
theatre and begins at 7:30 p.m. 
The Kitimat meeting takes 
place March 14 and in Kitwanga 
on March 27. Locations for 
both meetings have yet to be an- 
nounced. 
Cancer can 
ed $18.million wooden pole tim 
system, the 
John Hipp, a spokesman for po~ 
the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans aid he favoured twinn- 
ing the fines on towers "costly 
as that may be." Another esi. 
dent accused B.C. Hydro of not 
considering the option because 
of the price tag. 
The steel tower option would 
also force B.C. Hydro to take 
• the existing line out of service 
for a year~ and the two lines 
would be more vulnerable to 
floods, landslides and other 
disasters than if they ran on 
separate sides of the valley. 
Foresters tended to favour 
the eastern route because it is 
calculated to take less produc- 
tive forest out of production. 
Tbe owner of Water Lily Bay 
Resort old residents he was vie- 
OF 
JOY 
1 Baby's Name: Mathew Christopher Ames 
Date & Time of Birth: Jan. 24, 1990 - 3:02 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 14 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Rndney & Barbara Ames 
' Baby's Name: Raymond Kelsy Costello 
Date & T IM of Birlh: Jan. 15, 1990 - 9:51 am 
Weiihl: 6 Ibs. 10 oz. sex: Male 
Parent : Cinnamon Costollo 
Baby's Name: K'elsl Ann Marie Essay 
Date & Time of Bidh: Jan. 24, 1990 -- 7:20 pm 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 11 oz. Sex: Female 
ParentI: Rob & Barb Essay 
Baby's Name: Courtney Brenda Made Bogart 
Date & Time of BIdh: Jan. 9, 1990 
Welghl: 7 Ibs. 12 oz. Sex: Female 
Pamnb: Rob & Shannon Bogart 
236A-  4741 LAKELSIE AVENUE, TERRACE, D.C. vsa 4R9 
Planning a Birthday Party? 
We have everything to make your child's 
special day fun for everyone. Including 
decorations, favors and novelty table 
ware. 
(604)  635-5236 
= TRAVEL ,,. 
'~:~ • " ~' 'i . . . .  
Palace and now the words largest 
treasury of art. Over three million 
pieces of Russian art, artifacts, 
crafts and numerous works o 
Plcasso, Renolr and Rembrant =lr! 
displayed In the one thoosa=zd 
rooms. 
Moscow Is Russia's largest and 
most important city politically, ec. 
conomically and culturally. Visit; 
the Kremlin, Red Square and the 
Armoury Museum where a unique 
collection of arms, articles of gold 
and sliver are on display. 
Even travelling Moscows Metro 
or subway, Is a unique experience 
revealling a network of subterra. 
nean galleries completed with mar- 
ble mosaics adn immense crystal 
chandeliers. 
Irkutsk in Eastern Siberia dates 
from the 17th Century and was a ~ 
major force in the ploneedng of 
Siberia. Here you can view Lake. 
Baikal, the world's deepest fresh 
water lake, surrounded by Gigantic 
pine and cedar forests. " 
Appreciate the 'differences' of 
the USSR and experience the peg. 
pie. Travelling in the USSR will be 
an adventure and a memorable x. 
perience. 
This Is an exciting time = to 
discover Russia and Mongolia. 
Never before has the Soviet Union 
been so open with information and 
news, or so willing to allow visitors 
to travel freely within its borders. 
We hav.e Glanost to thank. 
Travel plays a unique role in 
one's experience, words and 
photos cannot fully captivate the 
feeling of standing in Red Square, 
or gazing at the stars of the Gobl 
Desert. 
The Ural Mountain Range divides 
the Soviet Union Into European and 
Asian sections. 
Lennlngrad is Russia's most 
beautiful city, planned by Szar 
Peter the Great and symbolizes the 
height of Impedal Russia's rule. 
Here you can wander along the 
Nevsky Prospect, past many 
historical and revolutionary 
buildings. Magically, the past 
becomes less remote. History, 
places events and even people 
suddenly fit into the puzzle of 
Russia. 
Visit St. lasaa's Cathedral, the 
third largest domed church In the 
world and the hermitage, formerly 
Catherine the Graat's Winter 
be beaten. 
OuuHon: How do you find heayen in your own backyard? ' 
" 
I ¢comm~.  golf 
I . Skeene ! =11 
Please. give generously 
i 
"' ' ' :'~. " ........ ~" ~' ~ ' ':l'a ........ ' e.atisfled customers 
i 
¢, , / /  a.,wo.,A,so.r,,,,,o,.,,.,.w,,.nl lJ ,, N D~, . . ; ,  
"Charge  It T o My V leaf ' '  J ; ' : /e .~y~,~ ~" e l la  ~) I 
Call Monday to FridaY, 8 a.m, to 5 p.m[ ~,"  - 
I 
you say:. 
_ , . , , '  / 
II y~ have trouble wO~dlng your adl ask 
for grid ef got Advlsof~i to fain you pro. 
doce an .ImPaCl Action Ad fo~ lira .besl 
i.eSulls In Classif,.k~fAdvorllslno, 
~r4647 Lazel!e Ave. ; 
the early 1960s. David Bowen. 
Colthurst said he was offered 
$28 for a 2.8-acre parcel of land 
B.C. Hydro was expropriating 
for tl~ line. 
Hydro spokesman Mike 
Gwilliam called the incident one 
of the "sins of the past.'! 
Clearing and construction is
to begin in 1993 if the project is 
approved. 
Dine-In or.Take-out ~ 
Open SUnday to Thursday 
• 1 1:30 a.m. to Midnight 
Friday & Saturday until 2 a.m. 
CHOP SUEY 
. I ( 
: 4430 Grelg • 
. . . .  (Behind the " 
GARDEN Canadian Legion) 
638-1946 
Rivtow 
Equipment : 
Parts 
Sales '.:~- 
Service 
Serving you from 
Queen Charlottes to Burns Lake 
We've expandedI We now have an additional 2400 sq. ft. of service 'space to 
better accommodate our customers, 
SALES, PARTS AND SERVICE 
• Komatsu • Barmac * Gomaco 
• Koehring * Blaw-Knox • Gordon Rupp 
• Ingersoll-Rand • Century II (P&H) • Highway 
• JCB * Clemro • Layton 
Athey * Eagle lron Works • Mayco . 
• Etnyre Wylie 
• o 
PURVES RITCHIE RENTALS DIVISION 
(Sub-branch  o f  Purves  R i tch le  In  P r ince  Ruper t )  
• Air Compressors • Sandblasting Equipment • Saws 
• Forklifts ° Compaction Equipment & Barricades • Pumps 
• • Air Tools & Accessories • Electrical Equipment & Electric Tools • Levels & Transits 
• Loaders * Welders • Concrete Equipment 
• Track Drills • Heaters & Fans • Jacks 
• Demolition Equipment • Hoists 
' m,,h=_ , , _ _  S ,mi thers . . '  , .  . , ,  • I, 847-3226 
• Equ ipment  "B°x2966 FAX 847-3484~i 
L r * ; 
RRSP " 
MILLIONAIRE HOURS'i 
OPEN 'TIL 9 PM 
* FEB. 26 T" TO 28 T" 
i TIL MIDNIGHT 
MARCH 1 sT* 
• WI'II~£ BEC.dJLATION8 PEBME ,; 
"k 
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TV man weighs anchor ,i 
OFF TO Kamloops Is CFTK anchorman and news director Rick 
Webber. He's seen newsgathering become more sophisticated and 
challenging In the time he's spent here. ' : 
Drivers charged: 
TERRACE - -  The drivers of a 
school bus and ioaded lo~ging 
truck that collided last month 
have been charged with driving 
without due care and attention, 
Truck driver Roy Clifford 
and bus driver Uli Mendel are to' 
make a first appearance in pro- 
vincial court Friday, 
Six school children who were 
on the bus were shaken up but 
escaped serious injury in the 
Jan, 26 accident on HwylG, 
RCMP said, One 12-year-old 
girl was taken to hospital for 
treatment of minor injuries, 
+The accident happened just 
after 8 a,m, at the corner of 
Hwy l6  and Goodin Road. 
Farwest Bus Lines manager 
David Storey said the school 
bus --  which had come from 
Usk and was entering the Klean- 
za Dr. subdivision to pick up 
more children - -  missed the  
turn-gift Stopped and backed 
• up slowly on the highway. 
.~Snow conditions cut visibili- 
ty, he said, and the logging 
truck which came from behind 
was unable to stop for the bus. 
A couple of logs went through 
the bus windows. 
S+orey said Mendel - -  who 
was suspended after the incident 
- -  has now been fired. "We 
regret letting the driver go 
because! he was an excellent 
driver in all regards until that 
date," he said. 
Mendel n~ade an error in 
backing up on the highway, 
Storey said, adding he felt he 
couldn't take a chance on a 
similar error being repeated. 
The mother of three of the 
children on the bus at the time 
also wants a complete review of 
school bus operating procedares 
• and driver training procedures. 
Usk parent Cheryl Stoner 
said in a letter to the school 
district she believes some sec- 
tions of the transportation 
.-agreement between the school 
board and bus company are be- 
ing violated. She wanted to 
know if a clause calling for 
emergency evacuation drills at 
the beginning of  the school year 
is being ~tdhered to. 
She also demanded to  know 
why school bus routes: a ren ' t  
given the highest'priority for 
snow clearing, and said drivers 
should be required to have first 
aid training; " /: . 
Schools superintendent Frank 
Hamilton said the district is 
looking into Stoner's letter. 
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Ghosts 
on stage 
TEP J IACE - -  'Af't;r nearly _news a .  d paper~ r ' ' +[hat ~+ ''` '..Ows ~ ~' 'nO ' . . . .  ::+: + n , Tnnv, l 
seven ears ofreadin the " the TK newsroom . . . .  I . . . .  .... r " , v lm~lV / l __  I I I V I I I I ~  Y g n ight -  ' ! ~ ,  : : :  i 
l yTVnews;CFTK 'sa ickWeb-  . The two northwest stories I: I : ~ _ ~ J ~ r ~ ' ~ : l  
. . . . . . . . . .  wenoer remembers the most . . . . . . .  oer is off tO a j oe  m ~,armoops. . :, : I :  : -  .... ' |  VB' l t | l l '~ lk~' rq l  ~ " 
The decision to leave was not concern the 1985 blockade by +. : 'i ' I~'1 il"q~ll l ~ I~ e 
aneasyone, says Webber who is the.Gi twangak band Of: CN [ ' :  ' l~ l~ I r [ l~m i 
also news director for the TK ' rtra~ek~ U;nd~a:nrie~n~e~ieWwaS cor: I ! 
AM and FM system, cw zt~t I : +! '  [ 
"Thto ;,,t, i s -eall" "ood I'm summer with Skeeua MLA'  I 
spoiled here. I like the town and t )ave , t 'a rker . . ,  . ." 
"" o le but the Io= er ..... we  were auowed throu n mepe p , . ~8 you . - - . ' - , -  . . . g i 
stay. the harder it is to leave and me mocKaue out the pohce and 
'S 
eventually, you have to move CN weren't," said Webber of 
along," saldWebber last week. the Gitwangak story. "When 
He arrived in Terrace in we'd leave the pofice and CN 
August 1983, left three years 
later for a job in+ Calgary fo r  
three months and then returned 
in October 1986, 
Webber ' s  new job  in  
Kamloops is with a combined 
radio-television station and he'll 
be reading and :working ;ln~,the 
newsroom. . . . .  . 
During his stay. in..'the:nor- 
thwart; ~the bus!hess Of gather- 
ing, producing and presenting 
the news has changed rapidly as 
electronic technology has im- 
proved, 
"In the old days we used to 
tape news from Midday (the 
noon hour CBC national show) 
and then play it back at night. 
Now we have+satellite feeds 
coming in f rom all over the 
world," said Webher. 
"When I came here we had 
teletype machines. Now we've 
been through two generations 
of computers.• Those and the 
fax machine - .  we have faxes 
coming out of our ears - -  bring 
us a tremendous iamount of 
material," Webber added. 
All that brings about what 
Webber termed a constant ef- 
fort to manage the amount of 
GET AWAY FROM 
IT ALLI 
+ ended up asking us questions. 
That footage was shown provin- 
cially and nationally." 
Webber said the Dave Parker 
interview - -  the one where the 
Skeena MLA said AIDS was a 
self-inflicted wound and that 
enHronmentalists were grit to 
dest roy  the economy . was 
more interesting because he  
went on vacation immediately 
afterward. 
,'That one really hit the fan. I 
had no idea what happened 
because I was in Victoria." 
x 
We have everythlnO 
you're looking for. Gond 
times, 9o0d company, I EVERY 
.mlax!.ng almosphere and I WEDNESDAY 
TheReby staflll 
Ir  '~ - -  .:'. " :: ..... ':.+ -+-:~+~+:~)> 
~[  X ~ | Fimlh e i I AvldlaMe 
P 
THORNHILI  NEIGHBOURHOOD PUB 
638-8404 
TERRACE - -  Skeena Junior 
Secondary School's theatre arts 
department continues its tradi- 
tion o f  interesting performances 
with Ohostclmsers Feb. 23 and 
24. 
The one and half hoar pro- 
duction, subtitled ."a crazy play 
, . + •_ ~, -  r 
r 
II 
m w w  
MICROWAVE STAND 
1 8 90 0 1 only. Reg, 399 00 - NOW ........................... .+ 
COFFEE TABLE SET 
1 Only. 4 poe. $~'~"/lOlO0 
Rosewood. Reo. 849.00 - NOW ..................... t , ] l /O  
SMALL COFFEE TABLE 
2 only. Reg. 139.00 - NOW ................................. ' 4~ 00`~ 
ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE 
1 only. 0ak& ,139oo  
rehear. Reg. 299.99 - NOW ........................... 
3 PCE. SOFA SET $oAnoo 
Reg. 1,799.00 : NOW ........ :........................... I [ ] lq 'a  
END TABLE CABINET 
4 only. Pine. $ OO 
Reg. 139.00 -- NOW ........................................... 5 9 
HEADBOARD 
Bookshelf type. ................................................. *89o  o 
DRESSER MIRROR 
on White neframe " l n0o 1 ly. pi ......................................... 
f 
DINING TABLE 
1 only. Oak&. . .  ......... $-I ~S~mld''nn 
...... ,~ . . . , , . . . . , . . , . , .  
ROCKER/RATTAN 
3 only. Bentwood. 
Reg 139 00 - NOW ................. ; ....................... $O]~jO ~n 
BEDSIDE TABLES 
6 only. Wkite lacquer solid S I~ I~00 
pine. Reg. 139.00 - NOW .................................... ~UU 
MINI-MICROWAVE 
4 ~.  ~ ~9.oo - ,0w ............. ............ .,~is0,-'- 
20"  MONffOR TV 
1 e~/. Mltsu~ld. 
• H:  
We are 
OVER-STOCKED 
4 HEAD VCR 
3on  ,43900 Reg. 699.00 -- NOW ....................................... 
28"  STEREO CONSOLE TV 
2 only. Mitsubtsht. 
1 $ 00 l f l TO ,+   9900-Now ............................. . , . . .  
21"  MffSUBISHI TV 
1 only. Remote. * O0  .699.oo-Now ....................................... 399 
28" SHARP STEREO TV 
I only. P, emote. ,89900 
Reg. 1,349.oo - Now .................................... 
SAMSUNG VCR 
2 only. Remote. 
Reg. 539.00 -- NOW ....................................... * t )~]~ 00 
SAMSUNG VCR STEREO 
, on,y Re,,,ot, ,49900 
Reg. 609.00 - NOW ....................................... 
GHETTO BLASTER 
1 Only. Super bass sound. $~ JI I~100 
Tape & CO piayer. Reg, 499.00 -NOW . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I ]1~i1~ 
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER 
,22900 Reg, 399.00 - NOW ............................ ~....... 
MITSUBISHI STEREO 
1 ollly. 200 watt. Amp ~, 
Inlergrater, EO 14 hand, tuner 
digital, double cassette deck, $4  Ir l l~lf l loo 
speakers.Reg; 1,699.00 - NOW....~ .......... I | IU IO~ 
SAMSUNG STEREO 
1 o~ly. Remote, 100 watt. 
Amp wlspac~m anallzer, tuner, 
dt~l caosette, EO 18 band, CO, 
turntable, speakem, *929- 
ReO. 1.499.00 - NOW ............................... : .... 
CD PLAYER 
l!' 
• ' 
I :i I i ~ 
Reg. I,349.00 NOW ................. . ...... ;........... *729  00 '~"+'"*~+"  *19900 - Refl, 349.00 - NOW ............................... 
Furniture Mart 
4434 I.~kelse Ave. 638-OSSS 
| i  
 MDA'S LONG 
I[RM iglSP LWII . 
There are hundreds of RRSP-eligible mutual funds. But only one long 
term growth leader, 
That's Industrial Growth Fund, managed by Mackenzie Financial 
Corporation - number one in average annum compound return for a full 
20 years - averaging more than 17~ per year. 
So this year, why settle for second best for your ILRSP? Go with Canada's 
long term growth leaderf 
Phone today or return the coupon below. 
Great Pacific Management Co. Lid. 035-4273 
Industrial Growth Fund's Record - I yaar: 16.2~, 3 years: 13. 9~, 
5years: 15.6~, lO years: 15,6F$, 15 years: 17.1,¢6, 20years: 17.4~, since 
inception: (22 years) ] 7.0~. All figures are avemg~ annual compound 
retm ~ to Novembor 30,'1989 b~d on tho nat amount invested and includ- 
ing reinwstment o/distributions. PaR,performance is not necessarily 
in~icotivo o/future &suits. Offer made only by pro~'pectus. • 
with spirit", is a comic spoof Of • ] Looking both ways. 
the movie Ghostbusters and in- 13 Please send ~e more informalion an ] To manage year RBSP. 
Industrial Croup of Fund, RRSP managed by [ For the long tenn, valves 30 characters. Mackenzie Financial Corporation. 
Unusual lighting and sound NAME" ~ ' :i ' ":~ l , ~ Im . 
effects help to add a strange . ,i.;~ ::.. [ .~ .  ~ 
flavour to the play, .indicates a ADDRESS ' i~'~i:'/ " ' [. ~[~'~, ~ ,e~. 1~-~ 
press release from the theatre - ,  /:.+ • ...";,i,:".:">:}i+ l ~ , ~ 
arts department.  ' , i '  ' c ,~ J '":i!~!+':. :I  +~" . I'" ~ L '~  i 
-The cast of characters !in- rR0ViN~:, : "PhiAL . . . . .  I: i 1M 
dudesspirited spooks, patients . E + ' CODE . . . . .  ' - I ~r .  l i  X 
inlin imatuaon, its employees, ~noN~- - '  ',,'-'*; ,:..': , .. "i, "':, • ' •. 
various and  assorted vblters : (~d.~)  : ~ : ~ " ~ICBUa~) ' " ~ i 
l u ld  ~os .~h lH~rs ,  r- + " . MAILTOt . : '  .+, O; 'Oat  P '~ J i |C '  i..(. 1 
:.Ghostclmsers takes to  me / Manakemedt Co Li~ . i 
Vance ticketsare $4 Igh I .am____ i - - - - - _ ' " - '  ,~  I ...... [] sm 
and SOund: Or are available _ at ' + l ' I  I t |  
the do0t for $6. Proceeds g o r e - l ~ ~ ~  l + 
Ske+n+yJunlOri:.+Secondary : l'i e  0r + i i m I .  r+ ' I L ,  l 
Seho01. ~ )!+! ..... • .. I , _ . ,  + , [ " i  ,, i+"+ + < . . . . .  i + 
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, RIUSINESS 
TRAVELL. ING DISPLAY is latest in efforts to promote the city. 
The display was used at a mining conference recently in Van- 
couver. That's alderman Danny Sheridan and city economic 
development officer Peter Monteith standing in front. 
,'ity exposed 
TERRACE - -  The city's and services offered by l oca l  
decision to take part in a re- businesses contained in a 
cent industry exhibition catalogue prepared by theci- 
means northern mining ty. 
operations will look more He had also collected 150 
closely at Terrace as a future business cards and the names 
supply centre, predicts alder- of these individuals would be 
man Danny Sheridan. passed on to local businesses 
Describing the reaction of that might be interested in 
companies to the Terrace supplying the mines. 
display at the Cordilleran While the city's participa- 
Round-up in Vancouver as tion was in line with its at- 
"extremely good," he said • tempt to grab some of the 
Smithers - -  a long-time sup- mining business, Sheridan 
ply centre for the mines - -  
was the only other communi- 
ty represented at the show. 
City tourism and economic 
development officer Peter 
Monteith said 1500 delegates 
attended the show including 
the people who were respon- 
sible for regularly sending 
out supply orders worth 
thousands of dol lars.  
"That's the guy you want to 
talk to, so it was a good show 
from that point of view," he 
added. 
Monteith said industry 
representatives were surpris- 
ed at the range of products 
emphasized "We're not try- 
ing to upstage Smithers." 
Pointing out both agreed 
there was a need for the two 
communit ies too work 
together, he said their at- 
titude was "First let's get the 
business to the northwest." 
He said Terrace will now 
build on the contacts 
established to date by sen- 
ding a delegation to the min- 
ing industry's awards dinner 
in Vancouver at the end of 
the month and exhibiting at 
the April 4,6 mining con- 
ference/t rade show in 
Smithers. 
, ~ ; .  , ~ ~) ,.; , ~ ' .  
REVIEW E IE  I'{' . 
Pitch made 
for ai rport 
TERRACE - -  A local group 
wants improvements at the air- 
port to in turn improve the 
tourism industry. 
The community tourism ac- 
tion program wants a larger ter- 
minal, better baggage handling 
facilities, a better landing 
system and a customs ervice to 
encourage American air •traffic. 
Its list is contained in a letter 
to federal transport minister 
Benoit Bouchard. 
The letter acknowledges that 
a microwave landing system - -  
installation of which is schedul- 
ed at Canadian airports within and .that the. u,,nheat baggage 
tO years wcmld ;m nananng area IS an emoarrass- the next __ .  . . . .  - -  . . . . . . . . .  - ,, 
prove the service record at the ment, . . 
local airport. " The committee came out m a 
At the same time, the letter two-day workshop last fall in 
states that the change over from which strengths and weaknesses 
other landing systems to the of the tourism industry here 
microwave one-would mean were discussed. 
having two systems being used Its work is now part of what 
at one time. will be the city's economic and 
"We would ~k  that you fur- development strategy leading 
ther investigate the best and into the next century. 
Terrace to get 
expert advice 
TERRACE - -  City efforts to 
pursue economic development 
now have the help of outside 
specialists following its selection 
to take part in the provincial 
government's Strong Com- 
munities in the 90s program, 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker an- 
nounced last week. 
Under that program, he said, 
the ministry of regional and 
economic development will pro- 
vide private and government ex- 
perts in a number of areas in- 
c luding forestry,  pos t ,  
secondary educatio0, manufac- 
turing and tourism. 
Their job, he explained, will 
be to assist the city achieve the 
most expedient way to increase 
the landing completions at this 
airport," the lett~;r says. 
It adds that a customs ervice 
here would make the area more 
attractive to American tourists 
and to other •American traffic 
given the Shames Mountain ski 
development and possibilities of 
increasing business ties between 
Alaska and northwestern B.C. 
The committee says the ter- 
minal building "is too small, ill- 
equipped and inconvenient for 
mobifity within the building" 
goals set out in its economic 
development plan. 
Explaining the intent was to 
help the community diversify its 
base and therefore become 
more economically stable, 
Parker added, "We really don't 
want Terrace in the situation it 
was in '81-'83" when sawmill 
closures increased unemploy- 
ment. 
He said the ministry will also 
pay for a local person whose 
responsibilities include organiz- 
ing:-, per iod ic  ~ communi ty  
seminars ,'to encourage~local 
participation;' in the economic 
development process. That per- 
son would, however, be selected 
by the city. OUT ABOUT_ [ The team of specialists will be TERRACE --  If you're in- - - . , , ,  T-.- ,~ terested in export trade AND at the city's disposal for one 
possibilities with Alaska, fiscal year but Parker an- 
there'li be two provincial ticipated that might beextended 
representatives speaking at a "if  the need is still there." 
chamber of commerce luncheon 
March 7. 
The representatives will be 
able to answer questions and 
take comments on what could 
be in store for increased trade 
between the province and 
Alaska. 
The meeting takes place at the 
Bavarian Inn, beginning at 
11:45 a.m. 
Also set for a chamber of 
commerce luncheon ap- 
pearance, this time on March 6, 
is provincial parks minister Ivan 
Messmer. 
That location is the Inn of the 
West and the time is 11:45 a.m. 
*. -k .k .k. ,. 'k 
The Overwaitea store has a 
new manager. 
John Chivildave has been 
with the food store company for 
17 years and most recently spent 
just over one year at its Burns 
Lake outlet. 
He replaces Les Schmidt who 
was transferred to Overwaitea's 
Duncan s f o r e . .  
The Overwaitea store fiere 
has 52 full and part time 
employees. 
Provincial employees came 
up with enough suggestions to 
save $500,000 i n  tax monies last 
year. 
The suggestions are then for- 
warded to a committee and 
awards made to employees. 
A $1.45 million contract has 
• been awarded to Western Ver- 
Satile Construction Corp. of 
Surrey for construction of the 
Wathl Creek Bridge 1 lkm smith 
of Kitimat. 
The project involves grading, 
paving and the construction of a 
57m, two-lane concrete stringer 
with two sidewalks and 600m of 
approaches. Completion is 
scheduled for Aug. 31, 1990. 
-k ~.k .k .k ~k 
Public libraries in B.C. will 
now receive copies of all 
regional and economic develop 
ment ministry publications. 
The 60 provincial government 
agents and their employees have 
received an award from B.C. 
Tel. 
It recognizes the service pro- 
vialed by the provincia l  
employees to the public. 
CASH and CARRY 
SALE 
On all in-store merchandise 
(up to 30% OFF 
on some Items) 
counter tops, windows, 
doors, line remnants, 
cabinet units and medicine 
cabinets. 
February 12 to 
February 28, 1990 
~,T ORTHWEST DISCOUNT SUPPLIES I,TD. 
4450.B Greig Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M3 
PHONE: 635-6500 
i i 
No. 2 - -  4627 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C, 
PICTURE THESE 
638-8555 
~ ~ ~ l  
"i've been coming to T..IZOntUORHS off and on for 2 years now, the 
equipment is in good condition and nice to work-out with." 
Remi Vienneau 
TANNING SPECIAL 
lS Sessions $4900 
• For Only ......................................... 
~. . . ,  
A 
IRonWORHS 
Gym & Fitness Centre 
4551Greig Avenue 635-4130 
 esor  i, t.ro.d 
a,.o..ce ot.e.i.g o/ 
~eir excl.lsite ,~ew ~inlng 
ghe oxci, i., 
, , . . . . . i l l  d,=,,l, re., ,,.d 
d.. elega.  a ..o,,6he.e .,ill 
.ha.-,. o.d relax 
O he. ,o. 
dl.l.g, d, iJ, 
(~esorL 
Reservations Recommended 
OPEN AT 5:00,PM ~1 
O MOUNT LAYTOD( ~ HOT SPRINGS RESORT LT 
798-2214 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
. . . . . . .  ~.ays  ~ ' . _~T ,,~ Monday to Friday Saturday ~ ;i Sunday n~ ' 10 a,m, to 11 p.m, 9 a,m. tO 11 p,m. ;~ili:. 11 a.m..to 11 
I '  ¸ , , 
. . . . . .  . & 
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• G i r l  Gu ides  , . . , i f t  u ides  • 
• ' o f  Canada.  SCOUTS ,CANADA , :, 
Local scou!t's heroism recalled 
The Scouting motto urges its 
members to 'Be Prepared' and 
when disaster struck a local 
home more than 40 years ago, a 
Terrace Scouter proved he was 
more than ready to deal wRh the 
• situation. 
The near-tragedy occured on 
September 23, 1947. Roy Clif- 
ford, then 15 years old and a 
member of the 1st Terrace 
troop, was at home with his 
younger brother when the first 
floor ofthe house caught fire. 
Understandably frightened 
by the blaze, Roy's brother fled 
upstairs. Unfortunately, his 
clothes were by then aflame and 
as a result the drapes and cur- 
tains on the upper floor caught 
fire. 
What happened next is 
recorded on the Citation for 
Decorat ion subsequent ly  
presented to Roy by the Boy 
Scouts Association of Canada: 
"'Without the slightest hesita- 
tion and showing total disregard 
for his own life, intent solely on 
rescuing his terr~ed brother, 
. ~nnoun~;~.m:.afternoon O g i. ~ Roy ran through a wall of 
. : -~ '  ~b~aSe ~lls, If you = TREASURED MOMENTOS of a terrifying moment are shown above flame. After extinguishing the 
~ 10~ to'~k;:6r ~Ut to learna' , the  the Citation and medal presented to Roy.Clifford for his flames on his brother's 
a clothing, he succeeded mgetting • Womea,s:Ceiitre'~aad h pm ~ courageous actand anewsp per clipping noting his imminent r ip  ,:. " . - the in rn~ mm ou~ oj ou g .p~!ca~b~.r0~for  me ,: to the Ottawa nvestiture. . ~ 
d e el" " ...... ' nn  1 a i t y "~'71~8RUARY' 2~';]k ~l[ 1990.  i :','~ =~: 
: . : :!:  . .  . . .  , / i i~ ' . . '  :. , : , . .  , . ,  '~" ;~.  ,  ~. ' : ' " " " '  ~" :~'' 
COnidbuie~d,..:: ~;.-: . . .  . : • :.. ' ' :,.Local Gnide/Brownle groups 
Skeena 
Girl Guides ~in tire District Commissioner - -  Bette Tossel 
Terrace-Stewart area -- 
called the. Tall Totem~ (635-7074) 
Division- continues to  Acting Division Commissioner --  Marg 
flourish despite a serious Cooper (638-0609) 
lack of volunteers. 3rd Skeena Brownies: Meet Tuesday evenings 8t 
There are eight groups Kiti K'shan school, 6.30-7.00 p.m. Merilu 
in the immediate Terrace Bowland is guider-in-charge and Terry Gordon is 
area and two •more in G i r l  Gu ides  
Stewart. All hut two of 
,hese are lB. to capacity o f  Canada 
with waiting lists. 
This year Guiding celebrates the 100th anniver- 
sary of the birth of Lady Baden-Powell, one of 
the movements founders. We are looking forward 
to our banquets and dessert nights which will he 
held with parents present. 
One of the main purposes of Guide-Scent 
Week is to be visible in our community, so watch 
for us next week as we participate in the 
Multicultural Association pot luck supper. AH 
members will wear their uniforms tomorrow and 
our world flags will fly at City Hall during the 
week. 
A Joint campfire with the Boy Scouts will he 
held at Veritas school gym tMs Friday evening, 
Feb. 23. Prior •to that, we will also be parading 
along Lakelse Ave. from Ottawa St. to the 
school. 
We are very proud of our Organization and 
look forward to helping young girls become 
responsible young womdn and the good citizens 
of tomorrow. 
Tawny Owl. 
2nd Skeena Brownies: Meet Wednesday evenings 
at Thornhill Elementary school, 6.30-8.00 p.m. 
Brown Owl is Lia Schmidt and Mrs. Graves is 
Tawny Owl. 
3rd Skeena Brownies: Meet wednesday evenings 
at Thornhill Primary school, 6.30-8.00 p.m. 
Guider-in chore is Marg Cooper and Colleen 
Harkonen is her assistant. 
"k****  
Kitsumgallum 
• District Commissioner - -  Kathleen Davies 
(638-1245) 
1st Kitsumgnilam Brownies: Meet at  Parkside 
Elementary school Thursday evenings, 6.30-7.45 
p.m. 
3rd Kitsumgallum Brownies: Meet Tuesday even- 
ings at Uplands Elementary school, 6.30-8.00 
p.m. 
2ad Kitsumgallum Gnides: Meet Wednesday 
evenings at Uplands Elementary school, 7.00-8.30 
p.m. 
3rd Kitsumgallum Guides: Meet Wednesday 
evenings at Veritas school, 6.30-8.30 p.m. 
Roy Clifford now 
building." 
The citation also noted Roy 
paid a painful price for his self 
sacrifice as  a result of burns 
received in making the rescue 
and credited his Scout training 
for enabling him to save his 
brother. 
Roy's bravery was recognized 
later that year when he travelled 
to Government House in Ot- 
tawa to take part in the first 
group investiture of the associa- 
tion's honour and gallantry 
Roy Clifford then 
awards. 
There, in the presence of the 
several of the movement's most 
prominent members, he receiv- 
ed his medal for gallantry from 
Governor General, Canada's 
Chief Scout. 
Today that medal and the ac- 
companying citation remain 
among his most treasured 
possessions and serve as a cons- 
tant reminder of the value of be- 
ing prepared. 
ON THE MARCH. Friday evening local members of the Guide and 
Scout movement will once again mark their week by parading down 
Lakelse on their way to a joint campfire session. Above, a scene 
from last year's parade. 
J' o#,a,y 
A lot of years have gone by since Lord Baden Powell 
founded the Scouting movement. Those years have also 
seen the emergence ofnumerous alternative r creational ' 
pursuits for potential h~embers. ' 
Despite that. however, there is no shortage of young 
people enjoying what Scouting has to offer, says the 
local District Commissioner. ~
Pointing out the Terrace/Thornhill area supports ! 7 
• groups, he Said membership currently stood at raore 
District Commissioner - -  Per 
Halvorsen (635-2118) 
ADC Beavers -- Bill Tait 
ADC Cubs - -  Alex Mitchell 
ADC Scouts - -  Cory Fleming 
ADC Venturers ~ Earl Peden 
ADC Training -- Sandra 
Wilson 
Beaver Colonies ~ 
1st Terrace: 
Meet Monday 
evenings at the 
Scout hall, 
6.00-7.00 p.m. 
Fern Sweeting is leader. 
4th Terrace: Meet Monday 
evenings at Parkside Elemen- 
is leader, 4th Terrace: Meet Tuesday 
* * * * * evenings at Parkside Elemen- 
tary school. 7.00-9.00 p.m. 
Scout Troops ~ Leader is Joan Holt. 
1st Terrace: 
Meet Wednes- 6th Terrace: Meet Monday 
evenings at Uplands Elementary 
day evenings at school, 7.00-8.30 p.m. Alex 
E.T. genney Mitchell is leader. 
E I e m e n t a r y 7th Terrace: Meet Tuesday 
school, 7.00-9.00 p.m. John evenings at Copper Mountain 
Trewitt is leader, school, 7.00-9.00 p.m. Leader is 
2ud Terrace: Meet Wednes.day Ann Robinson. 
evenings at the Church of Jesus 8th Terrace: Meet Tuesday 
Christ of Latter Day Saints on evenings at the germode 
Kenworth, 7 p.m. Leaders are Friendship Centre, 7.00-8.30 
Richard Wilkerson and Ross p.m. Leader is Karen Talt. 
Gregson . 
6th Terrace: Meet Thursday .k * * **  
than 200. with that figure expected to climb by a further 
20 ih the near future. In addition, approximately 50 
adults volunteer their time to help them learn the teach 
the skills and principles of Scouting. " 
Youngsters can get involved at6 years of age by join- 
ing the Beavers and then progress throngh the various 
levels to eventtiailybecome ~ Rovers, 
Althoug h the~i, is some ~ overlap between groups, 
........ groups each level Halvorsen Uld ithe average age 
were: Beavers 6-gTe~s,iOtbs 8.11 years,' Scouts 11-14 
years. Vent~i l~!$~y~/ :d i ld  ,Rovers '18~25 years~l 
. , ,  ~ % . . - . ~  -~ ~ ~ . . : . . . .  ~ ~ • -~ 
II I 
evenings at Uplands Elementary 
tary school, 6.00-7.00 p.m. Bob school, 6.30-8.30 p.m. Leader is 
Stevens is leader. Peter Haigh, Venturers 
6th Terrace: Meet Monday *****  1st Terraeei  
~ Meet Thursday 
evenings at Uplands Elementary Cub Packs evenings at the 
school, 6,00-7.00p.m. Leaderis 1st ! Terrace:  
Bey Butjas ~ Scout hall, 
• Meet Tuesda" .i Meet Tuesday 6.45-8.45 p~m. Earl!Peden is 7th Terrace. 7 .... ' " " E T evenmgs at evenings at Copi~er Mountain . • leader. 
• Kenney Elemen- 4th Terrace: Meet Tuesday sehoolb 6.00-7.00 p.m; : . . . . .  ~ . . 
• tary scnoot, 8th Terrace. Meet Tuesday evenings at ' the Scout hail, 
evenings at Kermode Friendship i .7.00-8.30 p.m. Eric Harkonnen 7.00-9.00 p;m, Leader is Paul 
,Centre, 6,00.7.00 p,m, am T~t ! !ii{i i~der Fleming.~ , 
, . . . .  , :  . ,  
• -~1 " , t  --~1" ~,~.  *o - .  
, i  
• ; 11 
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I Tree shows Carl ng': :"",- :'.'!;l:or-raeoCentennllllklone 
, :FRESH SHRIMP 
. SALE ' :  ' *'~ L ~ : 
. ./~., .::~~'~ Saturday! February24 
. " - at Patio Canada, Terrace 
"~T .Workshop" 
An information seas/o# ~On the 
Federal "Goods & Sendces 
• . , ' i;: ::;! i Ta,Y" 
Sra°'lsdin;fa f to~l  oVfal;l~.n~ Day, weE~ekR.TRF:LTeHELwPe~°rand:;;Vends~rdnsW°r~dreChlr~le; t~aeyef~smP:r~hiod~oEtl~om~l;t~ry a lUadr~ISn ~Set 
Valentines tree. 
Seniors enjoy crowning moment 
Senior citizens were witness 
to a coronation Sunday, Feb. 11 
as Ann Kohl and Fred 
Berghauser were invested as 
Queen and King at this year's 
Sweetheart dinner and dance. 
Sponsored by the Kinsmen 
and Kinettes, the event was once 
again a lovely evening for the 
seniors attending. On entering 
the Elks Hall, all were escorted 
to their table by members of the 
Kinsmen. 
Handsome Eric Johanson 
was master of ceremonies for 
the evening ~ he did a fine job 
- -  grace was said by Mauriel 
O'Boyle and Ruth Halleck was 
there as the city's represen- 
tative. 
Everyone enjoyed a lovely 
roast beef dinner prepared and 
served by the KinsmenlKinettes 
and dancing afterward to the 
sounds of Jim Ryan and crew. 
There were many spot dance 
and door prizes, all donated by 
local merchants. 
Ann Kohl received a second 
honour at the dinner when Fred 
Berghauser, in his capacity as 
• president of the local Old Age 
Pensioners branch, made her a 
life member of the organiza- 
tion. 
And it was so nice to see 
Mary Little at this event. She 
looked lovely. 
• A 'A ' *  A" 
A very happy birthday goes 
out to Beth Holton at the 
Willows. She was 94 years old 
on Feb. 19 and says she is in 
good health and still has all her 
marbles...only sometimes they 
touch each other and she gets a 
bit mixed up. Another good 
year of health to you, Beth. 
• A 'A ' *  A" 
And a belated happy 59th bir- 
thday to Ruth Halleck. She and 
Bud have also just celebrated 
their 41st anniversary. Good 
health and happiness to you 
both. 
• A- A" A" * "A- 
I saw Eileen Arbour 
downtown the other day --  she 
was here visiting with her family 
and then on her way to Prince 
Rupert o see her sister. 
' r '"--' Parent inwg ' adv ice  
Tomorrow evening, Terrace 1 be one of 24 communities 
in ~ B.C. hooked up to a teleconference intended to bring 
families across the province together to discuss mutual paren- 
ting concerns. 
The first time this method has been used for enhancing 
parenting skills in both urban and rural areas, the project 
marks 1990's designation provincially as the Year of Ex- 
cellence for Families. 
It is being co-ordinated by the Vancouver .Neurological 
- Centre in co-operation with provincial organizations involved 
in the care of  children with disabilities. 
. . . .  The title of tomorrow night's first session is Discipline: 
KidsAre F~'orth It. It opens with a presentation by Barbara 
C01oroso and parents will then have an opportunity o join in 
theensuing discussion. 
• Locally, the teleconferences will be held at Mills Memorial 
~. Hospit~ from 6.45 p.m. to 8 p.m. The Terrace Child 
. DeveloPment Centre, the local contact organization, says 
there isno charge for participation but cautions there is 
' limited space available. 
Those interested in taking part are therefore advised to pre- 
register as soon as possible by phoning the centre at 635.9388. 
Subjects to be covered in four, future sessions to be held 
~bver the next three months include nutrition, maintaining in- 
timacy and parenting in the 90s. 
Day o f  p rayer  
~" Members o f  local churches Will jo in forces on Friday, 
March 2 to take part in the World Day of  Prayer. Spokesman 
Carol Newhouse said seven of  the community's 10 churches 
;had already given a f irm commitment and word was heing 
awaited from the remainder. 
She said the event had first been held 103 years ago and un- 
~til recent years participation had been limited to the women of 
the churches. Now, however, it was open to all. 
Describing it as a bridge between the various ecumenical 
groups, Newhouse said the World Day of Prayer sent out the 
messagethat "Christianity isChristianity" whatever the dif- 
: ferences between individual churches. 
: ' •  This year's event akes place in the United Church beginn- 
ing at 8 p.m. and will feature a service written by a group of 
Czechoslovak women. 
. W inners :enchanted  
Limousine transportation, flowers, champagne, dinner for 
:-. two and an overnight stay at the hotsprings resort-- it will all 
': add up to some enchanted, evening for J anice and Michael 
Hustad,:winners in the Kinsman's Valentines Day draw. 
And 'for the service club, it added up to a $1300 boost for 
its charitable ftmd which is used to support minor sports, the 
local hospital 'and the Kinsmen Rehabilitation Fund. All 
p .ri~: were donated by local businesses. 
i II I 
Eileen is doing well in 
Chilliwack despite losing her 
husband Bert last year to a heart 
attack. You might remember 
her from her days at Co-op and 
Safeway. 
A'A ' ***  
And that's all for this week. 
Don't forget o give me a call if 
you have any news you'd like to 
pass on or a special event'com- 
ing up. 
Honour roll 
Skeena Junior Secondary Meritorious Achievement 
School Scott Hodson, Dawson Kelln, 
Grade 8 Honours Susanne Miskeely and Kip Par- 
Theresa Anderson, Deborah sons. 
Casey, Thomas Cowell ,  HonourableMention 
Carolyn Craig, Shane Dejong, Bobby Basanti, Susie Dew, 
Birth Du, Dana Ferretti, Shawn Giesbrecht, Ambur 
Stephen Fleming, Lane Geier, Hall, Barbara Knzyk, Natalie 
Dawn Haight, Brandy Hansen, Michaud, Mark Neeve, Chris 
Shannon Henderson, Erik, Oldha~a~,~Km Rensby, Tyler. 
Hernes, Leanne Hidber, Clare :. Robinsod, Joelle Scriver, Terry. 
Jennings, Pauline Lapp, Phung V/J;•and*~had ~Wilson. ~': 
Liu, Jennifer McMynn, Julia 
Middleton, Sonita Nahal, 
Depak Parmar, Upasna Ram- 
sundhar, Hannah Rensby, 
Jillian Smith, Lara Tessaro, 
Suzannah Vandevelde, and 
Anne Vu. 
Meritorious Achievement 
Colin Cann, Rupinder Kandola, 
Sandra Mantel, Jennifer Meeks, 
Lesley Robinson and Dawn 
Thomsen. 
Honoumble Mention 
Malkit . Atwal,  Shawn 
Ducharme, Gurpreet Gill, Stella 
Haigh, Leslie McQuade, Heidi 
Mendel, Leslie Moore, Rajbir 
Sanghera, Aidan Sheridan, 
Deborah Stainton and Michael 
Talstra. 
Grade 9 Honours 
Ngaio Beausoleil, Curt'is 
Bretherick, Catherine Cann, 
Shawn Carson, Sunny Deal, 
Cathy Dickson, Bag-Van Diep, 
Tien Du, Emily Henderson, 
Stephanie Hynnes, Erica Jenn- 
ings, Rabble Larmour, Kenna 
Miskelly, Jenny Murie, Jackie 
Palran, Manpreet Parmar, An- 
thony Roodzant, Parmpal San- 
dhu, Jan Shepherd, Lisa Smith, 
Julie Teixeira, Brenda Wiebe 
and Danyel Zilinski 
Meritorious Achievement 
Anna-Marie Graham, Wilfred 
Higginson, Fraser McKay, 
Christine Morrison, Benjamin. 
Praught and Rina Raposo. 
Honaurable Mention 
Bryan Fick, Shannon Hamhuis, 
Nicole Page and Rebecca Van 
Herk. 
Grade 10 Hououn 
Carl Anderson,  Fat ima 
Botelho, Brian Cox, Meredith 
Crampton, Bag Long Diep, 
Jason E lorza,  Alayne 
Fleischmann, Angela Henszei, 
Chris I rv ing ,  Theresa 
Laderoute, Lung Lie, Wendy .. : : .  
McLachlan, Manon Maria, - 
Kevin Oates, Joseph Pelletier, :,,., 
Nancy Pere i ra ,  Matthew . . . .  
Phil l ips, Roy Preyser, Megan .-::..i.~ :=::-::~ '~, 
Rdd, Robin Sharpies, Kyle I '"': 
Stevenson and Chris Wfikimon. i ~ : : . . i~  itm ! Main R0~ Rac 
. . . ,~  ~ ~,  ~ :  e~.  . i 
Presentedby_ J. McMynn, C.A. 
(Car/yie :Shepherd & Co.] 
Find out how the GST will : 
impact on you and your 
business...... 
• .-overview of the GST system 
--what will be taxed? and how? 
--documentation/reporting requirements 
- - the system for "input tax credits" 
Date: February 21, 1990 
Time: 7:00 p,m.-  10:00 p.m. 
Place: Terrace Hotel 
Cost: • $25.00 per person 
• Pre-r~/strat/on Required 
Phone Danielle at  635-4#5/ 
La Banque offre ses services 
dens les deux langues officielles. 
BACKING INDEPENDENT BUSINESS 
J 
@ _,,.u_ 
Deve lopment  Bank 
Banque fikl6rale 
de ddveloppement  
ril :i --~" ~ "~ '~ '  
i 
;RE YOU 
"TIRED OR 
FtETIRED, AND " 
OR OF AGE OVER' 
ERESTED IN LIVING IN 
LE HOUSING UNIT - -  IN 
QUIET, SCENIC SURROUNDINGS? 
If your answer is yes, the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society invites you to join the "family" at TWIN RIVER 
ESTATES. 
I Phase One - 29 of 30 units SOLO i" 
Phase Two - 19 of 30 units SOLD 
The condominlum-styte housing units feature .... 
- Maintenance hue edaden -- Safety end ;xudty Batunm such as 
- ¢IIW d . l~ f  w krww zdtz snml dzlclm, ect~b IMecm, Bah 
- ~ dlidlalng ¢ulllictlla berl aim aml.scald cNbof In beth~ 
- Cevmd i~z  u balcwf - bw yKd wire spare fw 
-- r~UlNWl #pac~ a ~ pnlon 
A large multi.purpose building will also be available for family gatherings, recreational ctivities, hop projects, 
handicrafts and storage. 
i COST: I 
iStandard Unit - 930 sq, fl, - $66,600"i 
i oelux unit- 1170 tq. ft.- 6,,eoo" I 
" " - "1  subject to change after March-15, 19901 " 
MONTHLY SERVICE FEE INCUJ~8: NOT INCUJO£D: : 
- Ixoperty taxes - appliances 
.~-: ~:" - -  utilities: water, sewer and ga~ pickup -- telephone or cable T.V. costs 
' ' :  - outside maintop,  including snow' -- Insurance on contents 
removal 
- -  electrical costs: heat and power ". 
-- Insurance on buildings . 
~Y BACK: 
A unique buy back ananpament will allow you to receive a refund of your odginal purchase price. , , 
Them are only 11 onlts unsold in Phase Two. A $6,000 deposit pdor to March 15; 1990 Will 0ua~tee the current 
pdce and will ensure that a unit w II be started for you this Spdng. The balance Ls payaow ec occupancy of the unit,. 
scheduled for compleUon this Fall. - • 
We have an Open House very Tl~u'sday from 2:00 I- 3:00 p.m. at the Society Office in the Mutii.Purpose Building , 
- 3232 Apstey Street. between Lakelse & Park'Avenoe.: 
p.O. Dex 11011 
TenNe. D.C. VH 4i~ - 
PmkieM: iV. Fnd ~ - OU.UI4 ~ ~ Cemmie Podu'- 6a6.ST0t,, 
Ihddec I~  Ceamdm Ud.ilr. Oelmil Palm',- I;3646Z| .", ~ • 
v 
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iiil 'lw::=°tth~r;h~::l~°°mdY : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  Th(~ ~ q~ fbr~a~.m ch;f~tegl~,ogfth:ut?~:; bot '  -Skeeno  1 e c tom.fr°m the clutches of :: i :
; :~dnd cut and peeled a" •hazel ~::;~iYe ~r::ch~ra:ui;ghti:eWa~ ' Angler ! ~ ] i~[ l [  ! ~nalg~o°~itds; :esee~ntsfb°ennf°.re evolv- "ten-and-a-halfFl°at rods areto.long:i Usu~lYeleven f et. 
• : na, . .  ice confining the river: . lby . ' i k : ~  II /4~ " . His terminal tackle might be a Long ago they  were o f  
Aria nooked a berry ton  Synchronous with the ~,~h l i rown ] l  : ~  1 ~ ' ~ "  cluster of carefully cured roe, or greenheart or cane before th . . . . .  = ~ f ] [ ~ ~  . . . . . . . . .  read; ' rhythms of the season, hzs I I Ill " possibly, a translucent plastic anglers turned to glass fibre and 
i And when white moths were movements will be slow and ~ imitation of salmon eggs that 
on the wing, precise. His body .bending in 
And moth.like stars were sYmpathywiththe bend of his 
flickering Out, : rod, he' will send hi.~ lure Over 
I dropped.the berry in the 'thiCk winter water in graceful 
stream 
And caught a little silver will hear the whir of his reel 
trout. 
- -  from the Song of Saint 
Aengus by William Butler 
Yeats. " 
If you put yourself onstream 
during the somnolent days of 
winter when the dry snow and 
frozen waterfalls cling to the ca- 
nyon walls, when ice anchors 
have., formed around the 
hesitate again then describe an 
arc back to the bank. There it 
will stop a third time and hang 
arcs. If you listen carefully on in the flow before it is retrieved 
and sent out once more. 
through the air. The man's eyes will be rivet- 
A quiet splash and a flash 0f ted to the float. When it pauses 
flourescence willmomentarily his muscles will tighten, but not 
mark the spot where lure, then until it moves in a way that says 
lead shot, enter the water, then fish, will he tighten the line and 
the current will catch the float trigger an explosion at its end, 
and take it over the small waves, After it takes, the fish will not 
hidden depressions, pas t places • jump. Its runs wi!llbe neither 
p romis ing ' f i sh . ,  strong nor hard. In a short time 
The fisherman will brake the' the angler will slide it to the 
revolving drum. The float will beach where he will rummage 
through the overfull vest hang- 
ing below his hips, pull pliers 
from it, clasp the hook shank 
and twist the fish free. The 
creature will over in the current, 
disoriented for a second or two, 
then dart back to its lie. 
The angler will touch up his 
hook with his file, check his 
leader, adjust the float, then, 
his rod cocked: once again, 
move on. , 
He is a float fisherman - -  
drift fisherman, if you prefer - -  
this man in motion. He is in- 
digenous: his technique a nni- 
PORTS N[; 
capture light, bends it and gives 
it a pinkish-orange cast before 
showing it to the fish. ' 
Lead shot provides the weight 
necessary to cast and can take 
the shape of a pencil, a small 
cannonball or a snake. 
But it is the float that gives 
this type of fishing its name, 
and its practitioners use small 
torpedoes fashioned from balsa 
and cork as well as sausage- 
shaped lengths, of foam. It is the 
float that provides the means to 
guide lures alongside snags and  
into formerly inaccessible 
pockets while keeping them 
finally to graphite. 
The floatfmher's reel is ideal- 
ly a fiyreel with a clutch to assist 
freespooling. House of Hardy's 
Silexes, the Jewel, Snperba, 
Super and Majors are the 
preference of connoisseurs. 
Who invented float fishing? 
My suspicion is it was a thrifty 
Scot, an immigrant who, when 
faced with B.C.'s rocky- 
bottomed rivers, drew deeply 
upon his stingy resourcefulness 
and came up with a technique 
both deadly and cheap. A cur- 
mudgeonly redhead named 
Jock, or Alec --  or Angus. 
'JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
-SPORTSCOPE- 
Cal girls 
doubled 
TERRACE --  Caledonia's 
senior girls basketball team 
met double defeats dished 
Out by the South Delta Sun 
Devils two weekends ago. 
The Kermode girls played 
South Delta Feb. 9 and 10, 
one week after the Kermode 
boys were beaten twice by 
North Delta. 
South Delta handed the 
Terrace girls a 44-27 loss on 
the Friday and a much closer 
43-37 repeat performance the 
'next night. Krista Soules led 
!Kermode scoring in  both 
games. 
Cycling 
clinic 
A five-time British na- 
tional champion bike racer 
may be coming to Terrace in 
May to give a cycling clinic. 
"He's excellent and he 
really good with people who 
are just starting out , '  clinic 
organizer Mike Christensen 
said~ 
He said whethe'r the two- 
day camp by Barry Lycett --= 
also a former national team 
coach - -  goes ahead will de- 
pend on how much interest 
there is. 
The clinic, jointly spon- 
sored by the local bike club 
and the Parks and Recrea- 
tion department would in- 
clude everything from bike 
fit to nutrition and training 
principles. It would also ex- 
plore advanced racing areas 
such as the group riding and 
racing tactics. 
• The clinic is geared to peo- 
ple who are getting into the 
competitive side of the sport, 
and is ideal for triathletes 
thinking of entering this 
year 's  Skeeua Valley 
Triathlon July 15. 
Brown 
elected 
Local angler and Cassie 
Hall school teacher Robert 
Brown has been re-elected to 
a third term as vice-president 
of B.C.'s Steelhead Society. 
Members of the 20-year- 
old organization say its man- 
date is to represent sport- 
fishing' interests. It has lob- 
bied for greater conservation 
of  fish stocks and habitat in 
the northwest. 
Brown has been vice- 
president for four years and 
was re.elected two weeks ago 
to a third two-year term. He 
said he declined the nomina- 
tion for president because of 
family and personal com- 
• mitments .  -. 
The president isWest Van- 
cquverl ,','doctor Ehor 
Boyanowsky. '. 
, , ,  , I ]  I 
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To  ' ' aim 
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT. Local shooter All 3ohnston is preparing for her next major match -- 
the Mar. 3-5 provincial championships in Richmond. Johnston concentrates on the air pistol 
event, which is her specialty. She holds the number-two position on the national team in that 
event and may represent Canada at world championships to be held in Los Angeles this spring. 
| 
Old Pros, locals ready 
Maurice Richard 
F !,I 
~" Eddy Shack 
i ]11 N i [  C 
Bob Nevin 
TERRACE - -  The players rosters are 
out and local crowds waiting to see 
Terrace Timbermen like Harold Cox 
face off against the likes of Eddy 
Shack and Frank Mahovlleh will not he 
dissappointed. 
Game time will he 7:30 p.m. March 2 
at the Terrace Arena where the Terrace 
OidtimerS will take to the Ice against 
the Montreal Old Pros. 
Referreeing the game will be none 
other than the Rocket, Maurice 
Richard. • 
The assorted Hying hockey legends 
Confirmed for Montreal are: Norm 
UIIman (Detroit Red Wings), Eddy 
Shack (Toronto Maple Leafs), Frank 
Mahovlich (Montreal Canadlens), Billy 
Harris (Toronto Maple Leafs), Ab 
McDonald (Chicago Blaekhawks), 
Jimmy Mann (Quebec Nordiques), 
Bob Nevin (New York Rangers), Jim- 
my Neilson (New York Rangers), Wilf 
Palement (Quebec Nordiques), Jean- 
Guy Talbot (Montreal Canadlens), and 
Gary Smith (Vaneoayer Canncks). 
Taking on this line-up for Terrace 
will be: luck Merko, Gary Schalz, 
Chris Bode, Bob Cooper,  Doug 
Wilson, Hank Rnndrup, Tim Kolner, 
Los Thorsteimon,;Rlno Mielmud, Rick 
LetnwsH, Harold..: Cox, Craig ln- 
gebrlghtson, Gram Cmper, lau Alger, 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Mndo i)e~ardllnz, iJIm Holland and 
Frank Mafiovllch i n r~k  Waldr0n , :  : '. i 
• / 
I 
Bluebacks 
 m'prove 
TERRACE --  Local Blueback 
swimmers wam their besg meet 
to place a close second in team 
standings behind Kitimat at an 
invitational meet they hosted 
here Feb. 9-11. 
Kitimat Marlins topped the 
tournament with an aggregate 
of 965.5 --  just 49 points ahead 
Of the Terrace Bluebacks at 914. 
The Prince George Barracudas 
scored 460.5 and Prince Rupert, 
unable to send a full team 
because of avalanches, totalled 
102. 
Blueback coach Shelley 
Morgan said her swimmers 
swam fantastically, marking 
best times in 70 per cent of the 
events they swam. 
Cory Holland broke a provin- 
cial record for his age group, by 
shaving two-tenths of a second 
off the record for the 50-metre 
freestyle. It was Holland's first 
B.C. age-group record, and 
Morgan predicted he will soon 
capture the record in the 
100-metre freestyle. 
Swimmers at the meet also 
broke several pool records in 
several events. 
Ten local Bluebacks have also 
made the qualifying times in 
their age groups qualifying 
them to travel to Prince George 
for the Feb. 23-25 B.C. Junior 
Provincial Championships. 
They arez: Clint Sheppard (9), 
vince Gair (9), Daniel MacCor- 
mac (10), Dyian MacCormac 
(10), Dave Vanderlee (12), 
Sonya Sheppard (10), Lisa Gar- 
diner (11), Joelle Walker (12), 
Denise Vanderlee (14) and Tori 
MacKenzie (14). 
Alaskans unstoppable 
TERRACE -- The 26-team all- rest of the field. The Alaskans 
native men's basketball tourna- 
ment Feb. 5-11 wrapped up with 
teams from Metlakatla, Alaska 
taking the top honours. 
Bella Bella proved strong 
contenders, beating Port Simp- 
son 120-104 in the intermediate 
semi-final. But the Metlakatla 
intermediate am chalked up a 
7-point margin in the final to 
record an 84-77 victory and cap- 
ture the championship. 
In senior action; Metlakatla 
again proved too strong for the 
first knocked off the Trojans 
79-63 in the semifinals, then met 
Haida Gwaii in the final, 
besting them by a score of 
82-75. 
Terrace's only team -- a Ker- 
mode Friendship Centre in- 
termediate am --  were one of 
the first victims of the 
Metlakatla squad, going down 
to defeat 103-61. But the KFC 
crew rallied and forced an ex- 
perienced Greenville team to go 
to the limit in order to beat the 
Terrace newcomers 68-66. 
Hearty curling 
THIS RINK showed some heart at the Feb. 9-11 Ladies Valentine Bonsplel. Cheryl, Heather, Pat 
and Rlta didn't bring back any prizes, but they sure had a good time. 'A' event winners at the 
spiel was the Skead rink of Terrace who prevailed over Blanes. Hendry won the 'B' event, with 
. Kirk taking the runner-up spot. 'C' and 'D' events went to the Kawlnsky and MacDougall rinks 
respectively, ~ ....... . . . . . .  
I I I I I [ I I I I  I I I I I I I I I I  I I '1  i 
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 CORE BOARD ' Your .Wlndowsl i 25% 
BLINDS . 
lnnMof:hne sw~e./cre:21o~:ltF~rO;~:~ League Scores:'. H IG H WmEDen~,::tt~{~Om_"F_m~'3ILF#'GUE' VHeOgd~c:~l~ll~&dg 
Make a Fashion Statement With 
Team OP W L 'T GF GA:  PTS 
Skeena Hotel 33 26'  5 2 201 ~ 120 " ~4 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 34 20 10 4 200 146 ;,: 44 
Inn of the West 34 19 14 1 179 174 39 
North Coast Wranglers 33 15 15 3 • 137 127 33 
Northern Motor Inn Okle~ 34 S 25  1 -  98 161 " 17 
Convoy Supply 34 7 26 i 97 184 15 
Terrace Dart League 
Standings 
NAME GP W % 
Loretta Scale ' 102 45 44.1 
Sally Ryan ! 17 51 43.6 
Bill Nelson 14 6 42.9 
NAME GP W % Art Lorimer 152 64 42.1 
Ray Taft 139 57 41.0 
Bill Robinson 117 87 74.4 Derek Hales 90 35 38.9 
Malcolm Baxter 24 16 66.7 Noelle Bulleid 112 40 35.7 
Bob Bennett 98 61 62.2 
John Doucette 20 12 60.0 
Brian Mclntyre 84 47 Sg.0 Darts Scoring Leaders 
Ben Soma 96 53 5S .2  (number of scores of 100 
Clare Greet 154 85 55.2 or more) 
Hal Stoba 92 50 54.3 
Jim Ryan 152 82 ~3.9 Bill Robinson - -  99 
Jack Richard 154 83 53.9 Neil Nordstrom - -  55 
Keith Norman 14 7 50.0 Jack Richard - -  44 
Nell Nordstrom 132 ~6 50.0 Jim Ryan - -  40 
Theresa Doucette 146 70 47.9 Hal Stoba - -  37 
Laura 28 13 46.4 Bob Bennett - -  27 
Beryl Hales 80 36 45.0 Bryan Mclntyre - -  26 
329 by Helen Mude 
Women's high total - -  
756 by Terfl Ktrsch 
MONDAY MIXED LEAGUE: 
bowled Feb. 
Women's high single - -  
236 by Cindy Motschilnig 
WomenYs high total - -  . • . 
622 b~ Cindy Motschilni$ 
Men's high single --  
304 by Udo Langheinrich 
Men's high total - -  
839 by John Rasmussen 
MONDAY MEN'S LEAGUE: 
bowled Feb. 
Men's high single --  
408 b~ Larry Lopushinsky 
Men's h!gh total 
887 by Larry Lopushinsky. 
TUF_~DAY COFFEE L~GUE:  
bowled Feb. 6 
Women's high s ing le -  
299 by Diane Francis 
288 by Gwen Cooper 
Women's high total --. 
712 by Diane Frands 
THURSDAY COFFEE LEAGUE: 
bowled Feb. 1 
Women's high single - -  
301 by Linda Gabarn 
Women's high total - -  
820 by Sherry Lopushlnsky 
THURSDAY MIXED LEAGUE: 
howled Feb. 1 
Women's high single 
307 by Natalie Stewart 
Women's high total - -  
712 by Natalie Stewart 
Men's high single - -  
316 by Randy Durand 
Men's high total - -  
771 by John Rasmussen 
FRIDAY MIXED LI~GUE: 
bowled (3¢1.27 
Women's • high single 
292 by Diane Francis 
Women's high total - -  
Women's high total - -  748 by Diane Francis ' 
725 by Diane Francis 
TUESDAY MIXED LEAGUE: 
bowled Jan. 30 
Women's high single - -  
308 by Sherry Lopushinsky 
Women's high total - -  
773 by Sherry Lopushimky 
Men's high single - -  
322 by Greg Saunders 
Men's high total - -  
825 by Greg Sa'unders 
The West wins challenge 
TERRACE - -  It was an impor- 
tant contest - -  pitting the in- 
famous "dry-inlanders" against 
the wily "wet-coasters." 
The annual Jake De Jong 
Challenge saw the five west 
coast over-35 hockey teams 
entered in the Feb. 9-11 
oldtimer tournament face off 
against players from five in- 
terior teams. After three periods 
of play, the so-called "wet- 
coasters" had come out vic- 
torious over the east by a score 
of 4-1, said organizer Harold 
COX. 
The Challenge was concocted 
to al low players o f  the same age 
groups to play each other. 
Over-45 players play the first 
period, 40- to 44-year-olds play 
the second,  and  the 35-39s play 
the th i rd.  
Smithers and Kitimat teams 
came out on top in the rest o f  
the tournament. 
Smithers Dri l lers ground up 
the Thornhi l i  Oakies 7-3 in the 
'A '  divis ion finals to capture the 
title in that event. 
In 'B '  divis ion,  the Kitimat 
Merchants beat out Terrace's 
Convoy Supply by a 4-3 score. 
And 'C '  divis ion act ion ended 
when the Smithers  Rubber- 
puckers edged Hazel lon-Skeena 
for a 3-2 win. 
The fairplay trophy went to 
the Thornhill Oakies, who rang 
up only eight penalty minutes in 
the entire tournament. 
all 
e 
• > , 
Needed! 
[~,; ~,~.~fi=~ ~ ..... ~ 225 - Heppel, Braun, 
 rc,o r 
i~'.-~ i:':;,~',,~'~i~ . :tii 230 -(5200)Haugland. 
~'~,' '~"  ~ ~  " ' ' 'I~~~':" ~ skeena & Keith' 
Men's high single - -  
281 by Bill Talt 
Men's high total - -  
650 by Mike Godfrey 
SUNDAY ALL-STAR LEAGUE: 
3rd qtr - -  Feb. 4 
Women's high single - -  
304 by Diane Frauds 
Women's high total --  
1060 by Diane Francis 
Men's high single - -  
by Mike Godfrey 
Men's high total 
963 by Larry Lopushlasky 
Includes installation 
For a FREE consultation call 
. LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 635-4444 
Thank You! 
Terrace Kinsmen extend sincere 
appreciation to the following for 
their support of 
Mother's March 
• Totem.Services Ltd. • Skeens BroadcaMers 
• Terrace Review • Terrace Standard 
• Northern Sentinel • T.C.C. Bottling 
• Thanks to all the mercllants who donated 
to the meal programl 
@ THANK YOU @ 
KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
BOX 587, 
I 'ERRACE.  B.C. 
VgG 4B5 
Do you have some spare time? 
Would you like to help make your commmunity a hq 
safer place to live? 
~Ksan House Society is looking for 
VOLUNTEERS 
to work for the Terrace Sexual Assault Centre and the Terrace Transition 
House. 
Here are some waysyou can help: 
- -  Court Accompaniment 
• - Fund Raising 
- -  Public Education 
FOR MORE INFOMATION CALL: 
- -  Crisis Intervention 
- -  Office Work 
- -  Child Care 
635-4042 or 635-2373 or 635-6447 
A SPECIAL  ' ' As Minister Resp0nsible for 
Women's Programs, I am 
conducting adirect consultation 
INVITATION TO process this month. My purpose is to obtain the views of our citizens 
on the challenges facing the 
T 1"1  women of British Columbia. UP u-Pf3PTP f3F ' will be meeting with w°men' 
1.=.a..a .L a .av~a.aa .a  v ~  men andbusinessleaders 
T " ~: ' :. !i: throughout the Province. 
xERRACE • i ~ ~: : i~ i:-~ The information ! obtain through 
...... =~i':!/~;i~!%. ~.this personal consultation process 
' ~ Will be used to develop olicies 
: /:~: ~ i: . / land programs to further economic From Carol G r a n  ... , - ,  ...... 
and social aims of women in : 
Min is ter  Responsible forWomen's Programs British Columbia. ~ ~. ' 
I , i , 
] womml, l l~rso,alh/ a,l~'in6m, iliat -. 
l,,v,,l,t ol,r,.i~,,s m~i,~,~i,i .~ ,~', ~ [
Meet the Minister on 
Thursday March 1st, 7 p.m. at 
The Inn of the West, 
dlK~fll I ~lt-- l~,- .  A,,,=,,~,o,= 
and po l i c i~ . . "  . . :; ..... 
:~ :l : '~ ' For Wunen's ~e¢ Carol Gran ~ e ~  progmf /= i 
d , ,  
" /  , :, 
. ! 
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Move 
on up 
to Banner St. on the manicured yard with 
bench. This 4 bedroom greenhouse, fruit trees 
has 2 full baths plus 2 pc and large garden area. 
ensuite, 2 fireplaces, one Good value" for this 
with insert, 2 full kit- prime area at $99,900. 
chens. The large sundeck Call Brenda to view 
off of the dining room MLS. 
overlooks a well 
Action Ads 
..... Work 1 
638-SAVE 
• ilil///::~i • • 
. .  : 
/ " z :  
? : : .  r: 
i 
'HE WORLD 
iS YOURS.../F 
~OU K NO ~ ~H~ ~ l 
!RIGHTPEOPLE... 
you mD,e the We=oome 
~,Wo8~ hostess is the right person to 
~J!e P you lind 0 place in your new 
: ;~mmhi ly :  , 
:V i  636'667= i 
ii ' Edlnda 636,6626 [ 
. . . . . .  I I  I I I I I  J 
Slumber 
Lodge 
WINTER 
HOURS 
The GrandTrunk 
Restaurant 
Monday to '  
Saturday 
7 
8:30 p,m. 
Sundays  
8 a .m, - -  
8 p.m, 
4702 Lakolee Avenue 
T in ,  e ,c ,  V8Q 1Re 
~ ~:~-~ ~ \   lr" " 
A CHALET ON A HILL 
Wondland view from every window and 
pdvacy on 4.61 acres on the Bench. Char. 
ruing, well coasb'octed two storey fnatur. 
Ing Ceda~ ceilings, 3 bedrooms, fireplace, 
patio does from all bedrooms, Cedar oof, 
cozy and comfy in every way. Asking 
$114,500.  MLS. 
' "  ' : )  ' . i  l ' ~'L=~ LOTS ~ ' ~ " 
~ Thlrfklng of ~ilthng yore dream house? 
C.IVe us a call for a comldete list of all 
available bui~ng lots. We have a good 
selection of building lots in all price ranges. 
Some IocaOons Include Thao'nhalghts Sub- 
division, Kdth Estates, Monntein Vista 
Drive, and other areas. 
PAYING PAD RENT? 
Move your m~te home onto one of these 
high and thy vacant lots. Natural Gas ser. 
vices avatiabhs. Land iS lightly bled. 
Situated on Seater Signet. Signs p~tnd. 
Asking $9.900 each. 
MEMBER 
lib - -   ate_B_roker _N__etwork 
INDEF IENDINTL  t OWNED AN O OP IDAI r IO  
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lszelle Avenue 
638-0371 
TWO BAY INDUSTRIAL SHOP 
Located on River Drive, in Thornhtti, this 
shop offers everything frem exYa large 
14'x16' bay does to 8" thick concrete 
floor. 2,512 sq. ft., office space, 
washrooms, Nat. gas heating and over- 
head air circulation fans, all on nearly a Vo 
acre lot with easy highway access, Asking 
$!10,000, EXCLUSIVE. 
LAZELLE AVE. - CEN1RAL COMMERCIAL 
Two prime lots Ionated on Lazetie Ave., 
zoned cenbal comrne~lof. CaB for more in. 
formaBon. $17,500 each. EXCLUSIVE, 
WORK IX YOUR YARD . 
Build a shop on the property and still have 
good living in this 3 bdno. bungalow p4us 2 
office rooms, nat. Gas heat, over 1,300 sq. 
ft. of tivtng area, garage, landscadod yard 
and outside storage shed. Asking 
$81,000. 
: . . . .  RURAL ACREAGE 
26 acres of land situated on Dover Road. 
FanlasOc so,them view from the plateau. 
Property has ddlied well• Asking Ixice is 
$39,500. MLS. 
ACREAGE OFF KERBY STREET 
40 acres in Ceppar MoUntain sLdxJJvisJon 
area, approx. 20 acres useable, zoned out- 
side Reg. Dist. Jew density rurat' possibility 
of obtalnlng water from Thornhis ystem, central HorSeshoe IncatJon. Listed at 
Asking $35,000. MLS, $53,500. MLS. 
IN 1HE 50'S 
Spacious oon.basesent home on coecrete 
flngwalL Natural gas heat, 3 bedrooms, 
s~ l  detached shop, paved driveway, 
sundack in the back, rear lane access and 
ONE LOOK WiLL DO 
Warm and friendly family home, located 
close to school and park on oo-thtu streeL 
1,113 sq. ft. with species kitchen teatur. 
ing new Oak cabinets, 3& 2 bedr~rns, full 
basement and paved driveway, $76,900, 
MLS. 
8EAUTd:CL COUNTRYSIDE 
Have yocr farm and baauty toc on this 150 
acres on Highway 16 East - just east of 
the Cedarvate coffee shep. Approx. 40 
acres of pasture, two houses, river access 
and mountain views. Subdivision potenNal 
into 3 Iols, MLS. $110,O00, 
ANTIDUE INVESTMENT 
Are you In innovative person looking to in. 
vest your ideas? 0ider, full basement home 
in good condition located on one acre of 
land in downtown Tepee. Zoned Ft f¢ 
Public Administration a d Assembly USe. 
$149,500. MLS. 
Horst Godlinskl Rusty Ljungh Sylvia Gdffin Bert Ljunoh Joe Barbosa Ralph Godliqski Christel Godlinski 
635-~397 635-6764 638.0484 635.5754 635-5604 635-4960 636.5397 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
• WOODLAND CAMELOT 
Breathtaking Bench rural 2 sto¢ey Contem. 
porary. Positioned Pascafutiy on 2.78 acres. 4 
BR/t.4 poe., 1.2 IX:e, baths. Swimming pool, 
worhslmp, vaulted oelting$, Oatellte dish. 
$110,OO0 (900019) MLS. Brenda Edckson 
638.172f .  
On 12X68 CHANCELLOR MOelLE 
cement foondatim. Sidewalk to 
she~wo~kshep with alac~c Near, Nice layout. 
Wacd stove for added wanllth, 3 DiJml, laroo lot, 
fenced and landscaped. EXCLUSIVE. Jackla. 
"T -~ o ' " - -  
SECL.ODEO I~A~ 
Horseshoe I~n~low providing rOOmy kilchen. 
2 1~/1.3 poe, bath. PLUS "Nalt shops, I .~  
landscaped lot close to town, laz~e g~za0e. 
$54,000 (900020) EXCLUSIVE. Lakeis~ n,~. ~ 
630.0260.  
TRUONERS DELIGHT 
I level acres in rural setting yet close to town 
on paved read $28,500. ~1 Brenda. (800130) 
MLS. 
NEEO A LARGE LOT & ltOME 
Get east Jmf right for the g0ht hudGet. At 
$29,S 00 yon have 1,740 lq. fl. living etca ptus 
480 sq. ft. porch on e. 130'x150' lot Mt on 
natural gas. Goad posses..~n. ~ BmxJa at 
638.172f or 538.0280..~8 (88110) 
LAND IN H ~ S ~  
Bem*y fo be subdivided into Oavm'M lots 
Located On McConoaN Ave. Carl. (09050) 
EXCLUSIVE. 
~tEAMS COME TI~UEI 
We have yore dream home. Only nee year old in 
Terrace's nicest sub,riDeR it comes with 5 
bdorooma, 4 bathi'oonls, family room, mc racm, ENHANCES FAMILY LIFE 
2 Bmphsces, do~bin paved driveway, double Mother.tn.l~w suite adds to thio delight. Stucco 
garage with automaSc opener, intercom and 2 storey. Quiet sbest, firsslde shear, finished 
security syslom. Dining room and Oak kitchen basement, fruit trees, manicured law, mature 
have patio doors to large rear deck. Quahly is plan0ngs, 3 8R. AlSO *Close to amen~trus. Call 
the key wed frorn the skylights to trench dncrs. NOWl RedL~ed to $79,500 (88123) fo~ details 
Make | move up. Call Brenda 638.t721. MLS carl ~enda 63R-1721, 
(9oo0oi). 
JOhnS ROAO LOT 
Near town on ,34 acres is where yoc can balkJ 
your home Rural but close to amenities. Try 
your offer m asking p~ce M $9,500 (890f 81) 
GENEROUS RCOMJNESS NEED R~OM? 
Mth, view a¢¢erlte this ~k'~qt tarsi. Quiet stiont, Hate's a nice pa~sl - 2,14 acres with its own 
great fsmlly orwa, fireside glow, gas heat, wired shed, Lonaied on ~vement minutes from 
usopoUng, formMdlningroum, raci'onm, oarege, town, Try ohm'= on asking price of $13,000. 
paved drive, corner lot, f~"~g. See Newt Pale. Brenda 630.172 t. EXCI.USIVE. 
ed st $107,000 (900008) Veme Ferguson 
LAKELSE LAKE BUNGALOW 
2 bedroom cabin oe West side of lake vza Beam 
Station Road. Full'/serviced, furnished, access 
to lake via boat launch. Call Brenda 630.172t 
(88081) MLS. 
FOR SOUND VALUE SEE THIS BLkNGALOW 
Smarl Horseshoe home highlighhng comfort.. 
Stucco. Gas heat, corner lot, fencing, modern 
kitchen, 3 BRI2.4 poe baths, one bedroom, suite 
down helps pay the mortgegell $76,500 
• VAL~.WISE FIRST HOME 
InvRto0 S~uthside bongalow in nice Ilrlm. Stuc. 
co. Gn heat, p,t.bay ~shed basermmt, een. 
log, 4 BR/I.4 poa bath. PLUS 'Cnoveninnt Iota. 
Non, k Spidndldi Home Buy, Priced at $64,00o. 
(0O0007) Vm Fmgvson a3$.e389, Mt.S. 
635-3389. Lakelea Really 638,0268, 
Verne Ferguson Brenda Erlckson Jackle Collier Gordon Hamilton 
636-3389 638-1721 636.2677 636-9637 
(890217) Veme Ferouson 635.3389, 
' •  '*~ ..: , . 
GREAT STARTER HOME 
Enjoy the comfort of this cordial Kelth Estates 
L,,.,,r.~ow. ~ he=t, woodl~rnthg stove, frun 
trees, cry waist, city oDtiBes, southern ex. 
pusure. See Todsyl Priced el $47,7DO. 
(890153) Gordon Hamlfl0n 835.9537. MLS. 
~. :~ ;..~,:,., :~,~12,,~ "  • , • , : 
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The ever popu lar  tudor-sty le two-s torey  never  looked so  
'good.  This mult i - featured des ign  will appeal  to many,  as it has 
a l l  of the  most  sought  after  ideas, incorporated In its plan. 
UPO n entedng this home. . ,  you  will be impressed  by the  
spac ious ,  open foyer  with its railing and high cei l ing. The traf- 
fic pat tern  of  the main f loor is exce l lent  and the lovely master  
suite on the second f loor is sure to win your  head.  
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe, Terrace, B.C 
635-6273 
. . . .  ; ~" :.~,~..:~ ,,:.,~ 
?' , : i  
'" ~ - - I - - I " -1 - -  i: 
HOME PLAN 
RESlDEHTAIL LOTS [ IDEAL STARTER HOME 
Close to the downtown core wei ooz, comfortable 1,152 sq. ft. 
have for sale two 66'x122' and one home with full basement Ionated on 
85'x122' cleared and level restden- • 85x220 lot. Features fireplace, 
tial lots, ranging in pd¢e from 
$14,900 to $19,000. 
THORNHILL DUPLEX 
Here is your chance to own your 
own home and have someone lse 
help pay the mortgage for you, or 
perhaps you are Just interested Inan 
Investment. Each side rents for 
$550/month. Located in Phase I of 
.Thornhelghts subdivision. Call Hans 
for more Information or your per. 
sonal appointment o  view. 
$84,900.MLS. 
LAKESHORE ACREAGE 
Located on Kalum Lake - 22 acres 
of vacant land. Approx. 1,400 ft. of 
laknshore frontage, ideal for one's 
dream home .or can be used for a 
summer etreat. Maps available. For 
more Information:give us arc~l; 
Asking $69,900 MLS. 
BUIUDNG LOT 
Here is your opportunity o purchase 
an excellent building lot. Lot size is 
114'x132'. Located near Uplands 
school on a quiet area of the bench. 
Natural gas and water available. 
Asking $25,000. MLS. 
natural gas heat & hot water, 11/~ 
baths and den. The yard Is partially 
fenced and landscaped. Call Gordle 
Clson for your app(~nb'nent to view. 
EXCLUSIVE at $63,900. 
THE PRCE IS RIGHT 
• Attractive 3 bedroom home on nice- 
ly landscaped 80x200 laL Close to 
school and an ideal starter home. 
Listed at $37,900. 
VENDOR SAYS SELL 
Cleared and level building lot in at- 
tractive subdivision off of Birch 
Street on the bench. All under- 
oround services and paved street. 
call Gordle Olson for further details 
and map. Priced to sell at $14,900. 
PRIVATE SETTING 
:: Comfortable 3: bedroom full :base- 
: ment home situated on small 
acreage. Property is mostly cleared 
and fenced with 24x32 shop. Great 
sport for raising kids and to park all 
those vehicles. This family special 
is ready to go with good assumable 
mortgage, Call Gordle O~son for your 
appointment o view. Pdced at 
$69,900, 
Q i i l  i ~ ~  ;~:.~ 
STAN PARKER 
635-4031 
JIM DUFFY 
636.6688 
i 
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• HI BOY 
• VAN 
• FLAT DECK 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE 
• DALLY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT 
KIT IMAT 
632-2544 
272-  3rd Street l~##r~-g  
Kit imat 
i 
• LOCAL & LONG DiSTANCE CHARTERS ' 
• SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37 N: 
• DALLY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT 
SERVICE FROM VANCOgVER .... 
• DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TQ.KITIMAT 
Mm~r of TERRACE 
u,,.... 635-2728 
or  635-7  i 02  
~, , ,  3111 B lackburn 
Terrace 
BETTER HOME 
AND GARDENS 
For the buyer looking for a comfor. 
table home and a place to show 
their Gardening skills. The home of. 
fers ovtir 1,400 sq. ft, of living com- 
fort plus a full basement. Liv. 
Ingroam with fireplace. Three 
bedrooms. Two 'baths. Den and 
much more. With Spring coming you 
will enjoy the many different ypes 
of flowedng shrubs this property is 
nicely landacaped. Make your ap- 
pointment to view this property pdc. 
ed at $63,500, 
ROOM GALORE 
Can be yours with this over 2,000 
sq. ft. two storey home. Home of- 
fers very spacious klthcen-dlnlng 
area, 4 bedrooms and 2VÁ baths. 
This home also features a fully self- 
contained one bed =om suite. 
77x194 IoL Asking I t,O00. 
.... JUST LIKE NEWI 
is this 3 bedroom basement home 
located on the Oench. The main 
floor has Just been totally renovated 
(hew fiondng, paint & kitchen 
cabinets). New natural Gas furnace. 
Two baths. Carport. 70x144 lot. 
Call Jim aboot this home priced at 
$79,900. EXCLUSIVE. 
i " : :'~:'~ --"~;: 
QUIET PRIVACY 
Is yours with this 1,200 sq. ft. 
basement horns located on 128 
acres In the Gossen Creek Subdlvl. 
sign. Property has been developed 
lo insure total pdvacy for your quiet 
lifestyle. You will he impressed with 
the vaulted ceilings In the Ilv- 
inreom and sitting room areas, ldt- 
chsn has been totally redone and 
features new 6itch cabinets. Other 
features are 3 bedrooms, fireplace 
and hot tub. Call Jim to make your 
appointment to view this property 
pdcnd at $87,000. 
WANTED - -  
HOBBY FARMERS 
If you've ever Olven any thought o 
owning yonr own hobby farm ot 
would just like to own a small 
acreage then this property could be 
just whet you've been looking for. 
Property Is 13.64 acres of relatively 
flat land. Water is available. Asking 
$28,500. MLS. 
OLDER BUT SOLID 
Is thla very well maintained 3 
bedroom basement located close to 
the downtown core. Spacious kit- 
chen. Natural gas heat. Self. 
contained bachelor suite. Fruit bees 
and heny bushes. Affordably priced 
at $66,000. MLS. 
LAURIE FORBES 
636.6382 
GORDON OLSON 
638-1946 
HANS STACH 
83§-673B 
DON"i" DELAY - -  
CALL TODAY 
f It's a quiet Ionation that you're 
onking for, then look no further 
because we have the perfect home 
for you. This home Is 1,198 sq. ft,, 
has 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2 
fireplaces. Recent renovations in. 
clude the following: new carpeting 
in livlngroom, hallway and 
bedrooms upstairs, new line in kit. 
chen and dining area, new septic 
tank and field, and new n.g. fur. 
nsce. For your personal appoint. 
ment to view, call Hans. Asking 
$85,000. EXCLUSIVE. 
A QUALITY RND! 
In this very well boilt home located 
in town. This home is less than 6 
months old and offers your family all 
the quality and comfort it deserves. 
Three bedrooms, fireplace, garage, 
brick & vinyl exterior. Call Jim to 
find :~-more about thls s~perbly 
built i:l~me Priced at $112,00.0. 
MLS_.~,~ • ~ 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
Check the price on this 12x43 
mobile home with 10x30 addiGon. 
Three bedrooms. New floudng. 
Natural gas heat. Appliances Includ. 
ed. Set up on 80x120 lot in quiet 
sub-division. Just $24,900. MLS. 
;. ~ ~. y~ "! 
SHAUNCE KRUISSELBRINK 
635-5382 
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that over 1,000,O00 
Canadians have diabetes? 
For more information. 
contactyourlocal Branch of the Canadian 
Diabetes Association or the National Olfice, 
78 Bond Street, T0r0nto, Ontari0 M5B 238. 
Dta~' Ics  ~ L W  I t'anaditnn¢ 
Asso¢tallon ~ du dlall~r 
[ e0ULO r ave 
ADVEI2TIgF.D 
INT I - I I e  £PAeE!  
GREAT VALUE IN THE 
81XTIE8 
strata tl~ Ve duplex only 9 years 
old in very good condition. Featuring 
n.o. heat plus wood stove. 3 Ixlrms, 
full I~mt, Fenced yard and paved 
ddve. A newer styled home at 
$63,900. Call Dick Evans. 
UlOS NEW 
8 year old one owner home in top 
condiUon. 3 bdrms, 2 baths, dining 
room and kitchen nook. Carrot & 
paved ddve. DON'T HESITATE; Call 
Dick Evans NOW. Asking $92,900. 
EXCLUSIVE. 
P I~ REINJCED 
Located on a quiet street on the 
Bench with lots of pdvany. 3 level 
split with 4 Ildrms on the upper level 
NEW IN THE 60'8 
Older style charmer In quiet area. 5 
ndrms, fireplace, n.o. heat, potential 
for rental suite downstairs. Renova- 
Ogre and upgrading required, ideal 
rotect for the handyman. Asking 
54,000. MLS carl and ask for Get. 
die Sheridan. Evenings at 
035.4781, 
COWIEMPORARY BTYUNB 
Nine year old home In excellent con. 
dltlon. Vaulted ceilings, n,g., en. 
suite, cenlral vacuum system, full 
hsmt. Very well pdcnd at $83,500. 
EXCLUSIVE. All enquldas, contact 
Gordle Sheridan evenings at 
635.4781. 
4 BDRM HOME +6B,900 
969,900 
Three bedrounl, full basement 
home. New carpet and vinyl floudng 
on the main floor. 2 bedrooms and a 
family room ddwn. For more lafor. 
maOon, call Cave at 635-6142. 
MLS. 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Over 4,000 sq. ft. Naln floor ranted 
to a video outleL The upstelrs has 
two 3.hedroom suNes. Approx 
$2,000 per month Income. Has long 
term tenants. Asldng $f55,000, 
For more details rag Dave, MES. 
RURAL IIOME 
Located In Usk, on ,63 of an acre. 
PICTURE PERFECT 
Less than one year old. Comfortable 
setting for the growing family. This 
weft planned home has many 
benefits including 3-pce ensuite, 
easy clean kitchen cabinets, vinyl 
siding. The semi-finished basement 
is reedy to finish to suit your needs. 
For any further Inquldes, please call 
Eflka Poilafier, 
QUIET SETI1NG 
1,600 sq. ft. home with furl base- 
ment, double oarage as well as 
separate workshop rovides lots of 
room for parking and hobbies. This 
quality built home features many 
modem benefits, Oak kifchon 
cabinets with roll out shelves large 
walk.in c uset, master suite plumb. 
i i i : ,  ' . . . . . .  
ENJOY A COUNTRY 
URE8TYLE 
on 150 acres in the Resswood area. 
Two bedroom A.frame style home 
with propane fights and cooking 
with an RSF wood heater. Asking 
only $69,500. Call Mike. MLS, 
BETTER THAN RENTING! 
Own tl~ spacious 14x70 mobile 
home set up in an attmcgve park. 
Has an 8)(20 additlou and Includes 
fdde, stove and dlahwasher. Ask. 
ing $23,900. Call Mike. MLS,. 
T I~ OF 81RI J l  
REVENUE PRODUCING UR 
DOWN DUPLEX 
located close to the hosplt~ 
Natural gas heating. $59,500. C~ 
Joy. 
DON'T MI88 OUT 
on one of the few Oand homes lel 
This busutlfully decorated 5 bdn 
home with a tee room and 3 bath 
is great for a family. An attache 
double garage, separate shop an 
triple paved driveway are great e) 
lras. All for $79,500. Call Joy, 
BEAT THE RUSH 
Buy your building lot now and havl 
. on - - r  on r r , , . . . , . .  l O ,O . ,4 - - __ l .m. .m, r__  I fireplace in livlngroom. Large kit. N.G., 1/1 bsml, small shop. Good anewoudheat.Ahomefortbdhan, private space to enjoy. 1 acre of Two 132x257 ft. . on a quiet town chen & fenced back yard. Now value at $59,900,,MLS. DallGordie "~P~wea IonaUons or in the dyman. Asking $18,000. For more land finishes off the package. Call strut In the Ketth Estates. Asking Thomhelohts subdivision, Call tis  at $00,6o0. Ev,=, eveni,  et o36-4r01. I J I Joy' Info., call Dave, MLS, Edke to view. only $17,90Qeash. call Mike, MLS. 
i 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
i 
John Currle Dick Evans Dave Reynolds John Ev~n9 Joy Dover Gradle Sheridan Edka PelleUer MIke~JlIRIchardson 
/  ::iiii !i! iiii iiiiil/  ' 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classi f ied and Classi f ied Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When a Mat  ho l iday  fal lB on  a 
8Murday ,  Sunday  or  Monday ,  the  dead l ine  is Thursday  a t  
iS p .m.  for  a l l  d lBp l=y and  c laea l f ied  ada.  
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified end dauifled dlaplay ads muat be prepaid by either cash, 
Vlas or Meatercard, When phoning In ado please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready, 
20 wools (first insertion) $3.45 plus 5, for addi0onal words. *(Additional Insertions) 
$2,30 plus 4, for additional words. *$6.95 for 0 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non- 
CGgll1~lal). 
OVER 30  CLASSIFICATiONSf 
1, Real Estate 12. Motorcyc les  
2, Mobi le  Homes  13. Snowmobi les  
3, For Rent 14. Boats & Mar ine  
4, Wanted  to  Rent 15. Mach inery  
5, For Sale Misc, 16. Farm Produce 
6, Wanted  Misc, 17. Garage Sales 
7. For Rent Misc, 18. Travel  
8, Cars for Sale 
191 Trucks for Sale 
Aircraft  
11. Recreat ional  
Vehicles 
8ton4af/TmN 
1he Tmlce Sbu~ud nmrvon the ~ht to clus~fy ads 
zplp~pdato headings and to Ht rates th~efore z~d to 
ne page ~atton. 
The Tofil¢i Stott~Hd rese~es the tioht o r l~,  adit, 
c~fy or reject st, y adve~sment a~i o raisin a,,r/answers 
dlra¢tkl to the hews it~x Ruply ,~ ,  and to rep=y the 
cu=tom~ tho son1 paki for the adv~lnt and ~ox rentoJ. 
Box ~ on '1bid" ~b~¢Oom nor pickad up wledn 10 
d~js of expip/of an advoreseme~t will ~ de~boyed unless 
ma~ng ~t~cUons m r~e~ved. Those aasw~lnO ox 
Numbws am roqlRstad not o s4~ o~OIn,llS ofU~¢umonto to 
avoid loss. 
All clskns or wrors in adverUsamrnts must be re¢oivM by 
the pu~is~ wl~n 30 days after ~ first puNl=Uoe. 
II is agnlad by the Mvo~ requsstA~ space that he 
I~ty of the Terrace Stan~itd inthe event d hdlum to 
pLddJsh on a~,'erUsoment or i the event of on mror ipiNadog 
in the adver~.~m~ent as pubILsbed shall be linlitsd to the 
amount paid by the advertiser fo  only on~ inonrre¢t InsorUon 
the portion ofthe advortUdno space o¢¢uplad by the incur. 
. root or granted item ortly, a,lU that hem sbeU be no fla{d~tty in 
ev~t g~oatof ~ the iu1~oont ~ for such sdvo~isin O, 
24. Not ices  • 
25.  Business 
Opportunities - 
26, Personals 
27, Announcements  
28.  Card of  Thanks  
29. In Memor iam 
19. Lost & Found 30.  Ob;tuaries 
20.  Pets & Livestock 31~ Auct ion Sales 
21 .  He p Wanted  32. Legal Not ices 
22.  Careers 33.  Business Services 
23.  Work Wanted• 
2. Mobile Homes 
1961 MOBILE HOME in good condition. 2 adS- 
lions, Rrepidce, patio doom and all ap- 
pliances. Asking $20,000. 080. Phone 
567-2993. 4p44 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featudng 
1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31tin 
FURNISHED ROOM, INCLUDING TV,' laundry, 
sad kitchen facilities. Available Immediately. 
Ideal for a working single person. Non smoker. 
Viewing 635-6154 6p42 
1 BEDROOM FOR RENT. For gentleman. Has 
kitchen facilities. Call 635-5893 7p40 
TALLER PARK PAD. Good location, close to 
schools. Call 637-5443. 6p41 
1 BEOROOM FURNISHED SUITE Suitable for,1 
person. Located near hospital. Available 
March 1. All utilities included in rent. $375. 
per month, 638.808¢ 2p43 
I I 
1. Real Estate 
36 x 46 house on lot 60 x 200. Asking 
$38,000 080. Call 635.3419 61)39 
62.6 x 132. LOT FOR SALE on Cromer Sb'eet. 
Very reasonable pdce. Phone 635.7456 Bp39 
FOR SALE BY OWNER - I, T I~  bedrooms, 
'~ piece ensuite, Euro~an kit¢l~n, N/G, much 
more. Low $90,000. 635-3986 : 6p39 
5 ACRES, Beach Road. Water, sewar, 
Ondargreand Hydro. Good gravel road, Ready 
to move on or build. 604-962.9692 (P.G.) 
4p41 
137 ACRE FARM on Hwy 28, 61/= miles south 
of FSJ. 3 bedroom house, garage, barns, out- 
buildings, water, hydro, and. school bus. 
$120,000. Call 996-8379. 0p41 
WANTED aplxoxlmately 1/3 ac[e building lot. 
Thombeights or eqdvalent. Phone and leave 
message at 638-0264. 6p41 
4, Wanted to Rent ' 
NEEDED IMMEOIATELy. 3 bedroom house to 
rent by March 1. Responsible reliable couple 
v~ith one child and references. Please call 
635-9354. ' :, 2p44 
5, For Sale Misc.  
J,D. 350 LOANER. New engine, new tracks, 
9. Trucks for Sale 
F250 ¾TON FORD RCKUP. 351c¢ motor, dual 
gas tanks, n,gas conversion, running boards, 
under 12,000 kin, excellent condition, 
635.2360 '6p39 
1964 CHEV Ve TON CUSTOM DELUXE 305, 4 
speed, ore/fro stereo. Excellent condition, 
$10,500 OBO, 635.4765 6p40 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 1986 WESTERN STAR LOGGER 245 we. 
bucket 60% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat Silver 475 Detroit w/inframe OH, RT014615 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer bans. SSHD rears with Hand, suap. cw 1987 
• $19500, 82 Jade 2.door auto - good cond. Columbia Jeep and 1986 Peerless pole trailer. 
$1500, 14 ft. Td-hull speed boat. 50 horse Anexcelfeat unit $70,500.Oso.Goodflnance 
monk, trailer $2800. Clean Okansgan Camper rates. OAC 6ytown Freightllner. 635.4938. 
• hyd. Jacks, $2000. New Kubeda rite plant & TolHme 1-800-663-7766. Nigbts; Nell at 
battery change $550. Ken Allen BOx 161 635.7049 ~ • 6p40 
Granfsle. Ph. 697-2474. : 19ftn 
FOR SALE IBM SOFTWARE - Micupross F19 
,Stealth $35; Talto Operation Wolf $25; Ac. 
cofade Duel n Plus, Supercars, Muscle Cars, 
California Disk $60; Direct access menu 
system (best DOS shell • PC Magazine) $40; 
and Flight Simulation disk, Japan $1o. Phone 
798-2651 after 8 p.m.' 6p40 
FOR TRADE OR SALE several nintando games 
totrade or sell. Phone 635.3823 6p39 
FOR SALE FRESH SHRIMP. For ordedng call 
627-8719 in Prince Rupert. Will deliver out of 
town. 6p39 
NEED A CAKE FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCA- 
SION? (Rirthday, anniversary, weddthO) Call 
Emrey at 638-1052. Specializing In German 
homehaklno, 6p39 
PARKER HALE 3006 w14x40 Tasco scope ex. 
cond. $690/J,C. HIgglns semi-auto 12 ga. 
$220. Mossberg holt action 16 ga, $160. All 
three for $900 o,h,o. 638-1227. 6p41 
ViOEO'S VHS TITLES. Good selections, free 
list. 1-256.4860. Box 196 Lfllocet, B.C. VOK 
1VO. 4p41 
CROSS-COUNTRY HELISKIING offedeg cross 
ceuntry hellskiieg unBI March 31. $300 (two 
days and one night); longer trips available. 
fcefishlng, sightseeing and Alpine toudng. 
Great grub, good cabins and group rates. 
Phone H499982 (Houston channel). 4p41 
LIKE NEW: Oishwasher $350. Queen size box 
spdng and mattress $300. Rust colored 
swivel rockers $250 each. 16.6x11.6 rust 
carpet $150, Washer and dryer $300. 100 
square yards gold carpet $200. Dresser $20. 
Phone 845.3798. 4p41 
BABY ACCESSORIES including popular "in. 
disposable" fitted cotton diapers. Safe and 
comfortable for baby, easier for parents. Must 
be seen1638-1204. • 6p42 
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS, Kahm 220 cm. new, 
nonwaxed, Size lOVe, Tacks skates, size 
' lOVe Vasque hiking boots, $50 each. Call 
638-8960 evenings. 6p42 
PASSIVE EXERCISE Machine, has 8 different 
exercises on machine 1-692-7667 days 
20, Pets & Livestock 24. NoNces T '~  " 
ALASKA MALAMUTE PUPPIES, CKC registra- 
tion; excellent with children, powedul work 
dogs, packing and sled pnlneg~ Black wolf 
With white or wolf grey. Call 649-5811 Sun- 
day through Thursday anytime. Fdday until 
noon only, NOT Saturday. 5P41 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Expedencs 
JANE TURNER 638 8018 
M~nlnoo or Evenlnoa 
1974 JEEP CHEROKEE WAGON 4 x 4. No rust. 
Recent front end job. New paint. $2,200.060. 
Call 635.3488 after 5 p.m. Bp40 
1979 FORD RANGER, XLT Super Cab, 351 
• engine, 4 speed, canopy, running boards, 
AM/FM stereo, rsdlal tires, excalfent conS. 
lion, $3,500. Phone 845.3798. 4p41 
1970 GMC 3/4 ton pickop, 6 cylinder, ~ f B (~ LK, MIN I.BU LKor-B-.~G. 
Phone 033.8972 a,or 6 p.m. 6p42 ~OK q]AO~. ~ ~d 
1088 FORD RANGER, blue, meg dms, running "Serving B.C.'~ Interior'; 
boards, 5 speed. AM/FM casette, tint win- • 
dows, 2 new winter tires. Radial chains, some 
warranty, Only 19,000 KM. Great gas 
mileage, $11,500 0.0.0. 842.6667 after 
5:30 p.m. / 4p42 
1974 HAYES 350 CUMMINS 13 spd, 40000 
SSHD, 77 Kolght Pole Trailer. Good steady 
hauler certifiable. $15,OO00ED, 694-3655. 
" 4p43 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
LUXURY MOTOR HOME FOR RENT. Travel in 
comfort: shower, oven, furnace, H/C water, 
etc. Reserve NOW for your vacation. Daily, 
weekly, monthly. 638-1468 eventhgs. 6p39 
12. Motorcycles 
1986 HONDA ELITE 80, 1,300 kin. Excellent 
running condition. $500 firm. Call after 5 p.m. 
635.4217 or between 8 a.m, - 6 p.m. 
638.8404, ask for Sadie, 6p39 
WANTED TO PURCHASE quality trail bike, up 
to 350 c¢ in excellent cond., street legal, 
please 638-1468. " 6p40 
1989 PHASER FX, $6,000, firm. Call 
638.0373 evenings. 6p40 
13. Snowmobiles 
SNOWMOBILE TRAILER, double wide, 10 It. 
long. Used 6 times. $1,000. 635-9276. 6p41 
1988 FORMULA PLUS, handlebar warmers, 
speed cleats, ski boots, $6,000 o.b.o. 
635-9276, 6p41 
J ~  
Cwlt~o R~t.kk./ ,  Feed; 791,5295 
c= ,boo Fe~ end Rinch S uiRPF/: 3H.70~ 
gzmmof 
Klrdey Kz4~bowd: 7464544 
Plant Sde; 747-147! 
S~mnyr~ Reduce • Two M~le FI~ 
u~ 
Cwil~o SttamrookMoll~ 994,4414 
Red Rock Husky: 330-431l 
P r~ lw F. id Lid.: 9~14002 
l~lc~ Rblw: f~&2346 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisera that the human rights cede in Bdtish 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise. 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any pemon because of 
odgin, or requires an job applicant to furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col- 
our, ancestry, place of oflgln or political belief. 
Reader.' In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please reed also as 'female' and whom 
'female' Is used, read also as 'male', 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazello, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., VSG 1S8. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS will do altera- 
tions and mending. Fast, professional service 
at reasonable pdces. Phone 635-9202. 9p38 
SINGLE MALE WITH class 1 air seeks work 
expedence and training. Can relocate 
1-563.9372. : 6p42 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE on 68x140 lot in 
Horseshoe, 2 complete bathrooms, N,G. and 
electdc heat, 6x16 storage shed. Ph. 
635-3975 after 5 p.m. 0p41 
1 YEAR OLD 1200 sq. ft. home, 3 bedrooms, 
N.G., oak kitchen cabinets, full basement, 
must be seen. Thomheighta, Phase RI subdivl. 
sign, Priced to sell. $09,900,635-5757.6p42 
FOR SALE NEW 3 bedroom home with full 
basement on Hawthorn Ave. Call 635.6797. 
0p42 
2 YEAR 01.0 HOME FOR SALE by owner In 
Thomhelghts Phase IlL Throe bedrooms, two 
bathrooms, oak kitchen cabinets, boilt-ln 
dishwasher, large sundeck off dining area, 
natural gas host and hot water, roughed in 
plumbi~ downstairs. Lot hacks onto area 
which is designated park area. Asking 
$93,500, Drive by 2120 Cypress treet or call 
635.2929, 2p43 
FOR SALE -5 bedroom on Park Ave., 1325 
sq. ft. I~.r floor, Includes fddge, stove, 
washer, dryer, dishwasher, $89,900, 
637.5740, lp44 
1198 SO. FT. HOME on finished basement. 
Located half a bleak from Uplands School on 
qutnt street, 3 bedrooms up - 1 down, 2 
baths, NG heat, $62,000. Phone 635.9353. 
2p44 
LOT - Excellent building lot located near 
hospital, school in a quiet area, Paved street, 
NG, water and sewer. Must sell, 635-3906, 
Bp44 
MUST SELL - Almost brand new 3 bedroom 
home, near hospital, school, Master bedroom, 
2.1~e ensulta European kltchn NG, Much 
more, 635-3986. 7p44 
HOUSE WANTED 
TO BUY 
Must have 3 bedrooms. 
Call 
635-9121 
FOR SALE 
l..arge executive home, modem 
sp l i t  In Horseshoe area, 3 full 
baths, 4 bedrooms, large kitchen 
with ~ gating area, Natural Gas 
heat, paved ddveway with heated 
double garage, fully landscaped 
with frulttrees, many extras, For 
appointment o view phone: 
63§.2§91 
r I i T i 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom side x side duplex. •, l~692-3360eveninga. ~, 4p42.:, 14. Boats & Madne 
Adult oriented. Has 1 r/s baths, elecl ileat, . . . .  : ' ; 
fddge & stove.,.:Lonated~ 1 block from ~" YAMAHAFLUTE, With sver head Joint, open ~,. 12' SPRINGBOK ALUM. BOAT & 9.8 hp Mar- 
downtown. Ideal for professional couple or r: hole, a e foot. Call 638.1864 or 638-1926 
adults hadng accommodation, NO pets, must after 6 p.m. 6042 
be non.smokers. References and damage 
deposit required, Available March 1, 1990, 
$650/month, 635-3401, 2p43 
FOR RENT 1 BEDROOM FURNISHED Apartment 
for single in Thornhill $290. monthly, $145 
deposit. No pets, references required. Phone 
635-6950 after 6 p.m. 6p43 
2 BEOROOM DUPLEX. Recently refinished in 
Thomhill. Available March 1. Preference given 
to single person or marded couple Call 
635.42e0. 6p43 
FOR RENT 5 bedroom home downtown, in. 
dudes fddoe, stove, washer, dryer, $050 per 
month, Available March 1,637-5740. lp44 
DOWNTOWN SPACE For lease, Located 
upstairs on 4600 BlOCk - Lakelso. Good for 
office space or storage. Call 635-7939 or Tar- 
race Realty (Crystal) 636,0371. 6p44 
ROOM FOR WORKING PERSON. Board 
avallabid. Phone 038.6293. 6p44 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
C0iURR 0F KALUM & SCOTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
1 room $380, 2 room $450 & 3 room 
$520, Fridge, stove, heat and hot water 
Inclnded, Carpet throughout. Laundry 
facilities, storage space. References re. 
quired for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
If available 
FURNISHED 
BACHELOR UNITS 
Utilities and cable 
included. $350 per 
month. Prefer working 
singles. Reference. 
635-5350 
4. Wanted to Rent 
CABIN AT LAKELSE LAKE. April to October 
for one working male. Call 796.2265 
0p39 
LOOKING FOR HOUSE, apartment or bailer for 
responsible working youog man. Call 
635.5070. 61}39 
NEEDED ON OR 6EFOREMarch 1/90, 2,3 
bedroom place, Respenclble totally, Good 
references, 2 small cNidmn, 638.0743 
anytime. 6p40 
o FAMILY NEEDSToRENT3~4bedroomhouse 
A.S.A,P.CalI635.6714. 6p43 
RESPONSIBLE WORKING MAN new to Ter. 
race, having trouble finding o place to rent, 
preferably out d town with land, If anyone 
knows of a place to rent, phone me at 
635.5076 end I will oive you $50 upon me 
CONTESTS, REFUNDS. Your hobby? 
Send LSASE and• $3.00 for information 
on current forms. SCx 718, Vande~oof, 
B.C. V0J 3A0 0p42 
225 STICKERS OR CHILDREN'S BOOK 
- Sample $2.00," Golden children's 
books, stickers, arts and crafts. Mail 
order. Economically priced. Send for 
current list. The General Home Store, 
Ben 716, Vanderhoof, B.C. VOJ 3AD. 
6p42 
KINGSIZE WATEReED Comes with plush blue 
bumper pads, like new, asking $200 03.0. 
Phone 638.0694. 6p43 
FORANO BUNCHER HEAD. Good shape. 
$7500, Phone 546-6386. 4p44 
STORE EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. 2 coolers that 
are 2 years old.' Call 842.6343 (New 
Hazelton). 2044 
AMIGA 1000 COMPUTER with Fujitsu 2100 
colour pdnter, geolock, RGB monitor, mouse, 
software, hooks, etc. $2,000. Phone 
638-1441. 6p44 
6. Wanted Misc, 
ROOMMATE WANTED -- Mature female to 
sham large two bedroom, fumishad apart. 
ment. Rent $195 perlmo. Call 638-8976. 
Available immediately. 2p44 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Ddve, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hallegen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Cleant 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638-8654 even. 
ings. fin 
1988 HYUNDAI EXCEL, black, sunroof, 2 
door, stereo, 4 speakers, Iouvres. Excellent 
condition Inside and out. Work 638-7283, 
home 635-7341. 19fin 
1978 CORVETTE 350 Automatic, T.tops, 
am/fro stereo, Air conditioned, low mileage, 
all original $15,000 0B0. 635-4785 6p40 
1977 HONDA CIVIC 63000 kin, gold color, fair 
condition. Asking $1,200. Call 638-1577 
after 5 p,m. 6p41 
MOVING TO AFRICAI 1988 Ford Tempo for 
sale or lease, 5 SlXI AM/FM cassette stereo. 
Cruise control, air conditioning, easy terms, 
nothing down, Take over payments 
$2751month or purchase pdce, $10,400, 
638.8621 or 635.9221. 6p42 
1983 SUBARU 4x4 Station Wagon, good 
mechanical shape. Asking $4200, OBO 
,1.699.8900. 4p44 
1985 TOYOTA VAN."Every opBon available, 
plus mom.'Uke new condition, must be seen, 
$12,000. Sacdfice 0601-690-7493. 4p44 
1983 SUBARU 4x4 Station Wagon, good 
machanicai shape. AskinO $4,000 OBO 
1-699.8900. 4p44 
1967 FIREBIRD. 1978 Big Stock Pontiac 400, 
Tud}o 400 bans with 6 & M Stage I1, $1500 
O.B,O. For more icfo 635.4712. 6p44 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1968 F350 orewcab 351 ER automatic, box 
liner, 36,000 kml As new condition $19,700. 
Call 635.9121. ~ 7p40 
acceplJnglt, 41)43 1980 CHEV, 350. autmmtic 3/4 ton, great 
RCe~om,, = ,'Au.v .e~,,,un =-  o .  gres, Only 55,000 m lea $3300 obo Call 
o=l ¢i /p4u be~ home, Would be Ioog.tenn or wil l ' .  - ' ~'  
lease, Have good references, Call 638.6613 ~ 1988 FoRe F250, V5 300 25 000 ml as 
0rn36.5541,: ' :!~; 6p43_ ~..638,1774e¢632,4243,, 2p44 
cury outboard, good condition, extras. $1,500 
o.b.o. 630.1227. 6p41 
NEW 22 FT ALICRAFT Riverboat, 350 Cbev., 
3 stage Hamilton let, travel top and full top. 
Fully loaded with t~ler. Call 962-2300. 2044 
15. Machinery 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE Bunkhouse Trailer-~lO 
ft x 30 It. tandem axles, 8" channel iron 
frame, metal siding, double glazed windows, 
fully insulated wired for 11 OV, propane stove, 
propane fddge, oil heater, 4 beds, tables & 
chairs, copboords, counter with sink, plus 
many extras. For more information phone: 
Garth 698.7660 or Carry 845.7175. 4p42 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found ClassHled. Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
FOUND FEMALE TABBIE cat in Nasa Valley 
area, 638.0227. 2p43 
REWARD OF $1,000 for mtum of or informa- 
tion leading to the return of 1988 Polaris Indy 
400, white/red ecals (Decker Lake, Brewer 
Ave.) Information I confldenoe. No questions 
asked. 698-7476 eve., 692.3161 days 3c43 
20. Pets & Livestock 
PEGISTERED TOY POMERANIAN PUPS, 1 
female, 1 male, black 1.692.7412 eve. 
4D43 
HAVE' YOUR* FAVOURITE" 'Shol't verse 
callioraphled, envirotexed and made in a pla- 
que orpicture. CallTberesa 635.9303. 6p43 
RELIABLE LADY looking for house cleaning 
work. Available Men.. Fri. 635.3377. Ask for 
Patsy. 6p43 
ARTIST 
AVAILABLE 
• Window painting for  any 
occasion.  
• I l lustrator 
• Graphics 
• Poster,  Card & invitation 
Designs 
• Reasonable  rates  
For more  information p lease 
contact:  
K. Hicks  638-1782 
i 
24. Notices 
LOST 
3 year old tabby cat (Gadield) with a 
brown collar, Lost downtown, outside 
Mohawk on Boxino day at 11:00 a,m, 
Any information please phone 
Heather at 
631F9234 or 635-7868 
Rewanl Offersdl 
B.C. Skaters Lottery 
1989 WINNERS 
Car - $9,100 value 
Chuck Fitzoerald, 
Victoria 
Disneyland Tdp - 
$1p100 Value 
Richard & Ellen Masur, 
Duncan 
Regional Pdze - Nlke 
Footwear & Apparel - 
$426 value 
Marshall Peters, 
Chetwynd 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to oenem! 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending Ilbraly, 
dealing with human life seues such as abor:' 
Oon and euthonasis. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-5581 or 635.5427 ~ 5tfnc 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL AND ONUG SERVICES 
is ofledng group counseSing for adults w~ 
grew up in alcoholic, drug dependent, or ether 
otherwise painful/family situations. Date and 
time to be announced. For Informa6on call 
NWDS at 638-81.17, 6044 
LET'S 
IALK 
SHOP 
Looking for Ideas on 
improving your business? 
Staff training? 
Market development and 
expansion? We can 
put you in touch 
with the information 
sources you need in 
your community. 
Call t l~  Mbd.tl~y 
r.maee~ ~Je~,~ 
To/ / -F r~ 
! 81X) -66~ I 
Honourable Stanley B. Hagen I 
Minister of Regional i 
and Economic Development I 
I 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
FOR SALE OR LEASE- Two restaurants inFort 
St. James. One with lake view, Ilcenced in- 
ing room and coffee shop; one located next to 
amoteL 996-7510. tin , 
RESTAURANT FOR SALE. 17 months in 
operation. Great Morn and Pep operation. 
Owner moving, must sell. Asking $65,000 or 
best offer. Phone 636.1993 after 6 p.m. 61}39 
FOLEY SAW SHARPENING EQUIPMENT full- 
line'with many extras. For more Into. or to 
view call 1-692-3389 eves. " 4p41 
FOR SALE WELL ESTABLISHED Welding 
machine repair shop in KRimat, sedous en- 
qutdes only. Phone 632-5537, . 6p42 
THRIVINg HITACHI talevtslon retail sto~. Also 
video rentals, music and tapes. Excellent mall 
Ionatidn in pmsperoos Houston, B.C. Call Lee 
at Radio Schack. 845.2663. 8p43 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Stuff envelopes at 
home, Earn $600. weekly. Free supplies. 
Rush self addressed stamped envelope. H& H 
Enterprises Dept. AA-11 171 Rink St. A Suite 
No. 263 Peterboro Ont. K9J 2J6. 2p44 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Stuff envelopes at 
home. Earn $600. weekly. Free supplies. 
Rush self addressed stamped envelope. 
Hughes Enterprises Dept. A-11 Box 964, 
Peterboro Ont. K9J 7A5. 2p44 
TRAILER COURT, 18 pads. All underground 
services. Excellent investment. Phone 
1.656-9564. 6044 
Expect Success 
With  Canada 's  
Largest  Lease  
F inanc ing  
Spec ia l i s ts  
If you are a self starter, motivated by 
success end the rewards it bdngs, 
then LEASE MART SYSTEMS may 
be for YOU I 
LEASE MART'S unique proven for- 
mula offers our associates unlimited 
income potomial, nnovaWe markeSeg 
strategy, and a full spectrum of com- 
petLtive financial services. 
Minimum cash investment plus work- 
ing capital required. Reply to:. 
Lease Mad Systems 
662 Bmnswk:k Street, 
Prlnce George. B.C. 
V2L2CI 
Confoct: CherylTedford 
or phone:S61-0906~ 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality is assured. Phone 
638-7283 Monday to Friday,9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
MODERN METAPHYSICS, Laurel - high 
CARRIERS 
spldtual, ~orsonal, past life, healing, 635. 
Z776 7p43 
35 YEAR 0L0 MALE mcently diagnosed with 
Needed!  pan,c dlao e, and ago=o., woo,d ,,ke to 
correspoo~ or talk to others who have ex. 
pedenced the same symptoms. All replies will 
be held strictly confidential. Sand replies to 
Box 250 clo Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle 
Ave. Terrace, e.c. VSG 1S6. 4p43 
632 - 4333 
Open i dzys a weA ~ - gAM 
AnswednO machine 9AM - 9PM 
COHRDENTIALrrY GUARANTEED 
11m Ao i l l  f= mk ~ mi=ll~. 
~ u c~m swpm tar,~= 
Roulea flvallsble In Terrace 
310 - Clore, Skinner, 
Walker, Simpson 
226 - Heppel, Braun, 
Ackroyd, Archer & Doll, 
230 - (5200) Haugland, 
Skeena & Keith. 
260 - Desjardlnes, Kofoed 
& Wren. 
t 
• 638-7283 
i  TERRACE STANDAi4T'  
,) 
I !' .! Ill Page BO- Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 21, 1990 
" :CALL 
638'SAVE 
TION AD 
P"BUY  ,"SELL  "RENT z/TRADE 
m 
j :  • : . 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard, Confidentiality is assured, Phone 
638.7283 Monday to Fdday, 9 a.m to 5p,m. 
i 
Out of the clay of love I molded thee, 
how dost  thou busy thyself with 
another? 
,Selected from the Baha'i  Holy 
Writings. 
We Invite you to explore these 
Writ ings fur ther  by phon ing  
635-321 9 or 536.9012 
II' 
•1 
STOP 
SMOKING 
BREAK FREE 
LASER THERAPY 
• Sa fe  * E f fec t ive  
• Pa in less  
DIET ......... . ................ $125 
(includes 3 treabnento) 
STOPSMOKING ........... $95 
(l~U~ 2 booofera ifnee~KI) 
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT 
635-9435 
STE. NO. 4- 4644 Lazelle Ave., 
(above SavWg) 
CORPORATE RATES AVAILABLE 
(have a SMOKE FREE office) 
28. Cards of Thanks 
We wish to thank our families and many 
fdends for the lovely floral tributes, donations 
to the Child Development Centre, messages of 
sympathy, and the many expressions of kind. 
hess and support, ]n the loss of our dear Bdan. 
A special thank you to the Reverend Stan 
Bailey, the Royal Purple, B.P.O. Elks, and the 
members ef the Rugby Club for their loving 
and continued support, which has meant so 
very much to us during this difficult time. 
The Kermendy Family 
29. In Memoriam 
In loving memory of Henry Ooell, who passed 
away peacefully at home on Dec, 8/89. We; 
his family would like to express our gratitude 
to our many friends; wbo helped to ease the 
pain and sorrow in the loss of a beloved hus- 
band, father, step father, grandpa and brother. 
Special thanks to the attending RCMP; coroner 
Jim Lynch; Karen Walker of the TVAP. Also 
special thanks to the members of the 
Benevolent & Protective Order of Elks No. 425 
and the Order of Royal Purple No. 216. Your 
many expressions ol sympathy, love and 
understanding; has made this time of our 
lives, much easier to bear. 
Mar L. Doell 
lp44 
30. Obituaries 
JOSEPH ADAM ZENYK passed away in Mills 
Memorial Hospital February 8, 1990 at the 
age of 66. He is survived by his wife Edith. 1 
daughter JoAnn Hubbard of Armstrong B,C. 
and her three children, Bill, Corrine and 
•Shauna. 1 son Nell Zenyk of Terrace, B.C. and 
his child Christopher. 3 sisters in Vancouver, 
1 sister in Winnipeg. Joe was born in Win. 
nlpeg, Manitoba and moved to B.C. in 1945. 
Lived in Vancouver then moved to Terrace in 
1961. The family would like to thank 
everyone who has shown concern for the 
passing of their loved one. Also for the excep. 
Uonal care given by Dr. Redpath and nurses at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. Thanks are given to 
the Home Care nurses Lind, and Barb from 
• the Public Health Unit who made daily house 
calls. Red Cross for the loan of a wheelchair, 
. .  . . ~ : . . . ;~  - 
. ~__. . . . ,~'~.: . J  :~. ;.: ~. , .  
-,, :,,~,~,~/,~-. 
In Loving Memo~/Of 
BETTY STE INHAUER 
Who suddenly passed away at her 
home January 23, 1990. 
'Predeceased by her mother & father. 
David & Adele Turcotte. 
Survived by her husband, Harold; 2 
slaters, Pat &RIta; 1 son, Oavld; 3 
daughters, Lynn, Patty & Sandra; 2 s0n- 
In.laws: 1 daughter.In.law; 4 gran- 
daughters and 1 grandson; many nephews 
& nieces, both in the States and Canada 
and many more fdonds, 
The family wishes to thank avery0no 
who sent flowers and attended her s0r- 
Wee, special thanks f0 the RCMP, am- 
btdance afleddants, Jim Lynch and Father 
Noon, n, also the ladies from the JehoVah 
Witness Church. 
We miss Betty, but we'll remember her 
always. 
•i 
I 
33, Business 
• Services 
RANDALL INSTALLATION, cabinets, win. 
dows, doors, garage doors; counter tops, etc. 
Phone 635.3422, ,6p40 
el 8WINGSHIFT' Countiy rock band available 
for parties, weddings and anniversaries, Call 
~ 1.695.6469 evening;- 4p42 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given In the ad. Address to: Box , The Tar. 
21. Help Wanted 
PART TIME NURSING REPRESENTATIVE re. 
qulred to complete Insurance medlneb. Vein. 
a-puncture experience necessary. Auto 
necessary. Will provide all equipment and 
training. Apply eddlmetdc Profiles Canada, 
1.600-663.6937. 4p42 
SHORT ORDER COOKS. Dining room ex. 
perlence an asset. Must be neaUy groomed 
and have own transportation, Phone for ap. 
polntmont 798:2214, Ken White. 2c43 
MARKETING CAREER 
IN NORTHERNB.C. 
A nationally renowned Insurance and 
financial planning agency offers com- 
prehensive training, guaranteed in- 
come, and six-figure polenUaL 
Our team of associates has come from 
varied backgrounds, Including: 
.Banking 
• Sleek Brockerage 
.Sales 
.Accounting 
• Recent University Graduales 
of exceptional maturity 
seeking a first career 
Send your confidential resume to: 
Mr. C. Pyper  
Box 2014, (Wil low Road) 
Smithers, B.C,, VOJ 2NO 
CANADA LIFE 
THE VANCOUVER AGENCY 
1986.87-~8.39 Recipient of 
Masts/Agency Award of. 
Life/~surance Managers'Assoc. o/Canada 
requires l -  
TEMPORARY 
PRESCHOOL TEACHER 
The applicant should have an 
E.C.E. certificate, and have ex- 
perience teaching preschool age 
children. The successful applicant 
must have the ability to work with 
children with special needs, and 
be able to work within our multi- 
discipflnary team. 
The centre has a staff of 15, of 
which 5 are preschool teachers. 
Knowledge of Sign Language an 
asset. 
Please direct resumes to: 
Julia Jacob=, 
Preschool Supervisor 
Terrace Child Development Centre 
2510 South Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. TOG 2X3 - 
Resumes will be accepted until 
Monday, February 26, 1990. 
Position will be from March 26 
to June 28, 1990. 
Salary starts at $9.72ihr. 
i 
BRITISH / 'OLUt~BIA  
'{', Housing 
/~  LYJL&NAG~MENT 
L,OM.~4ISSION 
MAINTENANCE 
WORKER 
The Commission requires s 
Maintenance Worker to work 
out of our Prince Rupert Of. 
rice, who, under the direction 
of the immediate supervisor, 
• will perform general and 
emergency maintenance and 
repair on Commission pro- 
perties. The successful can- 
didate will also be required to 
assist in inventory; have a 
valid B.C. Driver's Ucanee 
and supply own hand tools. 
Qualifications Include: High 
School Graduation plus 2 
years related maintenance 
experience in all facets of 
building maintenance and a 
basic knowledge of preven- 
tative maintenance. 
Wage rate: $14.35 per hour 
plus Northern Allowance and 
an excellent benefit 
package. 
Interested applicants 8end 
resume, quoting competition 
No. 90-S-01 by February 
23, 1990 to: 
Vl Sharon 
Personnel Technician 
B.C. Housing Management 
Commission 
No. 1701-4330 Klnosway 
Bumaby, B.C. VSH 4G7 
21. Help Wanted 
EXPERIENCED FORESTRY TECHNICIAN to do 
lugging layout In the Terrace area. Needed Im. 
mediately. Send resume to Woudlma Forestry 
Services Ltd, Box 414, Terrace, B,C. V8G 
4B1. 2p43 
WANTED RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER For one 
6 year old. References required. Needed by 
Mamh 1. For more InformaUon call 635-5023. 
61)44 
SINGLE PARENT requires expedeneed live-in 
Nanny for Infant child. One chtfd considered, 
Reply to Box 688 old Terrace Standard, 4647 
Lazehe Avene, Terrace, B.C, V8G 158 6p44 
~ CITY OF TERRACE VACANCY 
ROADS & DRAINAGE 
WORKING FOREMAN 
THE CITY OF TEl]RACE is seek- 
ing a highly motivated Individual, 
with a minimum of 5 years ex. 
patience in tile areas of road and 
drainage maintenance, heavy 
equipment operation, snow clear- 
ing, and supervision, to fill tbe 
position of Roads and Drainage 
Working Foreman. 
This is a Union position with a 
salary of $20.11 (1989 rate). We 
offer an excellent benefits 
package. 
Applications will be received by 
the undersigned up to 4:30 p.m., 
Monday, February 26, 1990. 
Personnel Director, 
3215 Eby Street, 
Tenace, B.C. VBG 2X8 
Phone: 635.6311 
or Fax: 635.4744 
What's Up 
* / r ***  
THE RED CROSS IN TER- 
RACE needs volunteers to help 
with their Sickroom Equipment 
Loan Service. Time required: 2 
hours weekly. If you would like 
to have more information 
about.this volunteer communi- 
ty service, please contact Carol 
Glen at 635-2122. 
* / r / r **  
THE KINETTE CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their m~tin~s on 
the second and fourth Wed. of 
the month. Anyone interested 
in more information about he 
Kinettes or meetings please call 
Gaff at 635-9253. 
* / r / r **  
"KITIMAT" & TERRACE 
BLIND & VISUALLY IM- 
PAIRED PERSONS. We have 
a white cane club in. Terrace. 
When in town come and have 
coffee with us. We would he 
happy to welcome you. 
Located at Women's Resource 
Centre 4542 Park Ave. Thurs. 
day, !:30 p,m. Info contact 
Phyllis 638-0412 or Felix 
638-1285. 
** / r / r *  
GRIEVING GROUP - -  Every 
Monday afternoon, I - 3 p.m. 
at the Kermode Ffienship Cen- 
tre. This is only for those who 
have lost either: a loved one, a 
job, going through separa- 
tion/divorce, etc. More info 
Benita Chapdelnine, 635-4906, 
Mort. Fri. 8:30 - 4:30 p.m. 
* / r / r / r *  
TERRACE :AA  MEETINGS, 
635-6533, Men's Sun. nite 7 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit, 4720 
Haushlund. Sun, Women's 
8:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 
Monday nite 8:30 p.m. Blue 
Gables Corr. Institution. Mon. 
day nite 8:30 p.m., Knox 
United Church, 490"/ LP.zelle 
Avenue. Tuesday nite 8:30 
p.m. Catholic Church, 4830 
Straume Avenue. Wed. nile 
Begin~ars 7:30 p,m, Hospital 
Psych Unit, a,720 Haugland. 
Thurs. nit(" 8:30 p,m. Hospital 
Psych Unit. Friday nite 8:30 
p.m. Kermode Centre 3313 
Knium Street. 
* / r / r *  
TERRACE YOUTH CENTRE 
is searching for volunteers and 
'donations for the new year. 
Please contact Centre at 
635-2018, Pat at 638-0112 or 
Judith at 638.6120. 
* / r **  
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
JOl lyING A SUPPORT 
GRO~JP for step and blended 
families, call Lee at 635-9055 
/ r / r / r **  
LOSSES, EITHER 
THROUGH separat ion,  
divorce, or death can be a time 
you may need additional sup- 
port. if you wish to be in a sup. 
portive Srnup, please join us 
the Ist and 3rd Wednesday of 
each month, h is  - 3 p.m. in 
the conference room at the 
Mental Health Centre. Call 
639-3325 for more info. 
Earn extra Income as the 
RESIDENT MANAGER 
of a small apartment building In Kitimat. 
• Sales and maintenance skills an asset. :i 
Piease~e'end rssumee by February 14, 1990 to: ' '* i~ i 
Majestic Management (1981) Ltd. , 
8ulte 200 - 1516 Second Ave. .... ,i: 
32, Legal Notices 
TENDERS FOR FOOD CONCESSION - Terrace 
Speedway Is accepting tenders for the Food 
Concession for the 1990 racing season, It 
must be self-contained unit, Please submit 
your outline and necessary details. (Clearly 
marked. Food Concession). To Terrace Stock 
Car Association, Box 1021, Terrace, B.C. 
6c44 
PUBLIC 
TENDER 
4 SOCIAL HOUSES FOR 
CONSTRUCTION ON GITANMAAX 
RESERVE POPLAR GROVE 
SUBDIVISION 
$100 Refundable Deposit is re. 
quired for the House Plans, refund 
available upon return of the 
Plans. 
FOR MORE INFO, PLANS & 
TENDER DOCUMENTS: 
6itanmaax Band Office 
Across from the Royal Bank In 
Old Hazel!on 
P.O. Box 440 
Hazellon, D.C. 
VOJ 1YO 842.6297 
Deadline for contracts: March 
8, 1990. 
Prnvlnce Of Transporteeon 
~Ush Columbia and Hlohway s 
In accordance with the Mlnisby of Tnmsporlati~ and 
H~ohways Act, Section 49(r), sealed lenders are Invited 
for t~ fnilowlng: 
PmJl¢t NI: C.6913 
Lo~ltsa: 29.5'km norlh of Terrace on Ka~um Lake 
Road No. 3 
~,.acdplm: Ddt, blast and stockpile 5,000 m3 of rip 
r~ in Goat Oeek Queny No. 2024 and P.523r A. 
tenders, completed Inacc~danoa with the 
Con~l~onu of.Tender on the forms provided, will be 
n~etvnd by the M~nis W of Tra~or~on and Highways 
at No. 300.4546 Park Avenue, Te~ace. Be, vaa I v4 
un~l 2:De p,m, (IDeal time) on Match 9. 1990, when 
lenders will be opened in ~#Jic. 
A SeCurily depoddl/sl,'rsly b dbond wig not be requited 
(in acceptance with the cond]eons of Ibe lefldol). ' ' 
Ter'~er documents complete with enuniape, plans,' 
spacHicaeons and conditions of lender are availab~ 
from the Ministry Of Trans.portatlm and Highways irrl- 
mndJaUay at No. 300- 4546 Perk Av,nue, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 1V4 between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 
fi,m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p,rn. Monday to Friday. ax. 
cept ~ldays. 
Where required, payment for contract dncumenlauon 
she, be ma~e by certified cheque or moo, vDiner, made 
payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporate Role. 
tiros. All purchases ere non.rofund#J~. 
For further Infonnafioq contact Glen Overhdl, Area 
Manager at (004) 638.3321. o~ Fax (604) 537.3316. 
The lowest or any lender will not rmcessarlfy be ac. 
ceptod. 
Minisby of 
Prnvlnue 'oi Tran.%oorlaUon 
6ritish Co/umt~a and Highways 
PUSUC NOT~ 
In accordanc, with the MinisW of Tran,.%oorlanon a d 
Highways Act. Secfim 49(1 ), sealed lenders ere Invited 
for the fonowino: 
PfoJeof m ~ NumMc B.6783 
Lo~illao: ST, Crolx and B~ 0 Oliver Creeks, Hwy la 
EasL 
ar ~ Descdp~n: Odll, filast and stockpile 
4000 m3 of 1500 ko. class rip rap. Dnif, I~ast haul and 
place 350 m3 d 150 ko. class nn rap and load. haul and 
place 2500 m3 of fJll material at Big Off,or Creek 45.5 
krn., Itwy. 16 East. Ddg. btasl, haul and Place ! 500 m3 
1500 ko. c~ss dp rap at St. Crslx Creek 30 kin.. Hwy 
16 East. 
Sealed tender, ca.pleled In accord~co with the Con. 
ditJons o1 Tender on the forms provided, will be reclaved 
by the MtnisW of Transport, non and Highways at No. 
300.4546 Park Avon,,. Terrace. 8.C. VRG 1V4 until 
2;00 p.m. (loc~ time) on March 2.1990, when tenders 
will be (~uened Inpul~le. 
A secudty deposJVsursly bid bond will not be required 
(in accordance with the crsldiOoes of the tender.) 
A pro.lender meeting will be held al No. 300,4546 
Pad~ Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VS"G 1V4. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans. 
spa~ricafio~ls and condlholLS of lender are avail, bid 
frM1 the Minisby of Transpo~tofion a d Highways, No. 
300-4546 Park Avenue, Terrac,, e.c. VSG 1V4 bet. 
wean the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 
ll.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday. except holidays. 
Where required, payment for co~tract dncumentafion 
shall be made by ~rulled cheque r moiley oNer, made 
payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporate Rata- 
tidal. All p~rchaues are non.refundable. 
For furtbe~ Informahon contact Randy Penner at 1604) 
039.3300. or fax (604J 638.3316. 
The lowest or any tender will not eacossarfiy be ac- 
ceptod. 
'1 ]b~f,,'~.~ I  Province o( Transp~fi~ 
~i~n Columbia and Ht0hways 
In accordance with the Mlnls~/of Trcnaportefirsl 
Highwzys Act, Se¢Bon 49(I), s~ tenders we Invited 
f= me foRawlnr 
Ptqoof NI: B.6703 
St. Crux 8~d Big Oliver Ooeks, HwY le 
EuL 
0rill, b~t IM stockpile 4,000 m3 el 
t 500 ko clue dp r~. OdS, Squat he,load plaoa 0SO m3 
of 1500 kg cla~l n~ nip and I~, haul lad place 2500 
m3 of hll maladof |l BO Ofhrsr Creek 4O,S kin. Hwy 16 
EML ~1, I~l, beul and I~  IOSO m31 a0o ko cla$1 
ep rl~ it SL Ct~z Cmlk 30 in11. Hwy 16 ,~tsL 
Se,t~d ts~ comp~bd In a~o~ with the 
Cor~eoue of Tl~er on lhe form.= provided, wll 
reu~l by e~ Mmls~ of T ~  and Highways 
at No. 300 • 4548 Park Avenue. Tonlco, B.C, TOG 1 V4 
u~UI 2:00 p.m. (le¢ll Ume) on M~ch 2nd, 1090, Wh~l 
tendm wm he obe~d in f~c, 
A mm~dly d~ly  Nd be,-ld w;ll no~ be r~ 
K'coak~  the condl~m of the ter~). 
A io~lHimdef mmth~ wfit be hem It No. 300. 4546 
Pltk Avac~, Tsmce, O,¢, yon IV4. 
Trader documents complete with ermdo0e, pbnt, 
~ and condlt~ of tend~ am Mi~ofe 
diO0.45 OPak Avenm Tenaoa, S,C.VSO lV4 hat. 
:wlen If~ hours of O;SS s,m. to 12:00 p,m., and I,'00 
~1~, tO 4:s0 pro'. ~ ts Fray, ~ I~eap. 
ill0 be made by cwtl~d cNque e~ memy ordw, mlb 
~"A5 IR~hem m m-mfundat~, 
: Nr fur~ Idemmem cenheof Rmdy Nenar 11 leo4) 
TENDERS OF FIRST AID PERSON -- Terrace 
Speedway requires a ticketed Rrst Aid person 
(preferably a B.tioket holder) to attend each 
racing event. Necessary equipment provided. 
Please reply stating expected fee,) Appllca. 
tions close April 1, 1990. MaR applications 
(clearly marked F.A. attendant) to Terrace 
Stock Car Association, Box 1021, Terrace, 
B.C. ec44 
KITWANC00L 
BAND COUNCIL 
PUBLIC TENDER 
10 social hooses for construc- 
tion on the Kitwanga Reserve. 
$100 refundable dop0sit is re- 
qulred f0r the house plans. Re- 
fund available upon return of the 
plans. 
For more In/0., Plans & Tender 
d0cumonts: 
IOtwenceol Band Councg 
Box 340 
IOtwenga, D.C. 
VOJ 2AO 
Phone 849.6222 
Deadline for o0ntracts March 8, 
1990. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
' :. " BY-LAW NO. 1199-1990 
TAKE NOTICE THAT, pursuant to Section 578 of the 
Municipal Act, the Council of the City of Terrace intends to 
stop up and close to traffic that portion of land measuring 
20'x260' dedicated "lane" on Plan 3567, D.L. 362, Range 
5, Coast District shown hatched on the plan below; .AND pur- 
suant to Section 573 of the Municipal Act the Council of the 
City of Terrace intends to petition the Minister of Municipal 
Affairs to abandon the said lane and vest title thereto In the 
name of the City of Terrace. 
(/) 
I -  
PARK AVE. 
i 
5 4 
PLAN 3567 
260' 
A 
PLAN 5537 = 
= 
v ,  
6 
PLAN 307 
DISTRICT LOT 362 
The By-taw may be inspected between the hours of 8:30 
a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, excluding 
holidays, from February 27, 1990 to March 12, 1990, both 
inclusive, at City Hall, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace. 
Members of the public are invited to voice their concerns in 
person or by letter at the Regular Meeting of the City of Ter- 
race Council, beginning st 7:30 p.m., March 12, 1990. 
E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk-Administrator 
City of Terrace 
t 
PRINCE RUPERT PORT CORPORATION 
PORT OF  PR INCE RUPERT 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
FOR 
EELGRASS TRANSPLANTATION 
FA IRV IEW TERMINAL  
PR INCE RUPERT,  B .C .  
Sealed tenders addressed to the General Manager and mark- 
ed "Tender Submission for Falrvlew Terminal Expansion Con- 
tract 6: Eelgrass Transplant,lion" will be received at the of- 
lice of the General Manager, Port of Prince Rupert, 110 Third 
Avenue West, Pdnce Rupert, B.C. V8J 1K8, unlti 3:00 p.m., 
March 6, 1990, when tenders will be opened by Prince 
Rupert Port Corporation (The Port) in public. 
Work under this contract involves the transplantation of 
Eelgrass to compensate for the recently completed expan- 
sion to Fair,law Terminal. Plans, Specifications, Form of 
Tender, Form of Contract, Schedule "A", Schedule "B", 
Labour Conditions and Tender Envelope may be obtained by 
application to: 
Port of PrinCe Rupert 
110 Third Avenue West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
V8J lX8 
Attent!nn: 
Mr. 8. Chung, M,I,C.E, 
Telephone: B27-7646 
• on the 
or 
Choukalos Woodbum McKenzle 
Mamnda Ltd. 
206-1412 Welt 7th Avenue 
Vancouver, B.C. V6H 1C1 
Attention: 
Mr. I, Rokeby, P,F~,. 
Telephone: 731-6684 
non-refundable payment of twenty.five dollam 
($26.00), cash, certified cheque or money order for the first 
set. Additional sets of document,lion will be made available at 
cost. Cheques or money orders to be made payable to 
Prince Rupert Port Corporation. 
Tenderere will be required to attend a site review meeting and 
to beheld February 28, 1990, starting at 8:00 e.m. at the 
Pod offices. Security deposit or bid bond must be Prodded !0 
accordance; with .~e ta, ml. S of th e apeCiflcat!on8:/,. ,, ,i,/':!~: 
The Port doe8 not bid itseff to accept the Io~est or any' 
tender. 
Documents will be available ~ for viewing at the Amalgamated 
Conatruotlon Aesooiatlon, the; Termce.Kitimat ConatruoUon 
Auoclation,Prlnoe Rupert Construction A~,  !etlQni V~toda 
C0nstnj~t~on:Assodatl0n,kand :the:,Northem B.C.:Construe. 
tion Assoolatlon, ~ ; . " :~  . . . . .  : ' : " - : .  :~ " 
• ' " T;R;-Andrew. 
• ~ - ~. :~/:i: . :- _ 'Gensral.MMeger.and 
i . 
l 
J :  d 
• ' / .  • • 
• t ,  .' + +;, ; , ,  . . . . .  . : ; . : .  , . , .  i 
: :+ •D e= A nn'iLm"dm: I know:!. - I have had a difficult'time ad '  [] i i 
• • 'youve: received :mmy+tkttm:.i~justing to + thlstremendous loss - + :++ ::+ ;+: i / 
• ":  about he essay.you r~::s&eral: and  although I have': received 
': :years o ' "O  ) ,~  " . . . . .  ~ • ' ; : a~, . ,  end. at I?,::+ : : :  love and support frommyfam,.. + ' I I - ]  
: : .  :i:: w~, tne  rant l~'  of a - ly  and friends,. I :Could not [] ~ ~.q~l 
• = 7,-year-Ola .who was :dr iv ing understand !!,why'.'. I •(it+still by  Ann+:Londem : I ~ '+ ~ : !  +P . '+` r : 
" recklessly and was.killed in a"  (unit ,) :don't  +understand. I - ' : !  ' [] W 
: ' Crash,+ He 'woke up in:..the don't think anyone ever does. .. " . E ~ " "  - -  
+ . .  morgue. Like~ thousands: of However, ~the.+enclosed:.poen~ 
' others. I clipped that: co lumn: i  signed ",~U~hor I J~ lm~m" has 
• with the intention of letting my prov ided me with a lot of corn- 
sons read~ wh~ they>got their fort,1 hope you will:i~Hnt i in 
driver's licenses, i : : i ,  i i your colunin, ~ ,  ' Calgary. 
: When,myOlde'si'son turnedi5 Alberta (Canada)""  ~<. 
and obtained his learner's per. Dear. Calgary: I printed it 
. . . .  ......... - . . . . .  that comes, and try to unders- correct time can call the follow; 
."Itmaybe~ix0r!sev~n years, true, : !. tand. ' - -Author  Unkno*n .: 1 ingl numher~:/,00~) 499-7111. 
or twenW:,two; r three, . "And from the throngs that i DearAnn Landem::Can you The exact is" announced 
~ "Bm Will Y0u, ,~:I:¢allihim crowd life's lanes, I have  please tell me what time it.is?, once every minute, ln hetween 
back;::;~ake'F.are:of him for me? selected you. " ' .' *. There are  clocks everywhere, there are t i¢~:~d tones; 
1 ,,He,ll bring ~his :~i~a~s "Now will you,~ve.him all but.unfortunately no tw6 have l t r iedi tanditworks l  . 
your love -- not think the labor the same time. Is life passing you by? Want gladden you, and shall his stay 
mit, I igave him the column, many yem'sag0,.but amhappy 
• Three months ago, at age 17, he to do so'again. Thank you and 
was killed in a car aocident. I God bless fori!Wanting to ease 
took out that column and " + 
• reread ii the hight the police 
came to tell.me. I was concerned 
as to why the accident ha])pened 
and was relieved when the medi 
col .examiner's report showed 
there was. no alcohol .or drugs 
present. • . . . .  l , 
• , . ! .  : : < : 
be brief,: , : '  >,, 
+"You'll Lhave.h is :  loVely 
memories as  solaCe~ f0r your 
the pain of0thers, + .:~ grief. ' '+ . . . . .  
To AllParents "I ca/mot 'promise.he !will 
"I'll led~tyou, for a little + stay, as all from earth return, 
while, a "child of mine:" He  ,'But thereare l ss0nstaught 
said, ~ :?~ down here lwant this '•child to 
"For you to love while he • learn, i' :: "+ " : , .  > -+,':.< 
lives, and mourn when he is " "I've looked the wide world 
• dead. . over in my 9earch for, !eachers 
vain, . ' " I heafthere is an atomic lock 
, ,No  ~ . :: , . . . .  , , :  : : , , r hate me when I come to m Colorado that ]s supposed to 
call:to take him back again." be Completely accurate. Will 
. . . . .  ':: : you please tell me how to con- 
" l  fancied that I heard •them tact that place? --  Time Freak 
say, 'Dear Lord, thy will! be ' Dear T,F.: We called the No- 
done.' • ' "  ~:~ . . . .  : tional Institute of ,Standards 
"For all the: joy th is  child and  Technology in Boulder, 
shall bring.: the: risk o f  grief Colo., and talked to Donald B. 
we'll run. : ~ Sullivfin, Ph.D., chief of their 
"We'll shower' him wi th '  Time and Frequency Division. 
tenderness and 10vehim while ' Dr. Sullivan said, "Coot, 
to improve your social skills? 
Write for ,4nn Landers" new 
booklet, "How to :Make  
Friends and Stop Being • 
Lonely. "Send a self-addre~ed; 
long, business.size envelope and 
a check or. money order for 
$4.15 (this includes postage and 
handling) to: Friends, c/o Ann 
Landers, P.O. Box  11562, 
Chicago, Ill. 60611-0562. (In 
Canada send $5.05.) 
: USIN+ESS D: [RECTOR 
• i i 
+ BUSINESS OFTHE WEEK, 
I I : I : :+: ~L:  +. ORIENTALS, PERSIANS, PURE WOOL CARPETS,. I 
I I I+. :+  *,,,+,,CCARPETS. UPHOLSTERY. , : ,  i ' 
I I :1 ~t~ Cleaned safely the Dry Foam Extraction way. I 
I I "WINDOW CLEAffiNG [ llil + P.o'OFFICEBo: CLEI?NING>6 C++8,:NTRACTSs.8++ ++e+ ri!c~i: 1 . ~ + +" 
I ++ : + + + :>++ : I+  + 
[ HElD ENTERPRISES LTD. i . I,~/-~e f~) l+l l+ 
| CUSTOM BUILT BOATS-- BOATREPNRS + I I 1 • P.o~.,. b le , .d i ,  
[ ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS-- TOOLB()XES I J ~ * Marine realo~ ' 
P(UNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS -- 10 FT. SHEAR I I / ' t , ' l l  _ ~_ : ; * Mounlaln top mp~aters 
t ~ = = = t ~ l ~  200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS I I / ,  I ~l ~I~,p,=~,,~, • Satellite 811101 & Service 
+,.,,+,o +I '+ "~I~ 'DLANI :~ d-'~Ter 
~t/ /  / +.S,.(.~_'.,+_+. ,+- +6 I I I" N0nhland ,.+oo=~.,v~. 
' ~ . ~  ..... 11"  ° ' °T ' .+7 ON°+ " ~ • an+ram. ~ ' i  I 1/I ~-''"I~" TERRACE BC VBG3Y8 I I Communications 6 
/ o.._...,-+._ ' ,,,Glass Medic Repairs 
3pecialisls ,~ I.C.B.C. claims 
I Weddings Custom Framl~ 
I Porbaits Mat Cutting 
I Fandly P(xlraits eo+te~ 
l 5 mln Passports Ltmlled Edition Pints 
i " Dry Mounting Laminating 'i 
 uto e,. I"" 
638-9167 V V~l~ 624 5703 
' M  
WESTERN SCALES 
P.R. SCALE LTD. 
24 Hour Prompt Service 
NEW WEIGHT TEST TRUCK 
Dispatch No. No.10-220 Kalen Road 
027-1652 Prince Rupert, B.C., VSJ 2X2 
I+? 
l i' 
~.AIH'COAST CLEA.~Ig~ G SE~VICT_S 
~ p  0 Box 751 
• ORIENTALS, PERSIANS, PURE WOOL C~RPETS, 
SYNTHETIC CARPETS, UPHOLSTERY. 
Cleaned safely the Dry Foam Extraction way. 
Fast drying time. 
• WINDOW CLEANING 
• OFFICE CLEANING CONTRACTS 
638-8854 Terrace, B.C. 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre[ 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
I~TERRACE STANDARD I 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. ' 638-SAVE 
NORTHWEST 
CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTD. 
TANKS - PIPE & FITI'INGS - PLUMBING SUPPLIES - HEATING SUP- 
PLIES --  WATER WORKS - MINING SUPPLIES - FIRE PROTECTION - 
WELDING SUPPLIES - FASTENERS - FENCING SUPPLIES 
Phone 635.7158 5239 Keith Ave. Terrace Fax 635-6156 
TIRED OFRENTING? 
TIRED OF HIGH PRICES? 
,39  95  +,, PENNY i :  I I I  I v~ l l  
We'll olden two rooms & hall "YES" I have upho~tery e l~ :, 
L "ANYSIZE" "ASKME '''~ " " 
• FOR REFERENCES CALL: ' ~ : 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLsTERYcLEANING 
635-3944 " 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVI¢ES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave.,*Ten'ace 
Directors: 
DOUG MAC FARLANE & JAMES WESTERMAN 
o,o,," +*q~" 24 HOUR fA 
ik monum~m ' Answering and Pager Service 
Telrace, Kltimat. Smllhers ~.+,1  635"2444 ~+...+.~c. ' A ,moc~ 
I i 
This space available to advertise 
Your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE I 
I [ I l l  I Profeeelonal Chimney Sweep+ ... sJm:~ I~ • WOODSTOVES, FIREPLACESI cHIMNEYS' TRA NSPO R TA T ION +- - tE~. .~ , .~SYS TEMSLTD~ ! ~ : t ~  • FREE SAFETY INSPECTIONS :1 +, .  / ' ' Oally freight service exVancouver 
" I ~.. , Weuselhellnestlxushesanddustco"Irol;/acuum'f°rs : l - -  ' . ~ r " 
, + +. ,  .n, o .  +- ,  i i : ' i^ :1  
I ~;  " F IwI I I~OROUOH,  DUSTFREE' iwoI IP  i r.i I I 1 ~ + , "  ' '°+'+" ( ; '~  "'--'~"'. L~L.~ I I ' IF~4X:(6"04)~35"7197 ' MemO,  I!'~" 
: . . . .  I • " I . / .~ ,  \ ~  " I i ~, , , ! ,  : , •  . • , , . ST., TERRACE, 8.C. ~o~t  
m 
• + . . . . . .  ,+:  + +++:+ *:++ 658+854++ +,,+,+:+++0++~+++++[, * '  ~+  ~+J* ++ '+' ; ~ ++ + +' * " +ri+ ~+~+'+  * " +1++  ,i + +*+': i ' + ~ . . . . .  " + ++ +;*+:+ +m~+  +++~+i ~; '+~ ++++ + ?+~ ++ i ++~?+++~?+ ;  
• l . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , ,  , . . . . . . . . .  ~ • I +~"++, .+ .... ++ ' + +~ ?, <,,,,,,+~3+: +/,,+;;•"i;;/+++,'+,::~;+ 
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THURSDA f, FEBRUARY 22, 1990 
- --- - - - *Of f  Our  Regu lar  Low List Pr ices  
15% DISCOUNT INCLUDES ALL ADVERTISED OR SALE MERCHANDISE  IN DEPARTMENTS LISTED BELOW: 
• 15% OFF !!i~ • 15% OFF ~ "15°/o OFF 
ENTIRE SELECTION OF TOYS ~i~,!~ ALL SPORTING GOODS ...GOLF, ~ ALL CURTAINS, DRAPES, BLINDS, 
& GAMES...'FISHER PRICE', ~ RACQUET SPORTS, BASEBALL, SHOWER LINENS, C4URTAINS, 
'TONKA', 'MATTEE & MORE! ~ BIKES & EXERCISE EQUIPMENTI YARNS/SEWING & CARPETING! 
MARKED DEPARTMENT 37 ~ MARKED DEPARTMENT 39 MARKED DEPT. 04/30/31/32 
• 15% OFF "15% OFF "15% OFF 
ALL AUTOMOTIVE STOCK...OIL, OUR ENTIRE SELECTION OF ALL GLASS, DINNER, COOK & 
TOOL BOXES, CAR ACCESSORIES, MICROWAVES ... UUTAN', MICROWARE, CORNINGWARE, 
FILTERS & BACK-SHOP LABOR! 'CITIZEN' OR 'TOSHIBA'! RUBBERMAID & CLEANING SUPPLIES! 
MARKED DEPT. 56157168 MARKED DEPARTMENT 54 MARKED DEPT. 40/41/45 
o15% OFF 
ALL WATCHES & CLOCKS, GOLD, 
SILVER & COSTUME JEWELRY, 
WALLETS & HAIR ACCESSORIES! 
MARKED DEPT. 17/05 
• 15°/o OFF ~ • 15°/o OFF 
OUR ENTIRE SELECTION OF ~ OUR ENTIRE SELECTION OF 
POPULAR RECORDS, CASSETTE ~ COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE, VCR'S, 
TAPES AND COMPACT DISCS! VIDEO TAPES & LATEST MOVIES! 
MARKED DEPARTMENT D7 MARKED DEPARTMENT 13 
"15% OFF 
OUR ENTIRE SELECTION OF 
PICTURE FRAMES, FRAMED 
PRINTS & ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS! 
MARKED DEPARTMENT 11 
• 15% OFF 
• 15% OFF 
ALL FURNITURE... DINETTE 
SETS, WALL UNITS, BOOKCASES, 
COFFEE TABLES & MOREl 
MARKED DEPARTMENT 47 
OUR ENTIRE SELECTION OF 
LADIES' STYLISH BLOUSES, 
PULLOVERS & CARDIGANSI 
MARKED DEPT.25 
I 
• 15°/o OFF 
OUR ENTIRE SELECTION OF 
LADIES' PYJAMAS, GOWNS, 
LOUNGERS PLUS DUSTERS! 
MARKED DEPARTMENT 20 
• *see details posted at serwice desk in all stores 
Ida's saving place T." 
QIr I= I=NA U IA I  I 
' 15°/o OFF 
ALL LADIES' ACTIVE SPORTS- 
WEAR... FLEECE COORDINATES, 
KNITTOPS, PANTS, JEANS! 
MARKED DEPARTMENT 06 
* 15°/o OFF . . . .  
ALL FASHION ACCESSORIES... 
HANDBAGS, SCARVES, BELTS & 
HEADwEAR FORTHE FAMILY! . . . . .  
MARKED DEPT. 27128129152 . . . . . .  
" : " , -i' • ~j ,: : " 
,~ ,, . I ~ , 
. . . . .  OPEN. 
I MO~" ' TU(3S';~  O a":ro m [ 
WN. to FH. 1:30 am. 9:al 
